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ABSTRACT 

 

  This qualitative, phenomenological study examined teachers' experiences of the 

policy context of the fall of 2013 in the School District of Philadelphia.  It was an 

extremely turbulent time resulting from a cascading policy environment with origins in 

federal government mandates. The study focused on ten teachers' perceptions of policy 

implementation in one comprehensive high school.  Each teacher was interviewed once 

in the summer of 2017.  State, local, and school specific policy forces were examined.   

 Turbulence theory anchored the study.  Teacher interview data were used to 

construct a turbulence gauge for the school, shedding light on teacher perceptions of the 

magnitude of disruption. Events from 1997 to 2013 in the School District of Philadelphia 

provided evidence that policy forces from different governance levels and various 

contextual factors cascaded upon each other yielding a crescendo of policy 

implementation experienced by teachers in the fall of 2013.  

 Findings indicated that teachers' perceptions of policy implementation during the 

fall of 2013 were traumatic, chaotic, and compliance-driven.  Teachers primarily held the 

district responsible for the state of affairs, then the principal, and lastly, the federal 

government.  A finding of severe turbulence was assigned to the school reflecting 

teachers' perceptions of policy implementation.  

 This study informs school leaders in domains related to policy implementation, 

strategic planning, and impacts on human capital.  Future studies should examine how 

policy implementation in the NCLB era manufactures an up-tempo change culture which 
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converges on teachers and impacts their perceptions of efficacy and capacity to deliver 

instruction.  

 

Key terms: policy implementation, NCLB, Turbulence Theory, Philadelphia, affective, 

school closings 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

  

The United States stood as the preeminent world power immediately following 

World War II.  The country faced no existential crises and because public education is a 

state and local matter not mentioned in the federal Constitution, there was no compelling 

reason for substantial federal activism in it.   

However, in the 1950s two events began the steady march of federal influence on 

public education: (a) the federal implementation decision in Brown v. Board of Education 

Topeka (1955) to desegregate schools, and (b) the issuance of the National Defense 

Education Act (1958).  The issuance of each federal mandate caused a cascade of 

turbulence through school systems.  This meant that as subordinate levels of governance 

(i.e. state and local) implemented policies to meet federal directives, they caused 

disruption within their jurisdictions.  What resulted was a cascading effect, an 

amplification of disruption based on context and the force of destabilization (Gross, 

2014a).   

    For example, regarding the Brown v. Board of Education decisions, districts were 

tasked with integrating schools with deliberate speed (Brown v. Board of Education of 

Topeka, 1955).  State and local jurisdictions were granted autonomy to submit plans to 

federal and district courts that would suit their specific needs (Goldzwig, & 

Dionisopoulos, 1994).  These plans would be judged by the federal courts.  The historic 

case that defined this federal mandate occurred in Little Rock, Arkansas, and offers an 
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insight into how turbulence induced at the federal level is amplified as subordinate levels 

of school governance intersect with local contexts and stakeholders in response to federal 

policies while concurrently operationalizing proximal policy directives.   

 Following rulings in 1954 and 1955, the superintendent of schools of Little Rock, 

Virgil Blossom, submitted plans per federal directives to gradually integrate the school 

system by 1957, calling it the Blossom Plan (Goldzwig & Dionisopoulos, 1994).  

However, local city groups such as the Capital Citizens Council filed suits to prevent this 

plan (Goldzwig & Dionisopoulos, 1994).  The city splintered as citizens reacted 

forcefully to a powerful federal directive (Chappell, 2004; Gross, 2014a).  Catholic and 

Protestant constituencies mobilized by holding prayer meetings and issuing statements 

(Chappell, 2004).  Intensive scrutiny revealed that Hall High, a new high school slated to 

open in Little Rock in 1957, was conspicuously not part of the Blossom Plan (Chappell, 

2004).  It was constructed to serve a wealthier demographic of Little Rock than Central 

High, thus causing tension between the poor and wealthy white populations.  Poor whites 

inferred a double standard regarding integration of blacks into the school system with it 

appearing that the wealthier Hall High demographic would not be included.  

The dissonance within the white population demonstrated how the disruptions 

were perceived differently depending on socio-economic positionality (Gross, 2014a).  

Yet, this was but one aspect of fragmentation.  It also cut across generational 

positionality.  The Mother's League of Central High was segregationalist, yet the students 

apparently were not.  Reports from the high school students who would be living the 
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integration policy indicated that only fifty to one hundred of the one thousand nine 

hundred students agitated against it (Chappell, 2004).   

The Little Rock episode recurrently demonstrated how the level of disruption was 

based on the context and the force of destabilization as manifested by the differential 

reactions of stakeholder groups not only to it, but also to each other (Gross, 2014a).  

Further underscoring the force of the destabilization, the episode of integrating Central 

High School reached an apex with Governor Orval Faubus ordering the Arkansas 

National Guard to Central High School under the auspices of maintaining peace 

(Goldzwig & Dionisopoulos, 1994).  The US Army was ultimately summoned to protect 

African-American students, superseding the governor's jurisdiction.  Central High School 

and the Little Rock School District were small, stable institutions that were able to 

navigate these severe disruptions with substantial supports mitigating extreme events that 

might have deconstructed Central High School or the Little Rock School District (Gross, 

2014a).  Central High School stands to this day and is integrated (U.S. News and World 

Report, 2017).  Applying turbulence theory, Little Rock demonstrated how federal, state, 

and local forces intersected and how government and stakeholder contexts and 

positionalities impacted perceptions of policy implementation.     

The cascading effects of turbulence in response to the Brown v. Board of 

Education decision were repeated in Pennsylvania and one of its largest cities, 

Philadelphia.  At the state level, Pennsylvania Governor Leader surveyed all public 

schools in 1956 to determine if discrimination occurred not only regarding black pupils, 

but also in hiring black teachers (The Philadelphia Bulletin, 1956).  In Philadelphia, 
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busing programs were established to balance student racial demographics across schools, 

racial quota staffing policies were enacted for schools, and neighborhood attendance 

boundaries were debated (Delmont, 2015; Mirga, 1983; The Philadelphia Bulletin, 1956; 

Sanzare, 1977).  Again, the effect of policies trickling down from federal offices to 

classrooms were mediated by context and the force of change.  They were manifested in 

different degrees according to stakeholder positionality and the degree of stability of 

individual schools to respond to changes (Gross, 2014a).  

Four years later, public education experienced turbulence when the former Soviet 

Union launched a satellite.  Sputnik was launched in October 1957, and in eleven months 

the National Defense Education Act (NDEA, 1958) was signed introducing massive 

amounts of federal funding into public schools to support math, science, and foreign 

languages (Hunt, 2010; Steeves, Bernhardt, Burns, & Lombard, 2009).  Turbulence 

cascaded to teachers in this initiative, but in a different manner from Brown v. Board of 

Education (1955).  In Brown v. Board of Education (1955) teachers were the agents of 

social change ultimately tasked with managing racially diverse classrooms; however, in 

1958 teachers were the subjects of the policies.  Sputnik introduced the crisis mentality 

into the development and implementation of education policy putting the onus on 

teachers and curricula to meet a national mission: counter the Soviet Union (Steeves, 

Bernhardt, Burns, & Lombard, 2009).  In Pennsylvania, the NDEA funded the dispersion 

of 48,000 copies of the Science in Action Program to public schools and all teacher 

preparation programs (Piltz & Steidle, 1966).  This was an effort to influence teaching 

away from lecture and towards student inquiry (Piltz & Steidle, 1966).  A report on the 
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outcomes of this legislation noted that it "had improved science instruction by providing 

impetus for local school district personnel to evaluate and modify their instructional 

programs" (Piltz & Steidle, 1966, p. 1).  Here, the force of destabilization was just as 

strong as that in Brown v. Board of Education (1955), yet, it focused on another area of 

schooling - curriculum and instruction - a context different from Brown v. Board of 

Education (1955).  

  The 1960’s continued the steady march of federal policies cascading disruption 

through systems to teachers (New York State Archives, 2009).  As part of President 

Johnson's Great Society program (The War on Poverty), the Elementary and Secondary 

Education Act (1965) (ESEA) was a disruptive and forceful piece of legislation as it 

"doubled federal revenues in K-12 education" (Cascio & Reber, 2013, p. 423).  State and 

local bureaucracies grew in order to capture federal funds (New York State Archives, 

2009).  These meso (i.e. middle) level governance structures then trickled funds, 

programs, and policies down to schools.  For example, Philadelphia initiated twenty-four 

programs using ESEA funds between 1965 - 1966 (Mayfield, Landis, Pierson, 

Hammond, & Jones, 1966).  The Modern Mathematics Program, which sought to change 

instruction, enrolled 550 elementary teachers, 174 junior high teachers, and 107 senior 

high teachers (Mayfield, Landis, Pierson, Hammond, & Jones, 1966).  The K-4-4-4 

program focused on team teaching and large and small-group instruction, impacting four 

hundred elementary and one hundred and fifty secondary teachers.  The Choral Reading 

program enrolled 50 teachers while the Child Study Program enrolled five hundred and 

seventy-one.  Collectively, the 24 initiatives impacted over 2,000 of approximately 
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10,000 teachers in 250 schools (Mayfield, Landis, Pierson, Hammond, & Jones, 1966; 

Sanzare, 1977).  By touching roughly 20% of the teachers, the ESEA manufactured 

disruption in a school system where it would not have otherwise existed because it did 

not possess the financial means to implement the aforementioned initiatives but for 

federal funds.   

The size of the federal funding made it a large disruptive force with three potent 

implications: (a) it created an asymmetry in a large institution, (b) it trickled down 

additional policy implementation tasks to teachers, and (c) it created a new meso layer of 

policy managers and inspectors.  Some teachers now had training that others did not.  

Some schools were now equipped with technology while others were not.  Some schools 

received community coordinators, while others did not.  All of the initiatives created 

more meetings for teachers to attend and more records for teachers to maintain.  It created 

community and district expectations for services that were not sustainable because they 

were funded externally.  Lastly, it created a middle level of bureaucracy to capture, 

manage, and inspect the funded programs.  ESEA cascaded turbulence down through the 

local system and to teachers. 

It is possible to view policies in silos; however, to study their impacts it is 

worthwhile to shed light on their collective implementation.  Consider that schools in 

1965 were concurrently reacting to at least three forceful policy events driven by the 

federal government: integration, national mobilization, and the Great Society.  They were 

simultaneously navigating their local issues.  This is analogous to the phenomenon that 

occurred in the fall of 2013 in the School District of Philadelphia: reacting to the three 
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forceful federal policy events as demonstrated by No Child Left Behind (NCLB), Race 

To The Top (RTTT), and School Improvement Grants (SIG), while concurrently 

responding to state policy levers and local contextual forces.  This study narrowly 

focused on the perceptions of teachers and their experience of turbulence of this time in 

one comprehensive high school. 

The advent of Public Law 107-110, No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, and its 

cascading impact is crucial to understanding the fall of 2013 because it introduced policy 

mandates under threat of non-funding (Fowler, 2013).  Turbulence inducing provisions 

included but were not limited to (a) timelines with state takeover, chartering, or 

reconstitution, (b) mandated testing of every student in every K-12 school receiving any 

amount of federal funding, (c) providing students opportunities and mechanisms to 

transfer to other schools, (d) notification protocols to alert parents of school performance 

and options for student transfer, (e) measuring student performance against defined 

proficiency scores, (f) developing standards based systems of measures and targets, and 

(g) mandating highly qualified teachers certified in subject content (No Child Left Behind 

Act of 2001; Taylor, O'Day, & Carlson LeFloch, 2010).  

A twelve-year implementation timeline was mapped setting the stage for this 

federal policy to mature in 2014 (No Child Left Behind Act of 2001).  Thus, a cascading 

accountability regime was ushered in and its turbulent apex would be felt in Philadelphia 

in the fall of 2013, a year before NCLB reached its policy sunset.  To examine this time, 

the focus of this study was two-speared: a phenomenological analysis of the teacher 
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experience of this time as the unit of study, and, the application of turbulence theory to 

anchor the analysis. 

Turbulence theory is “a metaphor for both the episodic and continuing forces that 

we live with each day in our organization” (Gross, 2014a, p. 258).  Turbulence is simply 

"an unstable condition" (Gross, 1998, p. 113).  Gross (1998) applied aviation 

nomenclature to school changes to demonstrate that the amount of instability in an 

organization is divided into levels just as it is by pilots, and, just as pilots can encounter 

instability in any part of their flight, it can be encountered at any stage in the policy 

process.  Forces that induce organizational instability require careful consideration 

because when making strategic decisions "what wise planners need to know are the forms 

turbulence may take" (Gross, 1998, pp. 113 - 114). 

Similar to turbulence metrics provided by the Federal Aviation Administration, 

Gross (2014a) developed a generic turbulence gauge with which to analyze schools.  This 

is a graphic representation of organizational stability.  Light turbulence is associated with 

“general ongoing issues, with little or no disruption in the normal work environment” 

(Gross, 2014a, p. 260).  Moderate turbulence is characterized by “widespread awareness 

of issues” (Gross, 2014a, p. 260) that have specific origins.  Severe turbulence is 

demonstrated by a “feeling of crisis” [and could manifest] “large scale community 

demonstrations” (Gross, 2014a, p. 260), and a fear for policies failing.  Extreme 

turbulence connotes a breakdown of the institution, where normal operations cannot 

occur (Gross, 2014a). 
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Turbulence theory is best understood in a context (Gross, 1998).  For example, 

Gross (2001) described the impact of policy implementation and its effects on 

curriculum, instruction, and assessment.  In one case, state assessment and standards 

policies were driving shifts in a school that was committed to democratic bottom-up 

governance, as opposed to top-down.  The policies from the state were not judged good 

or bad, but simply at odds with the culture of the school, thus creating an unstable 

situation within it.  Turbulence theory provided an agnostic lens with which to examine 

this situation by considering contextual forces, current levels of stability, and 

consequences of instability.   

Instead of prescriptive paths, turbulence theory provides a rich "understanding of 

the flow of turbulence in a given situation" (Gross, 2014a, p. 261).  This can be used by 

school leaders to consider not only capacity issues of implementation, but also affective 

and ethical issues (Shapiro & Gross, 2013).  The context of a school and district provide 

the data to build the turbulence gauge.  Accordingly, this instrument provides a metric 

that can be based on objective (i.e. contextual) and subjective (i.e. personal accounts) 

data regarding the instability in a system.  The three forces that mediate perceptions of 

turbulence are positionality, cascading, and stability (Gross, 2014a, p. 257).  

Turbulence in schools is not necessarily bad.  Sometimes schools require 

turbulence to “open up new possibilities” (Gross, 2014a, p. 251).  Schools and districts 

may require change to address student needs.  Gross (2014a) explained perceptions of 

positive and negative turbulence with the construct of positionality, which allowed for a 

nuanced view of policy implementation.   
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Position mattered in bodies of moving water and I soon found parallels in 

organizational turbulence.  In schools, the case of severe turbulence meant 

different things to the superintendent, the high school principal, the parents and 

area business leaders.  (Gross, 2014a, p. 252)  

This introduced ethical and affective issues into the calculus of policy implementation as 

“it is important to understand the relative situation of individuals in the organization in a 

multi-dimensional fashion” (Gross, 2014a, p. 253).  The following questions illuminated 

positionality during policy shifts: 

1.  What different groups exist in our organization (younger students, 

older students, faculty, administration)?  How might the current turbulence 

affect each of them? 

2.  What different demographics exist in our organization (gender, race, 

social class, special education)?  What might their perspectives be? 

3.  What do we know about individual situations?  How might this alter 

the way this turbulence is perceived?  (Gross, 2014a, p. 253)  

 

Gross (2014a) conceded that sometimes the need for policy makers and school leaders to 

react is immediate and does not allow the time to gather and analyze data.  Thus, school 

leaders should maintain a deep understanding of the positionality of different 

stakeholders in their organization (Gross, 2014a, p. 253). 

Cascading is a metaphor comparing an increase in organizational turbulence to 

the trickling of water as it drops from rock to rock, or downturn to downturn (Gross, 

2014a).  Gross (2014a) offered a sample of cascading events in schools: rapid growth, 

low test results, departure of a superintendent, financial issues.  “Each in turn escalates 

the level of turbulence facing the school just as a series of vertical drops amplifies the 

speed of water as it cascades” (Gross, 2014a, p. 254).  Cascading can refer to one policy 

whose impact is amplified as it trickles through a system or to the collective impact of a 

series of policies as they are concurrently implemented.  It also captures aspects of 
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positionality, "for those experiencing turbulence even at the light level, it is important to 

consider forces in the environment that may propel that turbulence to higher levels" 

(Gross, 2014a, p. 254).  Thus, cascading is a function of context.   

The final aspect of turbulence theory is stability, the extent to which a school or 

its stakeholders can withstand “dynamic forces” (Gross, 2014a, p. 255) and layers of 

policy implementation.  Simply put, stable institutions, stable teaching cadres, and stable 

communities can withstand increased levels of disruption.  Stability can "escalate or 

diminish turbulence levels" (Gross, 2014a, p. 255).  It is not viewed as an inert force 

fighting dynamic forces, but rather another dynamic force which mediates the others.  As 

opposed to rigidity, it is an authentic confidence in the organization to respond in 

"measured, flexible ways" (Gross, 2014a, p. 255).  For example, it can exist as a high 

level of trust and social capital among stakeholders that helps them engage challenging 

issues.  Stability is the product of three factors: (a) context, because "things are stable in 

relation to the forces acting upon them" (b) flexibility, because excessive rigidity locks 

organizations, and (c) the wisdom to realize tipping points, because "at some point 

stability will always give way to sufficient dynamic forces acting upon it" (Gross, 2014a, 

p. 257). 

Turbulence theory provides a valuable lens to examine policy implementation 

because positionality, cascading, and stability impact how policy makers can view 

physical systems and human resources (Gross, 2014a).  Designed to help leaders better 

“understand life in the micro and macro” (Gross, 2014a, p. 257) levels of school 
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bureaucracy, it is easy for school leaders to apply turbulence theory when they wish to 

plan and execute all aspects of the policy implementation process. 

Statement of the Problem 

Literature addressed the policy landscape, programmatic changes, financial 

impacts, and staffing issues in the age of accountability (Brady, Duffy, Hazelkorn, & 

Bucholz, 2014; Fowler, 2013; Manna & Ryan, 2011; McGuinn, 2006; Normore, 2003; 

Taylor, O'day & LeFloch, 2010; Terry, 2010).  Additionally, research on teacher 

perceptions of change was robust (Allen & Penuel, 2014; Bristo, 2010; Byrd-Blake et al., 

2010; Gosnell-Lamb, 2012; Nunnery, Ross, & Bol, 2008; Olsen & Kirtman, 2002). 

There was a gap in the body of research that examined urban teacher perceptions 

of organizational instability, or turbulence, as the intermediaries for NCLB era federal 

policy implementation.  Further, there was a gap in the research addressing the cascading 

effects of federal, state, and local policy implementation on teachers at the apex of the 

NCLB era. 

The problem is that at every level of governance, policy forces cascade upon each 

other and the impact on teachers operating in the "essentialist-market" (Gross, 2014b, p. 

1119) environment ushered in by NCLB is unclear (Pinto, 2015).  

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this phenomenological study was to shed light on teacher 

perceptions of turbulence during the fall of 2013 in the School District of Philadelphia in 

light of NCLB era policy implementation and local contextual factors that cascaded upon 
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each other.  Through this lens it sought to inform school administrators’ consideration of 

the twin pillars of successful policy implementation for teachers: their will and capacity 

(Fowler, 2013).   

This time encapsulated a phase of substantial district-wide turbulence.  Policy 

directives trickling down across federal, state, and local governance since 2001 reached 

an apex in 2013.  This study explored the fall of 2013 through the lens of turbulence 

theory which framed policy implementation vis-a-vis context, cascading, and district and 

school stability (Gross, 2014a).  

Research Questions 

The following questions guided this study: 

1. What were teachers' perceptions of turbulence in the School District of 

Philadelphia during the fall of 2013? 

Prior policy research considered factors in silos or presented them as functions of 

the policies; such as increased clerical work, lack of preparation, or lack of resources to 

implement reforms (Fowler, 2013).  This question purposefully sought to focus on the 

collective impact of disruption created by policy implementation; not on the quality or 

rationale of implementation nor on the impact of any one policy. 

2.  To what extent, if any, do teachers connect turbulence at their school to federal, 

state, and district policies beyond the school?  

It is important to explore to what extent teachers connect personal perceptions of 

turbulence to the governance levels above them.  In addressing this issue, interview data 
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shed light on linkages between the classroom experience and policy implementation at 

the crest of NCLB and the era of accountability.  This informed domains of research 

associated with policy implementation, teacher self-efficacy, and teacher will and 

capacity (Bandura, 1977; Fowler, 2013; Shambaugh, 2008).  

Study Design  

 A qualitative, single site, multi subject, empirical interpretive phenomenological 

method was used to focus on the experience of participants (Van der Mescht, 2004; 

Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009).  Research of seminal events of the preceding decade 

established the context of the fall of 2013 (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2003).  

Per Gross (2014a) the application of turbulence theory is not formulaic but 

requires a logical approach to capture elements of the theory: contextual forces, 

positionality, establishing a level of turbulence, and consequences of changing levels of 

turbulence.  Primary and secondary sources provided a sketch of contextual elements of 

2013 and the time preceding it while subject interviews provided rich accounts filling in 

that sketch (Cohen et al., 2003).   

One comprehensive high school in the School District of Philadelphia was 

purposefully selected as it was the subject of multiple policy directives implemented in 

the fall of 2013.  Teacher participants were purposefully selected to provide a balanced 

cross section of race, age, and teaching experience.  Their interview data were analyzed 

to capture their experiences and perceptions of turbulence in an urban high school at the 

apogee of multiple policy initiatives.  A turbulence gauge was constructed from the 
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teacher interviews providing a graphic representation of the experiences of the policy 

environments, an assessment of the level of disruption in the school, and a diagnostic tool 

for reflecting on policy efficacy. 

Limitations and Delimitations 

Phenomenology “has a strong philosophical component” (Creswell, 2007, p. 58).  

It addresses how subjects make meaning of events.  Because I sought to describe the 

essence of an experience, I was careful to bracket myself to prevent bias or a projection 

of my analysis.  Mitigating this methodological limitation was the inclusion of an 

autobiography that outlined my prior role in the setting, a priori considerations regarding 

the phenomenon, and biases (Marshall & Rossman, 2011).  This served as a validation 

for my credibility by acknowledging my subjectivity and demonstrating awareness of this 

issue.   

The capacity of teacher-participants as storytellers and communicators was a 

limitation in this process.  Since the time isolated for this study occurred four years ago, 

staff recollections may have been inaccurate, or, accurate but incomplete.  Mediation of 

this threat was conducted through interview cross-checks, probing questions, and archival 

research. Primary and secondary sources regarding the School District of Philadelphia in 

2013 corroborated teacher recollections.  Teachers were asked to seek personal journals, 

meeting notes, or other artifacts from that time to verify their experiences.  Lastly, my 

role as the instrument of data collection mediated the recollection threat as I was a 
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teacher in the school during the time that bound this study and could validate experiences 

as well as refer to personal notes and artifacts to trigger memories and rich accounts.   

The capacity to mitigate participant reactivity during interviews was necessary to 

ensure data fidelity (Maxwell, 2005).  Countering this limitation occurred with person-to-

person interviews that were semi-structured yet purposeful (Merriam, 1998, p. 73).  I 

remained mindful of the fact that "what the informant says is always influenced by the 

interviewer” (Maxwell, 2005, p. 109).   The challenge was to form a common 

understanding of the event among the interviewees in a descriptive manner (Creswell, 

2007).  Bracketing mediated these limitations.  Other measures I employed included 

conducting a personal inventory of biases, practicing interviewing non-participants, 

journaling, dialoging with my advising chair and with an external reader.  

Using a semi-structured interview protocol balanced the need to focus on the time 

frame of the phenomenon and elicit demographic data on participants, yet allowed for 

personal meaning-making.  Avoiding leading questions was imperative.  This balance 

allowed participants to share their experiences while preventing me from becoming “lost 

in a sea of divergent viewpoints and seemingly unconnected pieces of information” 

(Merriam, 1998, p. 75). 

A validity threat to phenomenologies is the assumption of the validity of 

perception.  Because the experience of any phenomenon is in the perception of the 

interviewee, it becomes necessary to corroborate the experience.  Triangulation, audit 

trails, and field notes served to counter this threat. 
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Regarding delimitations, the selection of a narrative approach was not appropriate 

because it focused on one or two individuals whereas the focus of this study was on the 

life of several individuals who had shared an experience (Creswell, 2007).  A grounded 

theory approach was not appropriate since I was not seeking to develop a theory, 

although grounded theory lends itself to capture the experience of many individuals 

(Creswell, 2007).   

Group culture, alluding to ethnography, was not the unit of analysis in the 

phenomenon as it would not directly answer the research questions.  It would chart the 

cultural group effects of cascading turbulence.  These could manifest in the formation of 

informal micro-support groups among teachers or the cultivation of rituals to deal with 

the turbulence, such as: teachers sending students to each other, venting sessions during 

lunchtime, or the formation of a culture of permissiveness.  These would not adequately 

address the social cognitive antecedents and perceptions of turbulence each teacher 

experienced that manifested the culture.  Finally, the exclusion of case study was made 

because collection of real-time data was not possible. 

With my commitment to studying the perception of turbulence in the fall of 2013, 

I concluded that a phenomenological approach would best serve the study.  It met the 

criteria I deemed salient to answer the questions: a focus on understanding an experience, 

a problem that involved the need to describe the essence of a lived phenomenon, a 

disciplinary background drawing from philosophy, psychology, and education, and a unit 

of analysis that encompassed several individuals (5-25) that had shared an experience 

(Creswell, 2007; Polkinghorne, 1989). 
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This study is not generalizable because Philadelphia operates in a complex 

ecosystem that is unlike suburban or rural districts.  As the eighth largest school system 

in the United States, it shares some features with other large urban districts, but its 

governance, demographics and school reform initiatives limit the study to a reference as 

opposed to a model (School District of Philadelphia, 2016).  Moreover, comparing the 

high school used in this study (located in Philadelphia) to other large comprehensive 

urban high schools in other cities with similar demographics faces limitations because the 

contextual forces, programs offered, and formal and informal cultures within schools 

vary.  The goal of this study was to shed light on the relationships between policy 

implementation and teachers’ experiences to contribute to school administrators’ 

understandings of the impacts of cascading policy forces.  

 The School District of Philadelphia was selected because of the scrutiny it 

received as a failing district and the amount of policy implementation endemic to urban 

districts (Hess, 1999; Stover, 2007; Travers, 2003).  The results of this study were based 

on data collected from one high school of 53 in the School District of Philadelphia 

(School District of Philadelphia, 2016).  The high school was purposefully selected as a 

representative of a typical Philadelphia public comprehensive high school that 

experienced the cascading policy turbulence of 2013. 

Definition of Terms 

Cascading Turbulence: A metaphor for describing a situation where the disruptive force 

of policy implementation is magnified in two ways: (a) as policy mandates are 
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operationalized through each level of governance that mediate their fulfillment, they add 

to it thereby amplifying it, (b) unrelated policies and contextual factors simultaneously 

impact a situation and escalate the level of instability (Gross, 2014a).  Layers of policies 

and directives are produced.  The positionality of policy implementers and intermediaries 

(i.e. teachers) mediates their perception of the disruptive effects of the process. 

Mediator:  An agent or agency with formal power to enact or guide policy 

implementation. 

Perception:  The experience of an event, object, or social interaction as mediated by 

personal interpretation (From, 1971; Heider, 1920; Malle, 2011).  

Policy Implementation: “Organizational activities directed toward the carrying out of an 

adopted policy by administrative bureaucracies at the national, state, and local levels” 

(Clemons & McBeth, 2009, p.79). 

School District of Philadelphia, fall of 2013:  The period of time in the School District 

of Philadelphia bounded by August 1, 2013, through December 31, 2013. 

Teachers:  Those enacting policy, also called intermediaries. 

Trauma:  An emotional upset (Merriam-Webster, n.d).  

 

Turbulence: "an unstable condition" (Gross, 1998, p. 113) 

Significance of the Study 

This study is significant because in database searches on policy implementation 

and school leader decision-making, there was a gap in the literature addressing the 

phenomenon of cascading turbulence and its effect on teachers.  In seeking to shed light 
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on the collective impact of policy implementation, this study differs from policy research 

during the age of accountability which evaluated programs and outcomes in quantitative 

silos turning little attention to the cumulative impact on teachers.  

By exploring teachers' perceptions of turbulence, I problematized the emotional 

component of teachers' experiences (i.e. their will) particularly during times of cascading 

policy implementation and organizational disruption (i.e. capacity factors) in the shadow 

of NCLB (Fowler, 2013; Gross, 2014a; Nunnery, Ross, & Bol, 2008; Shapiro & Gross, 

2013).  This is important because of evidence that teacher traits, personality, and socio-

emotional states mediate instructional delivery (Gretzel & Jackson, 1963; Hargreaves, 

1998; Jennings & Greenberg, 2009).  Haberman (2004) commented, “There are no 

conditions of work that exist independently of the teacher’s values, perceptions, and 

personal attributes” (p. 4).  This underscored the importance of studying factors that 

mediate a teacher's will and capacity to navigate turbulence: their positionality and 

personal description of their situation  

In 2016, ESSA succeeded NCLB, which Karp (2016) asserted continued with the 

same “test and punish reform” [as NCLB and] “is more like a change in drivers than a U-

turn” (para. 8).  Although ESSA granted states discretion, it maintained mandates that the 

same grades and subjects be tested, rigorous standards implemented, and the lowest 

performing schools labeled and subject to intervention (Karp, 2016).  The interventions 

for large urban districts like Philadelphia will likely rhyme with those noted in NCLB and 

RTTT: replacing staff, closing district schools and opening charters, reconstitution, state 

takeover of schools, turnaround, or restart (Mezzacappa & Windle, 2016).  So, the 
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possibility of continued cascading turbulence in Philadelphia remains high - reinforcing 

the significance of this study to inform policy decisions not only in this jurisdiction but 

also in other large urban school districts.   
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

This literature review addressed turbulence theory, policy implementation, and 

national and local contexts that mediated Philadelphia public schooling from 2001- 2013 

(Gross, 2014a).  The goals were: (a) to describe the turbulence metaphor and define the 

concept of cascading turbulence, (b) to address policy implementation and teacher 

perceptions of it, and (c) to establish the context of 2001 - 2013 in Philadelphia.   

Turbulence Theory Applied 

 Turbulence theory has been applied to frame curriculum leadership, school and 

district leadership, ethical issues in leadership, student agency, and administrative and 

organizational structures (Bjorkedal, 2009; Gross, 1998; Gross, 2004; Gross, 2006; Mitra 

& Gross, 2009; Shapiro & Gross, 2008, 2013; Weiler, 2009).  While it exists as a 

metaphor for the "episodic and continual forces that we live with each day in our 

organizations," [the purpose of the theory is to establish a context], "illuminate levels of 

change," [and], "add a new dimension to our understanding of organizational life" (Gross, 

2014a, p. 258). 

Curriculum Leadership 

 Turbulence theory is a grounded theory developed by Gross (1998) in Staying 

Centered: Curriculum Leadership in a Turbulent Era.  Gross analyzed ten public schools 

across America that had been successful in their curriculum development efforts and 

turbulence theory emerged specifically to address this.  Turbulence was presented in this 
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process as "an unavoidable challenge" (Gross, 1998, p. 113).   In its simplest form, it 

captured any disruption to work (Gross, 2004).  Three levels of turbulence were initially 

mapped addressing three questions in the context of curriculum development: (1) What 

are the three qualities of turbulence? (2) What examples illustrate those levels? (3) Can 

one level of turbulence lead to a greater level of instability if left unattended? (Gross, 

1998).  Characteristics of each level of turbulence (i.e. light, moderate, and severe) were 

mapped with corresponding causes (Gross, 1998). 

Light Turbulence 

 The first level of instability, or light turbulence, was "associated with ongoing 

issues [and] subtle signs of stress" (Gross, 1998, p. 115) caused by disjointed 

communities, a sense of isolation, and issue overload.  Disjointed school communities 

were those with complex heterogeneity: racially, socio-economically, English language 

proficiency, and broad district geography (Gross, 1998).  For example, Three Oaks 

Elementary School in Fort Myers and Hansberry Elementary School in the Bronx both 

served large geographic areas with students either traveling long distances to school or 

converging from different neighborhoods (Gross, 1998).  In both instances, nearly half of 

all students came from homes where English was spoken as a second language and in 

both schools "bringing families of Hispanic origin together with African American 

families" (p. 116) was a major focus.  Light turbulence manifested as low attendance by 

parents for community meetings in efforts to communicate curriculum shifts and 

perceptions of low coherence within the community by educators, families, and students.  

In another school, The Heron Institute in Madison, Wisconsin, teachers spoke about 
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feelings of isolation during curriculum changes because they "did not have daily access to 

members of the group to discuss instruction and curricular questions" (Gross, 1998, p. 

116).  Lastly, the issue of overload in curriculum reform was exemplified in the Northeast 

Arkansas School District which introduced 60 new initiatives within four years leading 

the superintendent to fear a "hodgepodge" (Gross, 1998, p. 117) environment.  Educators 

in this district felt they lacked the capacity to take on any more change (Gross, 1998, p. 

117). 

Moderate Turbulence  

 Two of the characteristics of moderate turbulence in curriculum development 

were "widespread awareness of an issue [and] specific origins" (Gross, 1998, p. 115).    

Possible causes included "tension filled conditions [and] rapid growth of the community 

and student body" (Gross, 1998, p. 117).  Indicators of moderate turbulence were gleaned 

not only from conditions but also from conversations.  "You know that there is moderate 

turbulence when the topic comes up in almost every encounter either as a current issue or 

something significant in the recent past" (Gross, 1998, p. 117).  Hansberry Elementary 

School was well organized "but both minor and serious problems cropped up at a rapid 

pace [and teachers and administrators had] their hands full meeting the needs of their 

students" (Gross, 1998, p. 119).  Oceana High School "faced a large influx of new 

students and new faculty members" (Gross, 1998, p. 125) in an example of rapid growth 

of a school community.  That issue became the focus of conversations and subsequent 

policy, systems, and procedural responses. 
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Severe Turbulence.   

 This level of turbulence in curriculum leadership was characterized by a "fear for 

the entire enterprise, a feeling of crisis, and a possibility of large-scale community 

demonstrations" [with possible causes rooted in conflicts with community values or an] 

"external threat to a school's future" (Gross, 1998, p. 115).  Gross dubbed school closing 

a "mega-issue" (1998, p. 115).  This state also showed the possibility to draw 

relationships between turbulence levels.  "Severe turbulence has everyone's attention" 

(Gross, 1998, p. 119).  This is indicated in schools where conversations are heated, there 

are deep splits in the school, and teachers and parents have raised anxiety levels because 

they are not comfortable with curricular shifts (Gross, 1998).  The external threat to a 

school's future is framed by Gross as something that tends to "come out of the blue" 

(1998, p. 121) as a surprise where the normal administrative processes cannot handle it.  

For example, Oceana High School navigated moderate turbulence, then out of the blue 

had to counter a reorganization plan to close it.  The entire school community had to 

mobilize in order to respond to this turbulence and successfully kept the school open 

(Gross, 1998). 

Extreme Turbulence  

Gross' (1998) initial curriculum analysis did not include an example of this level 

of turbulence.  This was added later at the nexus of several events: (a) a school grew 

rapidly both by adding enrollment and adding grades, (b) a supportive superintendent left, 

(c) the relationship the school had with the district vis-a-vis this supportive 

superintendent ended, (d) the principal who initiated the curriculum reform retired, (e) 
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one of the grades had not performed well on state standardized tests, and (f) the 

foundation funding the reform was ending its support (Gross, 2014a).  This provided an 

example of extreme turbulence, a set of circumstances so intense that they destroyed the 

reform.  Gross (2006) later described it as the result of "a cascading series of pressures" 

(p. 51).   

 The addition of an example of extreme turbulence completed the metaphor of 

turbulence theory.  "With turbulence, I could now describe different degrees of challenge 

facing innovating schools.  Likewise, I could speak to the relative emotional strength of 

disturbances" (Gross, 2014a, p. 250).  The importance of the emotional strength of policy 

implementation was supported by research indicating its role in the affective aspects of 

schooling (Hargreaves, 1998). 

School and District Leadership 

With the turbulence metaphor complete, Gross (2004) revisited schools with 

innovating curricula to analyze school and district leadership.  His goal was to study how 

schools "followed through over the first decade and a half" (p. xii).  Four themes emerged 

that he dubbed challenges: leadership succession, maintaining a learning agenda, 

maintaining a school culture, and examining a schools' capacities to navigate external 

pressures from the federal government and the district (Gross, 2004).   

Within each theme, the research identified the disruptive forces that leaders faced 

after the first five years of curriculum leadership and innovation: dealing with rapid 

growth, understanding affective impacts on teachers' socio-emotional states vis-a-vis 

increased workload and the pressures of rising expectations, integrating new faculty, 
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integrating new families and students, supporting advanced teacher-leaders and dealing 

with district leadership (Gross, 2004).  It described how policy mandates can forcefully 

cascade upon each other "when the state and feds come marching in" (Gross, 2004, p. 

126) and how these forces impact the previously mentioned issues.  Gross captured the 

concept of cascading policy turbulence with a lever metaphor.   

Policy leaders at all levels should also consider the implications of their actions 

down the chain of command.  The point of the lever metaphor is to remind all of 

us that we use power and that we need to be highly sensitive about its effect on 

others, whether they are near or far away from our daily lives.  (Gross, 2004, p. 

128) 

The federal government, state legislators, city leaders, district administrators, school 

principals - all pull levers that pass turbulence down a system (Gross, 2004).  Teachers, 

the ultimate instruments of schooling, find themselves as the pre-eminent agents of the 

implementation process (Fowler, 2013; Montgomery & Rupp, 2005; Sunderman, Tracy, 

Kim, & Orefield, 2004).  Thus, turbulence theory combined with the lever metaphor 

yields the cascading turbulence concept and underscores not only the unique positionality 

of teachers but also the importance of considering their perceptions of policy 

implementation. 

Leadership Mentoring 

Gross (2006) extended the application of turbulence theory from curriculum to 

leadership succession, mentoring, and the use of committees in these contexts.  For 

example, the Randolph School District was dealing with high turnover among new 

principals and the application of turbulence theory framed research questions regarding 

planning, district priorities, and the notion of understanding the "naturalistic setting" 
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(Gross, 2006, p. xiv).  Gross placed the principal turnover phenomenon in a post-NCLB 

era describing that policy as a "powerful intervention" (2006, p. xii) that required 

democratic, ethical leaders.  Constructing turbulence gauges to capture the instability of 

the Randolph School District served as a calibration to the severity of issues and a guide 

for making recommendations for future policy implementation (Gross, 2006, 2013). 

Ethical Issues  

Turbulence theory in combination with Multiple Ethical Paradigm Theory shed 

light on leadership decision-making and the ethical dilemmas inherent in policy 

implementation (Shapiro & Stefkovich, 2016).  Multiple Ethical Paradigm Theory offers 

four ethical decision-making rationales that impact the turbulence level in schools: the 

ethic of justice, the ethic of critique, the ethic of care, and the ethic of the profession 

(Shapiro & Stefkovich, 2016).  While both can assist educators in thinking through 

decision-making, turbulence theory "enables them to take into account the emotional 

climate of an organization as they make a final decision" (Shapiro & Gross, 2008, 

preface).  Scenarios based on actual events highlighted administrator dilemmas at the 

intersection of values, bureaucracy and policy.  The complexity of layers of policy 

implementation and their impact on teachers was identified; however, there was an 

opportunity in the literature to develop this area in greater detail (Shapiro & Gross, 2013). 

Weiler (2009) built on this scholarship and explored turbulence, ethical dilemmas 

and the instability faced by school leaders due to 2002 NCLB legislation.  The author 

dubbed the mid-2000s a "turbulent era of school accountability" (Weiler, 2009, p. 359) 

due to the high stakes demands of the federal policy.  The study shed light on 
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administrator perceptions of pressure and cascading forces - district leadership, 

government, media, and community (Weiler, 2009).  The interview data captured the 

impact of these forces on teachers: 

We did not make adequate yearly progress and it was because of the special ed. 

kids. And that was how it was phrased, and the special education department kind 

of felt really taken aback, and that wasn’t a fair way to phrase it. I felt pressure 

from the administration, on all levels, central office, special education 

supervisors, principals. I felt like – yeah, I really didn’t feel pressure from – I 

think that the community pressure all probably went to the administrators and 

then it came to us. (Weiler, 2009, p. 206) 

 

 Weiler (2009) provided substantial evidence of cascading turbulence that 

impacted teachers but the study focused on leadership responses, particularly as they 

related to increasing scores of the special education population in lieu of NCLB.  The 

setting was a persistently high scoring district that was stable (Weiler, 2009).    

Student Voice 

 Mitra and Gross (2009) applied turbulence theory to the issue of student voice to 

draw attention to the role students played in mediating school instability.  This research 

shifted the lens from studying leadership positionality to studying student positionality.  

The authors explored student voice beyond simply "being heard [to] building leadership 

capacity [in order to explore how authentic student leadership could] help to calm 

turbulence occurring within individual adolescents and also in school contexts that need 

resolution" (p. 522). 

 Catholic and public-school students (n=250) in the United States and Australia 

took a survey to understand their perspectives and unearth engagement priorities (Mitra 
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& Gross, 2009).  Cascading occurred in the form of student pressures that escalated 

instability as they mediated each other: schoolwork, parent values, parent influence, 

parent expectations (Mitra & Gross, 2009).  Their study explored ethical issues, but there 

was no substantial description of a cascading effect related to policy implementation or 

its impact on teachers.  The research provided rich accounts of emotional forces and 

discussed using turbulence theory in a predictive manner to forecast responses to student 

voice policy initiatives (Mitra & Gross, 2009).  Turbulence was also cast in a positive 

light:  "Increasing turbulence in a school may be necessary when turbulence is too low—

meaning that a school is unwilling to address systemic issues in the name of avoiding 

conflict (Achinstein, 2002; Gryskiewicz, 1999).  Efforts to raise awareness of issues and 

to heighten sensitivity to problems can lead to improvements in teaching and learning” 

(Mitra & Gross, 2009, p. 535).   

Administrative and Organizational Structures 

 Bjorkedal (2009) analyzed the relationships between district characteristics, the 

educational environment, and the administrative organizational structure in public 

schools in Pennsylvania by comparing data from 1996 - 1997 to 2006 - 2007.  Turbulence 

theory framed the quantitative changes in administrative positions during this time in 

order to shed light on the forces and pressures acting on them (Bjorkedal, 2009).  This 

period fell in the middle of NCLB policy implementation and data capturing turbulence 

in administrative and organizational structures provided insight into the force of policy 

implementation. 
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 In addressing federal policy, state policy, and local pressures, Bjorkedal (2009) 

provided a model of cascading turbulence with a quantitative analysis focused on 

administrative impacts.  Policy levers grouped thematically as academics, business 

operations, nutrition, athletics, technology, and charter school authorization demonstrated 

the manufacturing of instability in the state of Pennsylvania as subordinate levels of 

governance introduced policies.  The study provided quantitative evidence for instability 

in certain administrative sectors in Pennsylvania that were increased due to NLCB policy 

levers, however no data was collected regarding emotional impacts or perceptions of 

policy implementation (Bjorkedal, 2009).  While teachers were mentioned regarding 

policy implementation, neither their positionality nor perceptions of turbulence were 

developed. 

Rationale for Using Turbulence Theory 

 Turbulence theory was purposefully used as the sole lens to examine teacher 

perceptions of the fall of 2013 in the School District of Philadelphia because it has 

demonstrated the capacity to integrate policy implementation and the emotional strength 

of policy disturbances (Gross, 2014a).  These two factors, as experienced from a teacher's 

positionality, are crucial for school administrators to understand because teacher will and 

perceived capacity for policy implementation are the twin pillars of policy 

implementation (Fowler, 2013).  If teacher will and capacity are compromised, then 

policies can be non-events (Fowler, 2013; Nunnery, Ross, & Bol, 2008). 
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Integrating Policy Implementation, Teacher Turbulence, Learning Impacts 

Policy cascades upon itself stacking in layers that create turbulence at different 

levels of positionality within school ecologies (Johnson & Johnson, 2014; Marshall, 

2011; NJ Department of Education, 2014; Rocco & Thurston, 2014).  Standards 

implementation, teacher accountability systems, and the accompanying changes are 

foisted onto existing systems with principals and teachers scrambling to meet the 

demands (Weiler, 2009).  This foments instability.  Thelen’s (2003) theories on policy 

and institutional layering capture the dichotomy between “deterministic lock-in models, 

on the one hand, and overly fluid ‘one damn thing after another’ models, on the other" 

(pp. 233 - 234).  As much as the goal is to have coherent, systemic reform, school leaders 

seldom achieve this and it is exacerbated in the era of accountability when the 

benchmarks for progress are captured on yearly scorecards with an expectation to 

immediately adopt evidence based practices for amelioration (Baete & Hochbein, 2014).  

Ricento and Hornberger (1996) used the metaphor of an onion to visualize the placement 

of teachers in the center of layers of policies that accompany these changes while 

Darling-Hammond (1993) has compared policy implementation in public education to a 

geological dig with many layers.  

Policy implementation in 2013 in the SDP was cast in a rational systems model 

with timelines and deliverables placing teachers at the bottom of layers of policy 

implementation, or, the center, depending on the metaphor adopted.  However, rational 

models are not the only representations for organizational dynamics.  Rational systems 

and machine metaphors of organizations view teachers through task technical execution 
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whereas open and natural systems examine the interpersonal and intrapersonal aspects of 

teaching (Hoy & Miskel, 2001; Morgan, 1997).  By applying a natural and open systems 

approach to schooling, researchers can consider emotional and social contexts of teacher 

performance (Hoy & Miskel, 2001).  This yields research focused on teacher social-

emotional competence, mapping of teachers’ emotional skills, their emotional 

competence for education, emotional contagion, emotional resiliency, teaching as a 

caring profession, assessment as emotional practice, and teacher emotional regulation in 

the classroom (Beltman, Mansfield, & Price, 2011; Fried, 2011; Harvey, Bimler, Evans, 

Kirkland, & Pachtel, 2012; Hoy & Miskel, 2001; Jennings & Greenberg, 2009; Schutz, 

2014; Steinberg, 2008).   

 The affective, i.e. emotional, impacts of policy implementation on teachers 

trickles down to students.  Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1998) posited an ecological 

model of child development where the quality of interactions with the environment 

influenced developmental outcomes. This theoretical framework supported classroom 

emotional climate theory (CEC), a construct that defined the emotional and social 

interactions between teachers and students as the micro-contexts of interactions in 

schools; meaning, these domains mediated teaching and learning (Reyes, Brackett, 

Rivers, White, & Salovey, 2012).  Micro-contexts exist at the crossroads of teaching and 

learning because CEC influences learning outcomes and is linked to student academic 

achievement (Bronfenbrenner, 1979 as cited in Reyes, Brackett, Rivers, White, & 

Salovey, 2012).  "High quality teacher–student relationships matter to student learning 
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and classrooms with high CEC are likely to promote both student engagement and 

academic achievement" (Reyes et al., 2012, p. 701).   

The relevance of the emotional aspect of the classroom is underscored by the fact 

that teacher credentials and demographics have limited correlation with student outcomes 

(Rivkin, Hanushek, & Kain, 2005).  The wealth of research on the emotional toll school 

duties place on teachers provides further evidence that the art and science of teaching is 

at least equally split between emotional components and technical components (Eskridge 

& Coker, 1985; Steinhardt, Smith-Jaggars, Faulk, & Gloria, 2011). While substantial 

research described the dimensions of the classroom that lie outside of the emotional 

landscape (i.e. instructional aspects, organizational aspects, and classroom management 

aspects), emotional competence of teachers is a mediator in the execution of these 

dimensions (Emmer & Stough, 2001; Fried, 2011; Huang & Moon, 2009; Vermette et al., 

2001, Wong & Wong, 2005; Zohar & Dori, 2003). 

The integration of policy implementation with turbulence theory and affective 

components of instruction is understood and demonstrated when presented through the 

arch of governance, teacher impact, and student effect.  School leaders can defend 

rational systems on the basis of efficiency; yet, the aforementioned literature supports the 

consideration of natural system theories in policy implementation.  This highlights the 

importance to review the watershed year of 2013 in the SDP to gain insight into how the 

processes initiated during that time might have been improved, and, how similar large-

scale policy implementation might be better executed in lieu of consideration of 
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emotional forces and frameworks, like turbulence theory, that capture open system 

dynamics. 

Federal Forces  

Brown v. Board of Education (1955) and the NDEA (1958) inaugurated a steady 

march of federal policies whose implementation amplified disruption through school 

systems as programs were initiated to meet policy mandates (New York State Archives, 

2009).  While the 1960s addressed civil rights issues in education, the 1970s through the 

1990s witnessed the birth of the standards movement, shifts towards teacher 

accountability, the creation of assessment systems, testing mandates, tracking of high 

school completion rates, and the disaggregation of sub-group performance on 

standardized tests  (Achieve, 1999; Bush, 1990; Heiss, 1994; Lazere, 1992; National 

Education Goals Panel, 1998, 1999, 2002; Sheils, 1975; Smith, 1975; Tucker, 1992; 

United States Department of Education, 1991; Vinovskis, 1999). 

By the late 1990s, the stage was set for the federal government to collectively 

address these disparate forces.  Accordingly, on January 8, 2002, Public Law 107-110 

was enacted to close achievement gaps with "accountability, flexibility, and choice, so 

that no child is left behind" (US Department of Education, 2001).  Known as the No 

Child Left Behind Act of 2001, it introduced substantial turbulence into school districts. 

States receiving federal funds from this act had to “develop academic standards, 

establish an assessment system based on those standards, and test students” (Fowler, 

2013, p. 320).  Moreover, states had to devise methods to track, report, and support 

adequate yearly progress (AYP), measurable objectives, and intermediate goals (No 
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Child Left Behind Act of 2001).  The work of the National Education Goals Panel had 

been moving in this direction since 1989 and thus many states already had systems in 

place; however, NCLB made federal policy out of what was until 2001 a coalition of the 

willing.  The law dictated a timeline for mapping out goals to insure meeting 100% 

proficiency for subgroups in 2014.  This set-in motion the layers of policies and 

directives that cascaded on one another down to classrooms in Philadelphia culminating 

in a perfect storm in 2013.   

The pressure on both teachers and administrators was substantial.  “NCLB differs 

from past federal education laws in that it does actually have ‘teeth’, or enforcement 

mechanisms" (Fowler, 2013, p. 320).  The federal government could withdraw funding if 

the demands of the law were not met (Fowler, 2013).  Failure to make AYP in aggregate 

or in subgroups had consequences ranging from mild to severe - from warnings to 

reconstitution: 

Title I schools failing to make AYP are given a warning in their first year.  

Schools failing for two consecutive years are identified for their first year of 

school improvement.  As a consequence, local officials are charged with notifying 

parents that the school is in improvement status and must offer all students the 

option to transfer to another school.  If a school fails to make AYP for three 

consecutive years, the district must provide supplemental services to students in 

schools identified for improvement.  In the fourth consecutive year, districts must 

take corrective action to improve the school, including replacing the staff or 

implementing a new curriculum.  Finally, schools not making AYP in the fifth 

year are put into their fourth year of corrective action.  These schools may be 

taken over by the state or a private educational management contractor, converted 

to a charter school, or reconstituted with a new staff.  (Wieler, 2009, p.3) 

 

The charge to meet AYP and the policy demands enumerated above created turbulence in 

schools.  From state governance down to the classroom, each level introduced systems 

and procedures which cascaded on one another amplifying their impacts (Manna & Ryan, 
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2011).  They took the form of implementation data systems that captured school metrics, 

tracked school improvement, notified parents, provided students with options to transfer 

out, replaced staff, provided supplemental services, and new curricula.  Moreover, 

districts had to plan how they would manage schools which had not made AYP for five 

years.  The building of policies, systems, and procedures became necessary to address 

private education management contractors, charter school operations, or complete 

reconstitution.  Ultimately, these trickled down to classrooms as clerical tasks necessary 

to record the metrics mandated by NCLB.  The demands converged on teachers in 

districts like Philadelphia in other ways.  For example, the closing of schools caused 

shifting of teachers from school to school.  Additionally, teachers required training for 

new systems and turnaround strategies to meet NCLB intervention mandates. 

In 2009 and 2010 the Obama administration offered RTTT and SIG in addition to 

NCLB funds; meaning all the policies existed concurrently (Lohman, 2010).  RTTT 

targeted state capacity, teachers and leaders, standards and assessments, data systems, 

school turnaround, and charter schools (Dragoset et al., 2017).  Reinforcing NCLB, using 

SIG was possible for low achieving schools only if they used prescriptive intervention 

models:  turnaround, transformation, closure, or restart (Dragoset et al., 2017).  Thus, 

RTTT and SIG spurred another policy response for school operations, particularly in 

urban districts, which have large numbers of underperforming schools and high rates of 

poverty, making them de-facto eligible for these funds and enticing them to change 

policies to compete for them. 
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Although many jurisdictions did not win RTTT funds, the initiative reinforced 

"essentialist-market" (Gross, 2014b, p. 1119) approaches driving policy since NCLB 

2002 (Ravitch, 2015).  Essentialist educational philosophy was a response to the activity 

movement of the 1920s holding that rigor, mastery of systemic and consecutive curricula, 

and teaching specific topics were "vitally important" (Kliebard, 1995, p. 198) to 

strengthen a country.  Thus, the essentials for Essentialists were reading, arithmetic, 

history, art, hygiene, and natural sciences (Kliebard, 1995).  Essentialism echoed mental 

disciplinarian philosophy, which argued that certain systemic curricula taught at a high 

standard were necessary to build the discipline of the mind and fill it with the right 

content that yielded the best educated student (Kliebard, 1995).  The market philosophy 

in education is self-explanatory: public education improves if the delivery model of 

public schools is engineered to be a marketplace where consumers choose to send their 

students to any publicly funded schools, as opposed to being anchored to neighborhood 

catchment areas.  This essentialist-market approach translated into students having to 

demonstrate proficiency of essential or basic standards, the implementation of data driven 

decision-making protocols, the implementation of high stakes testing, and the expansion 

of charter schools (Conner & Monahan, 2016; Graham, 2015; Herold, 2013; Jack, 

Stratos, & Wolford, 2014; Lake & Hill, 2009; Nunery, 2011; Oliff, 2004; School District 

of Philadelphia, n.d.; School District of Philadelphia, 2011c).   

Thus, by 2013, the stage was set for central office administrators in urban districts 

to operationalize many policies that would have a cumulative effect on the vectors of 

instructional delivery: teachers.  Moreover, teachers were held responsible for student 
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performance in the essentialist-market paradigm.  These shifts would not occur in a 

vacuum. 

The School District of Philadelphia was impacted not only by the aforementioned 

federal policy environment, but also by local financial circumstances and, as such, 

offered a particularly robust opportunity to study the cascading effects of policy 

implementation and contextual forces on teachers (Gross, 2014a; Hurdle, 2013).  Gross 

(2014a) compared the cascading of water as it tumbles over a small series of rocks 

increasing its speed and turbulence to the escalation of turbulence facing a school as 

multiple forces impact it.  Some examples of this turbulence included personnel leaving, 

test results falling, funding issues, increased enrollment, leadership churn, curriculum 

shifts, school closings, or any host of forces pressing on the school community.  

Philadelphia in 2013 manifested all of these.   

The School District of Philadelphia in the Fall of 2013 

Brief History 

From the 1940s through the 1980s, the School District of Philadelphia (SDP) was 

centralized, the teachers unionized, experimental schools were started, there were several 

teacher strikes, and forced bussing as well as teacher racial balance quotas were enacted 

(Associated Press, 1985; Bechtel, 1983; Cutler, 2012; Mezzacappa, 2009b; The 

Notebook, 2003; Perkiss, 2014; Philadelphia Federation of Teachers, 2007; Sanzare, 

1977).   

The 1980s through the 1990s saw continued desegregation efforts, the 

introduction of standardized assessment in the form of SAT-9, Terra Nova, and PSSA 
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testing, and conflicts about school financing mixed with successful, innovative school 

models and programs like Opera Philadelphia, the Girard Academy Music Program, the 

George Washington Carver High School for Engineering and Sciences, the Small 

Learning Communities Initiative, the Parkway Program and the Johns Hopkins Talent 

Development Model, to name a few (Cutler, 2012; Domers, 2015; Drexel University, 

2016; Mezzacappa, 2009a; Philadelphia Opera Company, 2016; Philadelphia School 

Partnership, 2016; Travers, 2003).   

However, in aggregate the system was not held in high regard, nor were test 

scores high across the district (Boyd, Plank, & Sykes, 1998; Wall Street Journal, 1998).  

Thus, the 1990s saw the passage of three key points of state legislation: two takeover 

laws - Act 46 and the Education Empowerment Act (EEA), and Senate Bill 123, the 

public charter school law (Cutler, 2012; LaRouche, 2003; Mezzacappa, 2009a; 

Pennsylvania Department of Education, 1997; Travers, 2003).  Act 46 gave the state the 

power to take over the SDP based on financial grounds, while EEA gave the state the 

right to take over based on test scores (LaRouche, 2003; Travers, 2003).  Lastly, the 

Pennsylvania Charter School Law, Act 22 of 1997 (Senate Bill 123) legislated charter 

schools into existence as publicly funded options. 

Citing Act 46 and EEA, the state took control of the SDP in 2001 and appointed 

interim chief executive and chief academic officers.  In 2002, Philadelphia Mayor Street 

and Pennsylvania Governor Schweicker compromised on a blended state-city governance 

model called the School Reform Commission (SRC).  This would be a committee of five, 
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three chosen by the governor and two by the mayor (Cutler, 2012; LaRouche, 2003; 

Travers, 2003).   

In 2002, Paul Vallas was chosen by the SRC to be the first CEO of the SDP 

(Travers, 2003).  Serving until 2007, he ushered in the era of charter schools and by his 

departure there were 60 operating (Vallas, 2011).  Vallas opened up 33 new small high 

schools (Vallas, 2011).  His tenure was marked by data driven instruction, standards 

adoption, and the implementation of core district-wide curricula (Samuels, 2011; Vallas 

2011).  His actions were driven by state forces, his personal philosophy, and NCLB 

demands.   

Arlene Ackerman became superintendent in the summer of 2008.  Her Imagine 

2014 strategic plan incorporated federal funding requirements for evidence-based 

interventions and met the twelve-year time line set by NCLB covering 2002 - 2014 

(School District of Philadelphia, 2009a).  Corrective Math and Corrective Reading were 

hallmark programs of her tenure that met federal requirements (The Philadelphia 

Notebook, 2012; School District of Philadelphia, 2009b).  Ackerman also implemented 

turn-around programs per federal requirements (School District of Philadelphia, 2009a, 

2009b).  Her tenure continued NCLB mandated testing, standards-aligned instruction, 

issuance of school report cards, no excuses approach to teachers, and a large scale up of 

charter schools to provide choice (Lavin, 2011; Owens, 2011; School District of 

Philadelphia, 2009a, 2009b).  Ackerman's contract was bought out in 2011 when the 

district faced a $600 million deficit leading to 1,500 layoff notices foreshadowing the 

turbulence to come (Owens, 2011; The School District of Philadelphia, 2011a, 2011b). 
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Leadership Turbulence 

 The SRC appointed a recovery officer after Ackerman's departure, Thomas 

Knudsen (Herold, 2012a; School District of Philadelphia, 2012a).  He commissioned a 

report by the Boston Consulting Group, BCG, (2012) that yielded a five-year plan for the 

SDP (The Notebook, 2012b).  This plan included resizing the district and provided the 

local policy implementation context that was overlaid on federal and state policies 

substantially amplifying turbulence in the fall of 2013 (Herold, 2012b, 2012d; The 

Notebook, 2012b).  Knudsen stated, "Fiscal Year 2013 should be viewed as a transitional 

year – a time when we will be laying the groundwork for fundamental change in both the 

academic and operational elements of our system" (The Notebook, 2012b, para. 8).  The 

report by BCG was titled "Transforming Philadelphia's Public Schools" (2012).   

Dr. William Hite, Jr. was hired as a permanent superintendent in July 2012 

replacing Knudsen (School District of Philadelphia, 2012c).  Hite’s work was largely 

mapped out by the SRC.  He reported to work for the SDP on October 1, 2012, and in 

January 2013 he released Action Plan 1.0, which incorporated elements of the Facilities 

Master Plan, recommendations per BCG, elements of the SRC Five Year Financial Plan, 

and accommodations to local, state and federal policy forces (Herold, 2012b; Nunery, 

2011; School District of Philadelphia, 2013b).   

Policies outlined in Action Plan 1.0 and in the Boston Consulting Group report 

would reach their zenith in the fall of 2013 with massive school closings and associated 

district wide turbulence.  Thus, purposefully or not, from 2002 through 2012, the SRC 

oversaw shifts in the SDP echoed across other large urban districts in the nation: mayoral 
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control, shifting civic coalitions, federal and state involvement, standards-based 

accountability, and the role of educational outsiders in district administration (Boyd, 

Kerchner, & Blyth, 2008). 

Compounding macro leadership turbulence was instability at the meso-

bureaucratic level.  In July 2011, 400 central office staffers were laid off (Owens, 2011).  

The 2011 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report noted that this reduced central office 

staff by 50% (Blender, p. 4).  In 2012, RTTT began funding SDP's Pennsylvania 

Educator Effectiveness system and training.  The major components of the SDP plan 

were professional development and training, purchase of the Pearson Educator 

Development Suite - a cloud-based teacher accountability tool, enhancing PVAAS 

Teacher Specific Growth data, training on SLOs, hiring five Instructional Coaches, and 

certifying administrators with Inter-Rater Reliability classes (Stratos & Wolford, 2013).  

Implementation was challenging because, as the RTTT Year One report noted:  

The most significant implementation challenges during Year 1 were the result of 

unclear or shifting leadership in charge of critical decisions associated with 

changes to educator effectiveness practices introduced as a result of Act 82. Many 

of the activities associated with the RTTT grant are inextricably linked with local 

policy decisions at the District level, and throughout Year 1 of RTTT 

implementation, the individuals responsible for those policy decisions were not the 

same individuals responsible for implementing RTTT program activities, leading 

to a disconnect between programmatic decisions and larger District decisions. 

Ongoing collective bargaining agreement negotiations have also made it difficult 

for the program office to anticipate or establish changes to teacher evaluation 

practices. (Stratos & Wolford, 2013, p. 6) 

 

Similar capacity and staffing instability continued through 2013-2014 as noted in the 

RTTT Year Two report (Stratos, Wolford, & Jack, 2014). 
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Facilities Turbulence 

From the macro-policy perspective, NCLB reinforced and boosted the 

essentialist-market climate in the SDP culminating in the merging of five schools and 

closing of 24 in 2013 (Jack & Sludden, 2013; School District of Philadelphia, 2013e; 

School District of Philadelphia, 2013f; Useem, 2005).  There were 242 schools in the 

district at the time (School District of Philadelphia, 2013e).  This forced hundreds of staff 

reassignments, thousands of student reassignments, and the movement of thousands of 

books, desks, chairs, computers, printers, and other materials (Gym, 2013; Purcell, 2015).  

Mike Newall captured the vast scale of the closings in a 2015 report in The Philadelphia 

Inquirer describing thousands upon thousands of books collected from all the closed 

schools stored in, ironically, one of the closed schools.  

These moves were not without context as six schools were closed in Philadelphia 

in 2012 and other cities also experienced the same turbulence.  Chicago closed 49 schools 

in May 2013, New York closed 140 schools since 2002 with an additional 22 slated to 

close in 2013; likewise, Washington D.C. was closing 15 schools in 2013 (Ahmed-Ullah, 

Chase, & Secter, 2013; Jack & Sludden, 2013). 

Beginning with external policy forces, school closings have been promoted as a 

reform model at the national level for more than a decade, a period when the 

federal government’s involvement in education has increased dramatically under 

presidents of both parties.  Closings were identified as strategies to address 

chronic low-performance through the No Child Left Behind Act; the U.S. 

Department of Education’s Race to the Top program, which allocated $4.35 

billion in competitive funding to states; and the Department’s School 

Improvement Grants, the driver of $3.5 billion in funding in 2010 alone. (Jack & 

Sludden, 2013, p. 1)  
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School closings occurred in parallel with substantial scheduled maintenance.  The SDP 

projected $1.1 billion Capital Improvement Program that identified major infrastructure 

repairs throughout the district slated for 2011 - 2016 (Blender, 2011).  This addressed 

new construction, major renovations, classroom modernization, new science laboratories, 

the small High School initiative, and the phase out of middle-schools (Blender, 2011).  

School Rating Turbulence 

Complicating matters, there was a shift in measuring school performance.  After 

10 years, NCLB had reached a policy implementation apex.  NCLB waivers appeared in 

2012-13 when “more than half the schools in the nation were on the list of failing schools 

and the rest were poised to follow” (Karp, 2016, para. 4).  Even in respected states like 

Massachusetts, 80% of schools were facing NCLB sanctions (Karp, 2016).  In 2013, the 

State of Pennsylvania, and thus the SDP, received a waiver from NCLB so it would not 

have to meet Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) (The Notebook, 2013b).  Instead, a new 

metric, the School Performance Profile, or SPP, replaced it (Notebook, 2013b).  Title 1 

schools would be rated Priority, Focus, or Reward based on four annual measurable 

objectives: student participation in PSSA (Pennsylvania System of School Assessment) 

and Keystone High School Exit Exams (biology, algebra, English), student graduation 

rates, evidence of closing the achievement gap of all students, and closing the 

achievement gap of historically underperforming students (Notebook, 2013b).   

 At the district level, there were also school rating shifts.  In 2009, superintendent 

Ackerman started School Performance Index (SPI) (Herold, 2012e).  Questions regarding 

the complexity and fidelity of the SPI scores caused the district to stop using SPI in 2011 
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and adopt the School Progress Report (SPR), in 2012-2013 (Herold, 2012e; School 

District of Philadelphia, 2012e).  It was meant to partially shift the district analysis of 

school scoring to progress versus static achievement.  This was indicated by the four 

weighted variables in the SPR that corresponded to district anchor goals in Dr. Hite's 

Action Plan 1.0: 30% Achievement, 40% Progress, 20% Climate, 10% College and 

Career (School District of Philadelphia, 2013b).  The verbiage college and career 

matched the federal RTTT funding requirements exemplifying the policy reach of the 

federal inducements.  Compounding internal school rating shifts were local external 

report cards.  For example, the education non-profit Philadelphia School Partnership 

released its school ratings in 2012, dubbed GreatPhillySchools.org, and the local 

Philadelphia Magazine released yearly lists of best schools (Gym, 2012).  Teachers were 

subject to shifting internal rating metrics as well as external pressures. 

Assessment Turbulence 

Part of the new accountability metrics for Philadelphia teachers were the 

Keystone Exams.  “In 2008, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania initiated a 

comprehensive graduation competency assessment program" (Data Recognition Corp, 

2014, p.ix).   "In 2009, the Pennsylvania State Board of Education voted to establish 

statewide end-of-course exams in order to set uniform benchmarks for key academic 

subjects” (Hardy, 2015, para. 1).  These Keystone Exams, named so because 

Pennsylvania is known as the Keystone State, continued to meet NCLB testing 

requirements mandating that students be tested once in high school (Paslay, 2012a).  The 

high school Keystone Exams piloted the replacement of the 11th grade PSSA 
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(Pennsylvania System of School Assessment) in 2012 - which had previously met NCLB 

requirements (Blender, 2013).  “Although the PSSA will remain in elementary and 

middle schools, the Keystone Exam will replace the PSSA in high schools across the 

state of Pennsylvania starting in the spring of 2013” (Paslay, 2012a, para. 1).  

This was a new testing format and one that predicated a student’s high school 

diploma on passing tests in biology, algebra 1, and literature (Pennsylvania Department 

of Education, 2012).  It raised the stakes for teachers as Keystone scores would be part of 

building level data used for teacher evaluations based on 2013 scores (Jack, Stratos, & 

Wolford, 2014; Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2015).  As for students, starting 

in the fall of 2013, 30% of their final grades in Keystone subjects would be calculated 

based on Keystone Exam scores raising the specter of course failure if a bad performance 

was had on the exams (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2010a).  Harrisburg 

School System recorded:  

In addition to the above 24 credits, starting with the graduating class of 2014 – 

2015, students must pass the Keystone Exams in order to qualify for graduation.  

For the graduating classes of 2015 and 2016, students must demonstrate 

successful completion of secondary-level coursework in Algebra I, Biology, 

Literature, and English Composition in which the Keystone Exam serves as the 

final course exam. Students’ Keystone Exam scores shall count for at least one-

third of the final course grade.  (Harrisburg High School / Harrisburg School 

District, n.d., para. 4) 

This meant that 10th graders entering in the fall of 2013 would be responsible for passing 

the Keystone Exams.  SDP was in the same situation. 

 Compounding the new impact of the Keystone Exams were allegations that 

Philadelphia schools were cheating.  A review of the 2009 - 2011 testing results found 

that 53 Philadelphia public schools and three Philadelphia charter schools evidenced 
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widespread cheating (Herold, 2012e).  The spring 2012 testing yielded dramatic drops in 

many of these schools (Herold, 2012e).  High school teachers were adjusting to new tests, 

the entire district was under increased scrutiny, and metrics of measuring school efficacy 

were shifting.    

Instructional Turbulence 

In 2010, Governor Rendell (2003-2011) adopted Common Core State Standards 

(CCSS) as part of a 2010 RTTT federal grant application (Neufeld, 2013, p. 7).  The 

CCSS movement was initiated by states but given a heavy push by RTTT which “gave 

competitive advantage to RTTT applicants that demonstrated that they had or planned 

to adopt college-and career-ready standards for all students” (The Common Core State 

Standards Initiative, 2016, para. 31).  The CCSS were billed as college and career 

ready, so Governor Rendell, understandably, adopted them.  Pennsylvania opted out of 

the federally subsidized testing that other states adopted with the CCSS:  Partnership for 

Assessment of Readiness for College and Career, or, Smarter Balanced.  Instead, PA used 

the homegrown PSSA and Keystone Exams (Education Week, 2015; Neufeld, 2013).   

Pennsylvania citizens and politicians were not comfortable with the adoption of 

the national Common Core fearing "educational federalism" (Manna & Ryan, 2011, p. 

522).  So, Pennsylvania repealed it and implemented the Pennsylvania Core Standards in 

2012, a “hybrid between the national Common Core and the state’s own guidelines,” 

(Neufeld, 2013, para. 2) while still administering PSSA and Keystone exams.  An 

interesting note: The Common Core State Standards Initiative website lists Pennsylvania 

as an adoptee although the PA General Legislature makes the distinction of PA Core, not 
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the PA Common Core.  Ironically, Pennsylvania was part of the 2009 initiative that 

started the Common Core State Standards (The Common Core State Standards Initiative, 

n.d.; Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2016a; Pennsylvania School Board 

Association, 2014).   

The full implementation of the PA Core in all PA classrooms was slated for the 

fall of 2013 with preparation for instructional shifts to be addressed by school districts 

between 2011 and 2012 (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2010b; School District 

of Philadelphia, 2012b).  The reasoning for the shifts: “The PA Core Standards shift 

instructional intent from high school completion to college and career readiness therefore, 

your child(ren) will be prepared for opportunities beyond high school” (Pennsylvania 

Department of Education, 2013a, p.1). 

Professional Rating Systems Turbulence 

RTTT supported policy implementation and acted as an inducement for policy 

formation.  A competitive grant that President Obama put into the American Recovery 

and Reinvestment Act of 2009 while NCLB was stalled, it made block money available to 

states (Manna & Ryan, 2011; Stratos, Wolford, & Jack, 2014).  Pennsylvania won a 

Phase 3 RTTT grant and the SDP applied for and received an allocation from the state 

RTTT grant of $11,112,128 for a three-year period (i.e. 2012-2013, 2013-2014, and 

2014-2015) to adopt and implement Pennsylvania Act 82 of 2012, also known as the 

Educator Effectiveness System (Stratos, Wolford, & Jack, 2014).   

The Educator Effectiveness System, known simply as Act 82, mandated 19 

program goals mapped for completion by 2015; including, but not limited to: (a) aligning 
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professional growth systems with new mandates, (b) introducing the Danielson 

Framework as the new rubric for teacher evaluation, (c)  identifying Summative Rating 

Scores for Temporary Professional Employees, (d) incorporating building data into 

teacher ratings, (e) training teachers and principals on the new “Multiple Measures 

Rating System”, (f) establishing district-wide and teacher-specific Student Learning 

Objectives (SLOs), (g) training on SLOs,  (h) establishing a process for teacher 

Performance Improvement Plans, (i) establishing a Pennsylvania Value Added System 

and Teacher Specific Data Processes, and (j) providing training on these systems as well 

as the online teacher-student Roster Verification System (Stratos, Wolford, & Jack, 

2014). 

Intervention Turbulence 

Select Philadelphia schools received SIG Grants in addition to the pre-existing 

NCLB and RTTT funds.  These were authorized by the federal government under Title 1 

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.  2013 SIG Funds were available to local 

educational agencies through September, 2015 (McCrone, 2013; PA Department of 

Education, 2014).  These funds targeted priority schools for intervention and assistance - 

essentially the states’ lowest performing schools which captured a majority of SDP 

schools (McCrone, 2013; Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2014).  SIG funds were 

used to (a) implement the PA Inspired Leadership Initiative, a program for principals, and 

(b) to provide Academic Recover Liaisons (ARLs) to facilitate and oversee priority 

schools to ensure they were coordinating efforts according to an established 

Comprehensive Plan.  The Comprehensive Plan was a three-year framework that 
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encompassed yearly Action Plans that SDP principals were mandated to complete 

(Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2013b; Pennsylvania Department of Education, 

2014; Snyder, Sullivan, & Purcell, 2011).  SDP schools using SIG funds would have yet 

another set of administrators to engage and another layer of policies to address.  In the 

fall of 2013, over 100 traditional public schools in the SDP received SIG funds 

(Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2013c).  AHHS was one of those schools, 

designated priority standing, and allocated $59,699 for the 2013-2014 school year.  Thus, 

an ARL was appointed and AHHS was mandated to comply with a School Level 

Planning Guide for 2013-2014. 

 In 2010-2011, the SDP began its Renaissance Schools Initiative which had two 

interventions: Promise Academy Schools (federal turnaround model) and Renaissance 

Charter Schools (federal restart model) (Stratos, Wolford & Reitano, 2015).  

Additionally, in 2011, the SDP signed the Great City Schools Compact, which committed 

to replacing 50,000 "low performing seats with high quality alternatives by 2016-2017" 

Philadelphia Schools Partnership, 2011).  This did not necessarily mean closing public 

schools would be the preferred intervention, but this was an option.  Thus, a Choice, 

Turnaround, and Rightsizing Committee in the SDP deliberated regarding interventions 

and best practices (Herold, 2012b; School District of Philadelphia, n.d.). 

Budget Turbulence 

In the 2011-12 fiscal year, Gov. Tom Corbett cut $1 billion from education 

(Brownstein, 2012). “Philadelphia, which has a nearly $3 billion school budget and 

educates some 12 percent of Pennsylvania's public-school students, bore roughly one-
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fourth of that burden” (para. 10).  This was a factor in the 2013 budget crisis in SDP, 

among many other contextual factors, that raised the turbulence level in the SDP.  For 

example, a series of costs unexpectedly surfaced: pensions, health care, and charter 

payments (Blender, 2012). 

In June 2013, 3,700 SDP staff were laid off.  Lytle (2013) commented that the 

SRC and new superintendent: 

Put forward a strategic plan that makes balancing the budget its first priority and 

lists so many strategies and actions that it provides no clear direction, best 

considered a political document lacking any compelling vision.  In the past year, 

the School Reform Commission has borrowed $300,000,000 for operating 

expenses, thus ensuring a debt service that further erodes the district’s ability to 

maintain itself; adopted an FY2014 budget that required laying off 3,700 

employees including assistant principals, counselors, and school secretaries, and 

675 teachers.  ( pp. 1 - 2)  

Adding more stress to the financial turbulence, charges were leveled that Philadelphia 

was using SIG funds to back-fill the cuts to state and local budgets (Brownstein, 2012).  

Schools were under increased scrutiny to track expenses.  Another layer of budget 

disruption was the question of funding of the Philadelphia teachers' contract expiring in 

the summer of 2013.  The Philadelphia Notebook began a series tracking contract talks 

dubbed Countdown to Calamity (2013a).  It was not clear if schools would open in 

September.  On August 31, 2013, the SDP contract with its teachers expired and teachers 

worked under a status quo agreement - meaning nothing changed: no pay increases, no 

decreases, no cost of living adjustments, and work rules remaining static (Mezzacappa, 

2013).  While the district saved money, it complicated policy implementation because 

SDP work rules for teacher evaluation were locked into timelines and due process 
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protocols established before Act 82, thus substantially complicating the implementation 

of the Education Effectiveness System (Stratos, Wolford, & Jack, 2014). 

Discipline Policy Turbulence 

Superintendent Hite reported to work in SDP for October 1, 2012 and released his 

Action Plan 1.0 three months later in January 2013 (Graham, 2012b).  The term ‘action’ 

quite implicitly denotes implementation of policies, and, this document foreshadowed 

organizational turbulence.  Some of Hites' policy initiatives embedded mandates clearly 

driven by NCLB, RTTT, and SIG. However, other policy action steps were due to state 

drivers and local governance discretion.  In all, there were six strategy domains and over 

40 action items (School District of Philadelphia, 2013b).  

An example of a local governance policy was that regarding discipline.  In 2012, 

the SDP overhauled a zero-tolerance discipline policy in a move to positive behavior 

supports (Graham, 2012c).  The district was experiencing discipline challenges (Graham, 

2012a; Herold, 2012c).  The Philadelphia Foundation’s Fund for Children gave the SDP a 

$730,676 multi-year grant to improve school climate and 20 schools were selected to 

begin Restorative Practices Training in 2013.  There were supporters and critics.  For 

backers, it was considered a “tectonic shift” [in addressing discipline issues and] "just a 

first step toward a 'trauma-informed' approach to discipline and school climate” (Hardy, 

2014, para. 14).  Critics declared that "discipline died" (Paslay, 2012b, para. 1) in 

Philadelphia schools.  Full implementation of Restorative Practices and Positive Behavior 

Supports along with Response to Instruction and Intervention (RTII) was expected in 

2012-2013 (Nixon & Runner, 2012).   It mandated that teachers maintain "progress 
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monitoring documentation and accountability systems" (Nixon & Runner, 2012, p. 1) for 

students in academic and behavioral distress.  An RTII database was established in the 

SDP SchoolNet computer system and administrators could run reports to see which 

teachers were inputting and monitoring students for RTII (Personal communication, April 

15, 2013).  This policy trickled down to teachers in the form of increased workload, and, 

in some cases, additional training and monitoring to implement strategies prescribed by 

the International Institute for Restorative Practices (Personal communication, October 23, 

2011; Personal communication, April 15, 2013; The Philadelphia Foundation, 2013).   

Personnel Turbulence 

Exacerbating policy implementation in 2013 was an apparent peak in leadership 

churn as documented by Public Citizens for Youth and Children, “The average 

neighborhood high school student experiences a revolving door of principal leadership 

before graduation” (Garner-Nelson, Cooper & Wolozsyn, 2015, p.13).  Seventy one 

percent of neighborhood high schools had four or more principals between 2009 and 

2015 (Garner-Nelson, Cooper & Wolozsyn, 2015).   

Teacher churn was also a factor in the SDP, specifically in the comprehensive 

schools, also known as neighborhood schools.  For example, from 2009 - 2014, West 

Philadelphia High School had 40 first-year math and biology teachers and 9 second-year 

teachers (Merlino & Merlino, 2016).  Similarly at West Philadelphia High School during 

the same time period, collectively three math and biology teachers had 3 years' 

experience, none had 4 years' experience, and only one had 5 years' experience.  Martin 

Luther King High School had a similar situation:  31 first-year teachers and 11 second- 
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year teachers between 2009 - 2014 in math and biology.  By 2013 - 2014, combining and 

limiting analysis to math and biology, three teachers had 2 years’ experience, one had 4 

years’ experience and one had 5 years’ experience (Merlino & Merlino, 2016). 

Community Turbulence 

As the SDP implemented policies in 2012 and 2013 that resulted in school 

closings, the SRC engaged in the community meetings that accompany such matters.  

Tensions escalated around issues of gentrification and race (Tardiff, 2014).  These were 

especially pronounced in West Philadelphia; however, they were evident throughout the 

city.  African-Americans felt strongly that they were being discriminated against: "There 

was also much distrust within the community of school and government officials with 

respect to the transparency of, and motivations for, the school closings" (Tardiff, 2014, 

pp. 42).  This fueled violent, divisive language about gentrification in North and West 

Philadelphia.  A city council member urged students to frame their agency in the context 

of battles and wars (Tardiff, 2014).  Moreover, the community and students were afraid 

of divisions in the neighborhoods, the dangers of mixing students from diverse 

neighborhoods caused by closing schools and forcing them to attend new locations 

together (Tardiff, 2014).   

Research and Evaluation Turbulence 

The School District of Philadelphia was the subject of substantial research 

induced disruption.  Between 2008 and 2015 the School District of Philadelphia accepted 

433 external research proposals from about 135 organizations and in most cases, they 

were "resources and programming brought to the district" (Wolford, 2015, minute 7:42).  
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These coexisted with programs such as Eat Right Now, Project Arrest, City Year 

Expansion, Educating Children and Youth Experiencing Homelessness, Career and 

Technical Education Expansion, College and Career Readiness Programming, Education 

Programs for English Language Learners, System Wide Climate Programs, Gear Up 

College and Career Readiness, the Math and Science Partnership, and the University of 

Wisconsin Investing in Innovation to Implement Families and Schools Together, to name 

a few (Wolford, 2015).  While teachers may not have been the ultimate policy 

intermediaries in every initiative, they operated in an environment where a diverse set of 

external partners induced light turbulence as they sought classroom and student access. 

Layers of Policy Implementation 

Diverse forces and diverse policy initiatives layered and amplified each other's 

impact in schools.  Each school was buffered by the same macro and meso forces, and, 

each had a micro-context, such as staffing issues in the aforementioned West 

Philadelphia and Martin Luther King High Schools.  Alexander Hamilton High School, 

situated in the center of Philadelphia, served as a typical Philadelphia neighborhood high 

school and offered insight into the micro-context of such schools in the SDP in the fall of 

2013.  Thus, the school served as the focus of this qualitative study. 

Policy Implementation and Education Policy Studies 

Policy implementation is an organized activity directed toward operationalizing 

an adopted policy by a bureaucracy (Clemons & McBeth, 2009).  Fowler examined 

education policy and classified policy actors as implementers describing both formal 
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implementers and intermediaries (Fowler, 2013).  Broadly, formal implementers are 

administrators at any level: federal, state, local, or school.  The intermediaries are those 

enacting the policy.  In schools, intermediaries are always teachers and this speaks to 

their importance in any implementation process.  The term policy actors is also used to 

denote direct service providers, meaning teachers.  It is possible for some positions, like 

building principals, to act as both formal implementers and intermediaries.  In this 

research proposal, principals and assistant principals are classified as formal 

implementers. 

The history of studying education policy implementation has roots in the late 

1950s into the 1960s when the federal government studied the effects of funding various 

programs.  Apparently, there was no effect (Fowler, 2013).  This led to several 

generations of studies regarding policy implementation following an ordinal 

nomenclature: first generation, second generation, and third generation (Fowler, 2013).   

First generation studies disproved the accepted norm of school management: 

“when people receive authoritative policy directives, they naturally follow them” 

(Fowler, 2013, p. 244).  First generation research shed light on issues of time, 

mobilization for change, administrative support, organizational culture, and staff 

motivation.  Fowler (2013) offered an exemplar of the conclusions from typical first-

generation studies:  Teachers were asked to “take on many new tasks simultaneously” 

and “do a great deal of additional paperwork” (p. 245).  Thus, first generation studies 

brought awareness to the positionality of teachers and cascading effects; yet these tended 
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to examine only one policy initiative, not layers of forces and policy initiatives; and, 

these were short term studies, one to two-year outlooks. 

Second generation research was heralded in the 1970s by the Rand Change Agent 

Study, where Rand researchers investigated 293 federal projects in eighteen states to 

determine efficacy (Fowler, 2013).  Second generation studies diverged from the first 

generation because they applied a longer term of analysis yielding more promising 

results.  This led researchers to argue that implementation needed studying over the 

course of a decade.  The results were by no means stellar, but did shed light on the fact 

that first generation studies were short term, which “magnify the proportion of failures” 

(Fowler, 2013, p. 246).  The second generation of studies stressed "mutual adaptation" as 

opposed to cookbook mechanical processes to achieve success.  They also reinforced the 

significance of the psycho-emotional state of teachers when analyzing policy 

implementation by citing terms such as "discouragement, burnout, proud, self-confident” 

(Fowler, 2013, p. 246). 

Third generation policy research in education analyzed shifts that occurred in the 

1990s that began demanding data based approaches to teaching.  Fowler (2013) dubbed 

this an era of "complex policies" (p. 248).  This stood in contrast to first- and second-

generation policy implementation because those were deemed compensatory reforms 

where the substance of the reforms was simplistic by comparison.  For example, Title 1 

of 1965 ESEA required reading teachers to provide extra reading time but did not require 

a certain program or pedagogy (Fowler, 2013).  On the contrary, reforms begun in the 

1990s and those in our current era demand change in pedagogy and curriculum (Fowler, 
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2013).  In 2002, the research arm of the federal Department of Education established the 

What Works Clearinghouse to support this shift (Department of Education Institute of 

Education Sciences, n.d).  This third generation of implementation research "deepens and 

extends aspects of implementation that first and second generation research identified" 

(Fowler, 2013, p. 254).  Fowler’s analysis concludes that recent scholarship on 

implementation has focused on how teachers and administrators can implement programs 

that require a major change in professional practice and how successful reforms can be 

scaled up.   

Analyzing these three generations of policy research indicated a gap in the area of 

analysis addressing the perception of teachers experiencing the cascading effect of policy 

implementation.  Moreover, in the new accountability regime started by NCLB, 

supported by 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (RTTT funds), SIG, and 

now maintained by ESSA, the pace of policy implementation exists in an up-tempo 

essentialist-market model framed by evidence based initiatives where layers of policy 

directives are high stakes and low performing schools, particularly concentrated in urban 

areas, are expected to continually change course (Chopin, 2013; Herrman, Gates, 

Chavez-Herrerias & Harris, 2016; Howell, 2015; Rogers-Chapman, 2015). 

Policy and Affective Aspects of Implementation 

 Public policy is a value laden process where governing bodies seek to implement 

change and the most common problems of implementation are program related, people 

related and setting related (Fowler, 2013; Spicker, 2006).  Thus, policy implementation is 
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a function not only of technical and logistics issues; but also of the affect of employees, 

their emotionality, and their environment.   

Broadly, the intent of policy makers is twofold: to build capacity and change a 

system (Fowler, 2013).  In education, the capacity for change lies squarely with teachers 

(i.e. policy intermediaries) and their self-efficacy, a construct that includes emotional 

state (Bandura, 1977; Shambaugh, 2008).   

 Bronfenbrenner’s (1977) “ecology of human development” (p. 514) theorized that 

human performance and its effects on psychology were found in microsystems framed 

within bureaucracies.  These microsystems exist throughout the policy process but are 

especially salient to this research in steps five through seven of the policy implementation 

process where intermediary capacities and wills are the fulcrums of implementation 

(Fowler, 2013).  Policy processes both within education and outside of it follow the same 

progression: (a) agenda setting, (b) issue definition, (c) policy formulation, (d) policy 

decision, (e) policy implementation, (f) evaluation, and (g) maintenance, succession, or 

termination (Brewer, 1974; Fowler, 2013; Jenkins, 1978; Laswell, 1956 as cited in 

DeGroff & Cargo, 2009). 

Capacity can be studied as a technical construct and has been analyzed by time-

motion research and time-task correlations, but will is an emotional construct, an element 

of the human experience (Taylor, 1947).  As Hargreaves (1998) writes, “Many of those 

who initiate and manage educational reform, or who write about educational change in 

general, ignore or underplay one of the most fundamental aspects of teaching and of how 

teachers change: the emotional dimension” (p. 835).   
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The connection between macro-meso-micro actors in policy implementation 

addresses the unique experience of each strata of actor depending on their organizational 

positionality (Jephcote & Davies, 2004).  This supports Gross’ (2014) positionality 

premise in turbulence theory.  Teachers' positionality at the bottom of the waterfall 

method of project management casts them as vectors of policy delivery, evaluation and 

maintenance.  They carry not only the technical burden of policy implementation, but 

also a very high emotional burden (Ball, 2003; Hargreaves, 1998; Hughey, 2009; 

Shambaugh, 2008; Steinberg, 2008).  Studies of teacher burnout, efficacy, attrition, traits, 

and personality correlate relationships between policy implementation, work 

environment, and teacher emotionality (Allport, 1927; Duckworth, Quinn, & Seligman, 

2009; Fried, 2011; Haberman, 2004; Harvey, Bimler, Evans, Kirkland, & Pechtel, 2012; 

Hoy & Tartar, 2011; Kent & Fisher, 1997; Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001)    

Maslow (1943) and Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman (1959) offered additional 

prisms through which to view the relationships between policy implementation and 

affective impacts on employees.  Hoy and Miskel (2001) wrote “several observations 

about work in educational organizations can be made using Maslow’s theory.  

Administrative actions that arouse uncertainty with respect to continued employment, can 

affect every individual, from custodian to superintendent” (p. 129).  Although Maslow’s 

hierarchy of needs captured the emotional aspect of any work, the application to 

educational settings supported claims of the importance of the affective component of 

teaching (Bandura, 1977; Fineburg, 2010; Fried, 2011; Haberman, 2004).         
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Maslow’s (1943) hierarchy of needs can also apply to the gap between the 

affective components in administrators and teachers.  Trusty and Sergiovanni (1966) 

reported that teachers’ largest deficiencies were in self-esteem.  A similar study by 

Chisolm (1980) showed that administrators exhibited fewer deficiencies than teachers on 

all subscales; thus, begging the question, how in touch were administrators with the 

capacities and wills of teachers to implement policy?  And, if their ethic did not include 

this consideration, how did this affect policy implementation? 

Motivation-hygiene theory or dual-factor theory brings into sharp focus the role 

of affective aspect of job performance (Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 1959).  

Herzberg et al.’s (1959) work is important for school administrators because it itemizes 

aspects of work that cultivate dissatisfaction or satisfaction, which have links to efficacy 

(Hoy & Miskel, 2001).  Policy and administration have the classification as factors that 

can cause high dissatisfaction yet have less of an impact on satisfaction. 

A micro-level scenario of policy implementation is offered by Rigby, Woulfin, 

and Marz (2016):   

Take a classroom teacher who manages the following policies for one child 

identified with a disability: the federal policy on disability (IDEA), state policies 

around curriculum standards, her district’s policy on access to assistive 

technology, her school’s policy on inclusion, and her individual classroom policy 

on homework.  (p. 295) 

The amount of policies implemented mediate teacher agency and it is reasonable to infer 

an impact on the perception of self-efficacy (Shambaugh, 2008).  The teacher is tasked 

with executing steps five through seven of the aforementioned policy implementation 

model within a micro-ecosystem of a large bureaucracy and operating with a degree of 
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emotionality and ethics to meet her duty to educate (Reyes, Brackett, Rivers, White, & 

Salovey, 2012).  The instructional process occurs as the teacher navigates both personal 

needs and organizational factors that might motivate her to implement policies with 

fidelity (or not).  This is a brief example, but offers insight as to how policy 

implementation impacts a teacher cognitively (i.e. capacity) and emotionally (i.e. will). 

 A robust research base supports linking policy implementation with affective 

impacts on teachers by triangulating the domains of policy implementation: program, 

people, and setting (Fowler, 2013; Spicker, 2006).  This linkage sheds light on leadership 

responsibility to consider policy processes in aggregate as opposed to silos.  By framing 

teacher performance in schools through positionality, organizational ecology, and 

affective domains, school administrators can assume decision-making perspectives to 

proactively cultivate teacher will and capacity, as opposed to retroactively mitigating the 

cascading effects of policy implementation.  This perspective promises to remain salient 

as ESSA, passed in 2015, maintained the essentialist-market tone of NCLB.  

Teacher Perceptions of Policy Implementation 

 The policies deployed in the fall of 2013 touched teachers in areas of classroom 

management, instruction, and community building.  Research on teacher perceptions of 

change in these areas and perceptions of policy implementation was substantial.  Select 

literature was reviewed as it was salient to the policies deployed.   

 Teachers were mandated to complete many hours of professional development at 

AHHS to meet the demands of policy implementation.  Allen & Penuel (2014) used the 

term "sensemaking" (p. 136) to describe the complex processes used by teachers as they 
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navigated professional development regarding new standards.  Findings indicated two 

groups of teachers: those who could consolidate the various aspects of standards 

deployment and make sense of them versus those who could not.  The first group 

perceived coherence to the standards and the associated professional development, while 

the second group did not.  Teachers' perceptions of incoherence during the trainings and 

low sense making of the various aspects of professional development correlated with 

poor implementation of the new standards (i.e. the second group). 

 Byrd-Blake et. al, (2010) examined the morale of urban teachers in high poverty 

schools who had not made adequate yearly progress for two years in the mid 2000s.  The 

researchers applied the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) to assess three teacher 

components: behavioral intention, attitude, and subjective norms.  Attitude captured 

teacher beliefs about NCLB while subjective norms represented teacher perceptions 

regarding principals, district, and state and local government.  A mixed method study, the 

qualitative analysis open-ended response questions were of particular note as they asked 

teachers and administrators to recall and comment on instructional and administrative 

practices that had changed across five years in lieu of NCLB.  These represented forms of 

turbulence.  Elementary school teachers felt the pressure of NCLB more than secondary 

teachers and "this perception caused a negative contribution to their morale" (Byrd-Blake 

et al, 2010, p. 18).  The study reinforced the connections among turbulence, teacher 

perceptions, and affective impacts across the K-12 spectrum:  " This study has 

demonstrated the pressures of NCLB have made a negative contribution to the morale of 

both the elementary and secondary school teachers. Even though it was more noticeable 
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among elementary school teachers than among secondary school teachers, it is clear that 

each group of teachers experienced pressure that accrued from NCLB" (Byrd-Blake, p. 

20).  

 Gosnell-Lamb (2012) provided a quantitative snapshot comparing 2002 with 2011 

to examine that time of NCLB implementation.  One hundred and twenty-three principals 

and ninety-five teachers responded to a survey asking them to compare their perceptions 

and practices of 2002 with those of 2011.  Findings indicated that educators were "doing 

more, faster and with less autonomy" (Gosnell-Lamb, 2012, p. 1).  Episodic and 

continual turbulence had increased since the inception of NCLB and was directly 

attributable to its implementation. 

 In the shadow of NCLB, "change is a requirement and not a suggestion" (Mitchell 

& Shoho, 2016, p. 431).  Mitchell & Shoho (2016) investigated "the relationship between 

high school teachers’ orientation to change and student achievement. It surveyed 

exclusively high school teachers’ perceptions of change through the variables of teacher 

openness to change, teacher anxiety to change, principal openness to change, principal 

anxiety to change, and community pressure to change" (p. 432).  The Texas Change and 

Trust inventory captured teachers' and administrators' affective impacts.  Findings 

indicated that teachers and principals perceived community pressure had the greatest 

impact on student achievement. 

   Nunnery, Ross, & Bol (2008) studied comprehensive school reform and 

restructuring.  They described five constructs that "repeatedly emerge in the literature and 

in their own studies" (Nunnery et al, 2008, p. 69): school capacity, external support 
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internal focus, pedagogical change, and restructuring outcomes.  These constructs largely 

mediated policy implementation in reforming schools.  The Comprehensive School 

Restructuring Teacher Questionnaire (CSRTQ) and the School Observation Measure 

(SOM) were administered to 2,511 teachers in 83 schools that received Comprehensive 

School Reform grants.  While this was a validation study for CSRTQ and SOM, the 

findings reinforced the reliability and validity of teacher perceptions by cross referencing 

their reports with quantitative indicators of the CSRTQ and SOM.  Besides validating the 

instruments, the study shed light on "Comprehensive School Reform 

legislation that schools adopt research-based school restructuring designs" (Nunnery et al, 

2008, p. 68), policy embedded in NCLB. 

 While NCLB ushered in an era of accountability reinforced by RTTT and SIG, a 

substantial record of school reform and teacher perceptions of it existed prior to this time.  

For example, Olsen & Kirtman (2002) studied 36 restructuring schools in California 

across three years shedding light on teacher perceptions of their roles as mediators of 

reform.  This mixed method study examined teachers' dispositions, (i.e. will and 

capacity), to implement policies.  The authors dubbed teachers' dispositions "individual's 

mediating responses" (Olsen & Kirtman, 2002, p. 301) and concluded that each teacher's 

disposition determined the quality of policy deployment as it unfolded "through teacher 

practice in the classroom" (Olsen & Kirtman, 2002, p. 301).  Rich descriptions of teacher 

phenomenologies regarding policy implementation and cascading policy forces were 

presented.    
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Conclusion 

 The literature review indicated gaps in several areas: NCLB cascading 

phenomenology, turbulence theory, and the teacher experience of NCLB policy 

implementation and its corollaries (RTTT, SIG) at their cumulative apogee in urban 

schools.   

 Regarding NCLB, there was a robust body of research examining the middle time 

of its implementation, but there is a gap examining its apex particularly in tandem with 

RTTT and SIG grants in its terminal years, 2012 – 2014.   

 The research base involving turbulence theory addressed teacher 

phenomenologies and the impacts of cascading; however, it was cast with a focus on 

leadership.  This body of knowledge would benefit from a study focused solely on 

teacher experiences and perceptions of turbulence; particularly at the zenith of NCLB in a 

large metropolitan school district. 

 The literature review demonstrated the theoretical links between policy 

implementation and the affective impacts on teachers.  Third generation policy studies 

revealed a gap in the literature that addressed the cascading phenomenon experienced by 

teachers in urban districts who were the subject of layers of policy implementation, 

particularly at the apex of NCLB, and how this mediated their will and capacity. 

 In 2015, NCLB was succeeded by ESSA, which continued with NCLB era 

designs: testing students, labeling schools, and the immediate implementation of 

interventions.  By addressing the aforementioned gaps in research, this study sought to 

increase awareness of issues related to the collective impact multiple concurrent policy 
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implementation directives have on teachers and expand school leaders’ decision making 

beyond policy making in silo-mindsets.  
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CHAPTER 3  

METHODOLOGY 

Research Questions 

The research questions restated: 

1. What were teachers' perceptions of turbulence in the School District of 

Philadelphia during the fall of 2013? 

2. To what extent, if any, do teachers connect turbulence at their school to federal, 

state, and district policies beyond the school?  

This study purposefully chose a qualitative approach as it sought to gather data 

regarding the policy context of the School District of Philadelphia with the goal of 

“eliciting understanding and meaning” (Merriam, 1998, p. 11).  The goal was to provide a 

rich text regarding teacher experiences and perceptions of the fall of 2013.  Accordingly, 

teacher phenomenologies were the unit of analysis and turbulence theory anchored the 

study. 

Merriam defined five types of qualitative studies common in education: the basic 

or generic qualitative study, ethnography, phenomenology, grounded theory, and case 

study.  A basic qualitative phenomenological method was selected as I sought “to 

discover and understand a phenomenon, a process, or the perspectives and worldviews of 

the people involved” (Merriam, 1998, p. 11).  Interpretive methods were used.  

Interviews, observations, and document analysis provided data sets for coding and 
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categorizing according to factors, themes, and variables (Merriam, 1998).  I was not 

seeking to construct a theory but rather to “inductively build” concepts (p. 45).  This 

further indicated for the basic qualitative approach.   

Type of Design 

An interpretive phenomenological analysis (IPA) approach was adopted (Smith, 

Flowers, & Larkin, 2009).  Primary and secondary sources provided the context of the 

fall of 2013 and IPA merged three lenses to examine the lived experience of participant-

interviewees: phenomenology, hermeneutics, and idiography (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 

2009). 

The phenomenological lens provided a framework for understanding both the 

mental and affective responses of individuals to their situations (Smith, Flowers, & 

Larkin, 2009).  Hermeneutics, or theory of interpretation, provided the connection 

between context and meaning (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009,).  "Idiography is 

concerned with the particular" (p. 29).  It draws attention to the importance of emphasis 

on detail and depth of analysis.  Idiography focused on single cases and built out to 

general claims (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009).  The single cases were the unique 

experiences of each teacher.  The general claim investigated was the extent to which the 

fall of 2013 had an impact on the teachers. 

 I sought to uncover “previously unknown relationships and variables” (Merriam, 

1998, p. 33) that might lead to rethinking how policy to execute implementation occurs, 

especially when there are multiple policy directives operationalized concurrently.  I was 
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particularly interested in “illuminating the reader’s understanding of the phenomenon 

under study” (Merriam, 1998, p. 31).  This would provide a reader the feeling, “I 

understand better what it is like for someone to experience that” (Polkinghorne, 1989, p. 

46).   

 Regarding context, I reviewed primary and secondary source documents and 

checked for credibility.  Cross-checking two or more sources against each other for 

witness statements, timelines, and general corroboration of events verified credibility 

(Key, 1997).  Credibility standards of adequacy for analytical research regarding 

historical and legal policy studies were applied; namely, the problem statement was 

deemed appropriate for analytical historical research, sources were evaluated in terms of 

relevance to the problem statement, generalizations were reasonable and related to the 

facts; and, the topic was treated in a logical and unbiased manner (McMillan & 

Schumacher, 1997). 

Role of Researcher 

I possessed a personal perspective of the 2013-2014 year in the School District of 

Philadelphia, as I was teaching at that time in the system and I bracketed my experiences 

before interviewing, during the process, and during discourse analysis (Creswell, 2007).  

My personal experience is mitigated by presenting a full description of my experience of 

the phenomenon (Moustakas, 1994).  Merriam (1998) corroborated the importance of 

"clarifying the researcher's assumptions, worldview, and theoretical orientation" (p. 205) 

at the outset of the study to enhance internal validity.  This also allowed me to begin the 
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process of epoche, or naiveté, to allow for a descriptive process to occur during 

interviews.   

Epoche and Bias  

 The issue of epoche, or assuming naiveté when approaching interviews and study 

of phenomenon, is important because prejudgments, biases, and preconceived ideas can 

mediate collection of data and thus invalidate the study of the phenomenon (Moustakas, 

1994).  The difficulty is in striking a balance.  "Epoche does not eliminate everything," 

(Moustakas, 1994, p. 85).  It did not deny reality, but it served as a reminder for me to 

keep check on my 'natural attitude' and biases as the basis for truth and reality.   

 To lend believability and credibility to the process of epoche, I kept field notes 

with times, subjects, and researcher reflexive reactions and thoughts (Roller & Lavrakas, 

2015).  Finlay (2002) identified five methods to address areas of bias, reflectivity, and 

thus epoche.  These included introspection, inter-subjective reflection, mutual 

collaboration, social critique, and discursive deconstruction.  I relied on field notes that 

captured personal introspection and inter-subjective reflections to catalyze epoche.  

Moreover, the IPA method incorporated mutual collaboration between researcher and 

participant, a relationship dubbed co-researcher; thus, capturing three methods that 

established credibility. 

Site and Participants 

 Researchers conduct IPA studies on small sample sizes (Smith, Flowers, & 

Larkin, 2009).  The goal is to find a reasonably homogenous sample so that within the 
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sample an examination of convergence and divergence of experience occurs in some 

detail (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009).   

I sought not only to study people, "but also settings, events, and processes" (Miles 

& Huberman, 1984, p. 41).  In examining the SDP in 2013 it was not possible to study 

every teacher and every comprehensive high school in the district, so I employed a 

purposeful and criterion-based selection method (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993; Light, 

Singer, & Willet, 1990; Maxwell, 2005).  Deliberately selecting "settings, persons, or 

activities" to study may seem counterintuitive for research; however, non-probabilistic 

logical methods of selection for sites and participants offer understanding, insight, and 

"privileged witness" (Maxwell, 2005, p. 88) accounts to events that might not be had 

through probabilistic random sampling.  Moreover, "the logic and power of purposeful 

sampling lies in selecting information rich cases for study in depth" (Patton, 1990, p. 

169).  The situation is analogous to one in which many expert consultants are 

purposefully selected to weigh in on a medical case - not to get an "average opinion" 

(Chein, 1981, p. 440) but to share their individual special experience and knowledge.   

Accordingly, non-probabilistic purposeful sampling was applied for both 

selecting sites and participant teachers.  It eliminated the need for a large sample size and 

provided confidence that the conclusions adequately represented the members of the 

population of teachers in SDP in similar comprehensive high schools in 2013; perhaps 

more so than would a sample of the same size that applied a randomized protocol 

(Maxwell, 2005). 
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While the SDP has many high schools, they vary.  Some have criteria for 

admission (criteria high schools) while others accept all applicants [i.e. comprehensive 

high schools] (School District of Philadelphia, 2015).  The purpose of this study was to 

shed light on teacher experiences in comprehensive high schools in Philadelphia.  The 

impact of policy implementation and its effects are particularly evident in these milieu as 

there are no criteria to mediate the profile of admitted students.   

In selecting the site, I employed a typical purposeful non-probabilistic method.  

The use of the term typical is important to note because it connotes a site that "reflects the 

average person, situation, or instance of the phenomenon of interest" (Merriam, 1998, p. 

62).  The selected comprehensive high school represented such a high school in the SDP 

in 2013 matching the following criteria: (a) 100% CEP (free meal service), (b)  > 95% 

minority, (c) historically underperforming, (d) high serious incidents, (e) listed as a 

receiving school to absorb students from closed high schools (School District of 

Philadelphia, 2009c; School District of Philadelphia, 2013d;  School District of 

Philadelphia School Information, n.d.a). 

Criteria to select interview participants were: (a) they taught at Alexander 

Hamilton HS in the fall of 2013, (b) subjects taught, (c) age, (d) gender, and (e) race.  

This basic demographic data allowed for a purposeful selection process that resembled 

teacher demographics of 2013 while also capturing the heterogeneity of teachers 

experiencing the phenomenon, as opposed to an average subset (Maxwell, 2005).  The 

research used maximum variation sampling to select participants because this method 

deliberately seeks great diversity in small samples.   The heterogeneity is a strength as it 
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offers credibility while cross-checking witness accounts.  It also created space to 

purposefully seek disconfirming instances of a phenomenon among diverse participants 

as a method of bolstering validity (Merriam, 1998; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Patton, 

1990).  

I carefully considered other issues related to site and participants such as 

feasibility of access, data collection, my relationship with study participants, validity 

concerns, and ethics (Maxwell, 2005).  I considered my knowledge of the high school 

selected and of the period in the SDP in the fall of 2013 as valuable.  My knowledge of 

the setting and relationships with potential participants facilitated the study (Maxwell, 

2005). 

Sample Size 

Ten subjects were interviewed (n = 10).  The IPA does not prescribe a sample 

size; however, it suggests between four and ten participants (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 

2009, p. 52).  Higher numbers are not seen as indicative of better work because gathering 

quality data requires time and may require re-interviewing to follow up on particular data 

(Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009).   

Data Collection 

 Data collection occurred in two modes: analyzing primary and secondary sources 

and interviews.  The methods of use of primary and secondary sources were previously 

discussed and thus only interviews are addressed below.   
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Because perception is regarded as the primary source of knowledge in 

phenomenology, semi-structured person-to-person interviews were conducted (Merriam, 

1998; Moustakas, 1994; Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009).  One interview was conducted 

with each teacher lasting from 45 to 90 minutes.  The decision to use interviewing as the 

primary mode of data collection was necessary because it is the best way to get the kind 

of information I sought: a combination of a narrative account of the fall of 2013 as well 

as the perception of teachers' experience of that time (Merriam, 1998).  The primary and 

secondary source documents provided a context, whereas interviews captured first-hand 

recollections providing data regarding their phenomenology of that time. 

I used a semi-structured interview design because this allowed participants to 

define the world in their way as well as to have a stake in what was covered (Merriam, 

1998; Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009).  A portion of the interview asked for specific 

demographic data, but a list of questions and issues needing exploration guided the 

remainder of the interview (Merriam, 1998). 

Prior to beginning the interview, five issues were addressed in documents shared 

with participants: 

1.  The investigator's motives and intentions and the inquiry's purpose. 

2.  The protection of the respondent using a pseudonym. 

3.  Deciding who has final say over the study's content. 

4.  Payment (if any). 

5.  Logistics with regard to time (45 - 90 minutes), place, and number of 

interviews to be scheduled.  (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984) 
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Also, prior to beginning each interview, I engaged in the Epoch process to approach the 

dialogue anew, staying aware and noting in the field journal as necessary that re-engaging 

in Epoch may be ongoing during the interview process (Moustakas, 1994). 

The interview guide was pilot tested with teachers or former teachers to determine 

if the process worked as intended.  Revisions were made as necessary (Maxwell, 2005).  

Data were audio recorded, then transcribed.  Notes were taken during the interview to 

record personal epoch engagement, reflexivity, and para-verbal cues of participants. 

I developed a series of questions "aimed at evoking a comprehensive account" [of 

teachers' experiences of the phenomenon that provided opportunities for the co-

researchers to share] "the full story" (Moustakas, 1994, p. 114).  I remained aware of key 

informant bias and the necessity to bracket personal experiences (Pelto & Pelto, 1975).  

Forty-five to ninety-minute sessions with between six to ten questions were 

recommended with all interviews falling within this time frame (Smith et al. 200).  I 

reminded participants that there were no right or wrong answers and that I would be 

actively listening in order to record their experience and provide space for them describe 

that time (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009). 

Data Analysis Procedures  

Data analysis required reading and coding each participant's interview followed 

by mapping emergent themes (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009).   

1.  Read and re-read the transcript for the participant. 
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2.  Initial noting that codes descriptive comments, linguistic comments, and 

conceptual comments (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009). 

3.  Establish emergent themes. 

4.  Map connections among themes applying abstraction, polarization, 

subsumption, contextualization, numeration, function (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009). 

After completing this protocol for each participant, I mapped all participant data to 

determine if there was a pattern across participants (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009). 

Coding 

 I read transcripts once while listening to the interviews to establish the tone of the 

session and mark voice inflection points of the participants.  I then re-read the transcripts 

three times closely coding for indicators of turbulence: positionality, cascading, and 

stability.  The IPA method positions the researcher as the instrument of data collection.  

The coding process requires some explanation to build validity and credibility for the 

analysis.  This process is addressed first, then the analysis for each participant is 

presented. 

 A turbulence gauge captures aspects of positionality, cascading, and stability 

(Gross, 2014a).  In coding the interviews, teacher experiences and recollections that 

captured elements of positionality relative to policy implementation were coded P, those 

which captured elements of policy cascading and amplification were coded C and those 

capturing elements of stability were coded S.  I coded elements of instability either as 

positive instability, +I, or negative instability, -I.   
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 A participant's response could capture one indicator of turbulence, or, several 

indicators.  Also, turbulence indicators could be recurrently coded in a response.  Coding 

indicators for positionality, cascading, stability, and instability was dependent on the 

inflection, emotionality, the context of the response within the interview, and the main 

idea of the verbal exchange in that moment.  For example, if a participant was driving 

home a point or seeking an explanation to capture their phenomenology he or she would 

repeatedly use words or phrases.  The repetitive utterances would each be coded 

repeatedly.  If a transcribed paragraph outlined a main idea regarding positionality, 

cascading, and stability or instability, then it would be coded once.  Sample coding is 

provided below.  

 

 

 

Table 1  

Sample Coding 

Participant Sample Coded Passages Explanation 

1 

"I didn't have anxiety (P)(S). I don't know.  I 

just kind of treated every day, just trying to 

come in here and do my job (P)(S).  I don't 

remember how I felt.  I didn't have anxiety 

(S).  I wasn't scared to come to work (S)... or 

I kind of enjoyed it (+I).  I always enjoyed 

coming here" (+I) (p.6). 

The participant purposefully stated and 

restated that he didn't experience any 

anxiety thus denoting stability.  He 

communicated that his experiences of 

shifting schools and being in a new 

school were, in fact, a positive 

destabilizing force.  He repeatedly 

alluded to this.  In the context of the 

conversation positionality is 

communicated because it's his 

experience as a teacher.  By 

mentioning "my job" teacher 

positionality is explicitly addressed.  

The context of the exchanges before 

and after this passage reinforce the 

coding. 

1 

"I didn't have to do the PVAAS thing that 

first year so I was kinda out of the loop 

(P)(S).  But the SLOs... Probably had a PD 

about it or something" (S) (p.8). 

The participant's lack of anxiety, his 

relaxed delivery, flat inflection and 

inability to recall instability or trauma 

triangulated to a stable coding for the 

experience of policy implementation. 
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Table 1 continued 

Participant Sample Coded Passage Explanation 

2 

"The kids were grieving (P)(-I), the adults 

were grieving (P)(-I), the adults that were 

here were resentful (P)(-I).  So it was all this 

stuff (C) coming together as one with no 

support" (P)(-I) (p.13). 

The participant repeatedly stated 

"grieving" and the related emotion 

"resentment".  These phenomenologies 

were experiences specific to teachers 

as only they interacted with children 

and other teachers daily and could 

gauge their emotions.  Neither district 

administrators, nor state, nor federal 

policy implementers were in positions 

to comment on these matters.  

 

    

"Grieving" and "resentment" were 

coded as instability because negative 

emotions are correlated with 

instability.  Cascading was noted by 

"all of this stuff coming together", 

while "no support" indicated for 

negative instability and positionality 

because only the policy intermediaries 

could experience policy 

implementation and be able to 

comment on the quality of supports 

available.  The repeated use of the term 

"grieving" communicated particularly 

high emotionality and was thus coded 

multiple times to capture this affect. 

2 

"Then we started receiving emails from our 

administrators that it had to be done because 

the administrators received emails from their 

superintendent" (P)(C) (p.13). 

This passage was coded only for 

cascading because it mainly addressed 

this effect.  It spoke to the participants' 

knowledge of policy directives flowing 

down the chain of command and 

impacting teacher positionality as 

policy intermediary. 

2 
"They were like, 'What, we have to go on 

here and do what?'" (P)(-I) (p.13). 

This captured the response of teachers 

due to their positionality regarding a 

behavior intervention tracked on the 

computer.  The inflection and context 

of discussion connoted negative 

instability as teachers were confused 

about how to operationalize the policy. 

2 
"Staff was going through trauma" (P)(-I) 

(p.7). 

This is double coded as it referred to 

teacher positionality and the 

experience associated with it.  

Negative emotions like trauma, grief, 

loss, sad, angry were consistently 

coded as evidence of negative 

instability. 
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Turbulence theory addresses not only negative perceptions of turbulence, but also 

its positive effects.  This research should not be viewed as framing the fall of 2013 in a 

deficit lens.  While examples of negative instability were mentioned above, with some 

allusion to positive instability, I purposefully offer another example of positive instability 

reported by a participant so the reader is aware that I took precautions to frame teacher 

perceptions of the fall of 2013 in a wide, agnostic lens.  Coding of stability should be 

viewed as neutral, meaning, the policy environment had no impact on the teacher. Coding 

as +I indicates the teacher's perception was positive regarding the instability fomented by 

the policy implementation. 

 I constructed a table which annotated evidence indicating for factors of turbulence 

theory.  The table tracked the factors by transcription page for each participant and 

provided a quantitative representation of my interpretation of indicators for cascading, 

positionality, stability, and instability.  This served as a cross-reference during data 

analysis and provided a wide-angle perspective on the participants.  This assisted my 

analysis in moving from the idiographic through to the heuristic and interpretative. 

Table 1 continued 

Participant Sample Coded Passage Explanation 

3 

"Coming here, I chose to come here (+I).  

It's something that I've chosen (+I).  It's not 

something let's say, 'You're going here next 

year.  We don't have a position for you.  

You're force transferred.' " (p.3). 

The participant communicated a 

positive response to the policy 

turbulence.  As a result of shutting 

down schools, he had the opportunity 

to select a destination school in a 

district process called "Site Selection".  

Existing employees can pre-empt a 

transfer system by interviewing with 

district schools and seeking positions 

that way.   
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Table 2 

 

Coding Tracker for Interviews 

Participant 

Number 
Positionality Cascading 

Stability 

(Neutral) 
(+) Instability (-) Instability 

*1 15 8 7 3 22 

*2 80 36 17 1 50 

*3 39 6 0 27 26 

4 37 10 2 0 47 

5 32 15 5 0 28 

6 9 9 0 0 9 

*7 26 9 0 0 33 

8 26 9 2 0 32 

9 22 8 5 1 16 

10 24 4 0 0 12 
 

Throughout the interview and coding processes I maintained bracketing.  By repeatedly 

listening to the interviews and re-reading them I was able to improve the coding through 

several iterations. 

 Some transcript data were excluded because participants talked about the current 

year (2017) or the time falling between the spring of 2013 to the present.  For example, 

the passage following this type of statement, "The final straw and this was much later on 

past 2013," (Participant 2) was not coded or used in data analysis.  Notes were made on 

the transcript and passages were stricken through yet retained in the record in order to 

maintain a data focus on the fall of 2013. 

 Participants one through three were cohorted and coded recurrently to develop 

coding proficiency and hone the coding standard.  Subsequently, participants were 

cohorted four through six, seven through nine, and ten was coded alone.  Emergent 
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themes from each participant were coded with their cohort, then with the larger group 

finally being analyzed across all participants.   Thus, following the IPA method, the 

process flowed from the idiographic to heuristic. 

Methods of Verification 

 Quantitative studies employ algorithms and statistics to verify relationships.  

Qualitative designs rest on philosophical foundations with heuristic processes mediated 

by the ethics, practices, and instrumentality of the researcher, not equations.  "The 

applied nature of educational inquiry thus makes it imperative that researchers and others 

have confidence in the conduct of the investigation" (Merriam, 1998, p. 199). 

 Guba and Lincoln provided a model with four criteria which gauge the rigor of 

qualitative research to bestow upon it a rating of trustworthiness:  credibility, 

transferability, dependability, and confirmability (1981).  Merriam (1998) cast rigor in 

three domains: internal validity, reliability, and external validity.  Maxwell (2005) offered 

an eight-point checklist that addressed the same issue.  All approaches overlapped by 

mentioning audit trails, credibility checks, and fittingness.  Merriam's (1998) paradigm, 

used as the taxonomy, is compressed and linear. 

Internal Validity 

 This concept deals with how research findings match reality (Merriam, 1998).  

The methods used herein rely on the investigator as the "primary instrument of data 

collection and analysis where interpretations of reality are accessed directly through their 

observations and interviews" (Merriam, 1998, p. 201).  Accordingly, the researcher is 
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closer to the experience of the reality than any other approach because there is no data 

instrument serving as a mediator for collection.  So, although internal validity is a de 

facto strength in qualitative research, the investigator takes steps to support it (Merriam, 

1998).   

Six strategies enhance internal validity: triangulation, member checks, long term 

observation, peer examination, participatory or collaborative modes of research, and 

awareness of researcher bias (Merriam, 1998).  Maxwell (2005) adds reactivity or 

reflexivity and quasi statistics to this list. 

The research accomplished triangulation by cross-checking primary and 

secondary source documents with reports by teachers about the structure and texture of 

their experiences as well as by comparing participant reports to each other (Maxwell, 

2005; Merriam, 1998).  Systematically soliciting feedback from the participants during 

the interviews acted as member checks or respondent validations; for example, asking 

them if I paraphrased something correctly.  Member checks were also completed by 

emailing verbatim transcripts to participants (fall of 2017) and the analysis for their 

feedback (spring of 2018) (Maxwell, 2005; Merriam, 1998).  I addressed peer 

examination by discussing findings with colleagues and the research advisor (Merriam, 

1998).  Participatory or collaborative research is inherent in the phenomenological model 

chosen.  I mitigated researcher bias for teacher selection and site selection by the analysis 

of data available from SDP sources from 2012 - 2014 and the non-probabilistic criteria 

used to select participants.  Bracketing, the process of epoche, and the introduction of a 

researcher autobiography served to mitigate researcher bias.  I managed the issues of 
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reactivity by stating to co-researchers that the primary investigator had no stake in the 

study. 

I applied external and internal validity considerations to primary sources such as 

federal, state, and municipal records as well as secondary sources (i.e. newspapers, 

periodicals).  I checked the genuineness and validity of sources, and, after the source was 

authenticated, I asked: Was the source accurate?  Was the writer or creator competent, 

honest, and unbiased?  How long after the event happened until it was reported?  Was 

there agreement among witnesses?  Could sources be corroborated regarding figures, 

statements, dates (Key, 1997)?   

Reliability 

The construct of reliability rests on the capacity of research findings to be 

replicated, which proves somewhat cumbersome in qualitative research (Merriam, 1998).  

In applying positivistic logic, a critique of replicability in qualitative research denies the 

strength of the research - the role of investigator as the primary instrument of data 

collection and the authenticity and meaning of those who have lived through a 

phenomenon experienced (Bednarz, 1985).  This does not deny the necessity to present a 

construct analogous to replicability in qualitative research.  In fact, this challenge to 

qualitative research strengthens the findings by asking the investigator to carefully 

consider a validity threat that doubts that "simply because a number of people have 

experienced the same phenomenon does not make the observations more reliable" 

(Merriam, 1998, p. 206).  All reports of personal experience are not necessarily 
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unreliable, any more than all reports of events witnessed by many people are reliable 

(Merriam, 1998).   

 Thus, I rely on the qualitative analogue to reliability: dependability.   Using three 

techniques to counter reliability threats by demonstrating that results are consistent with 

the data collected laying out the investigator's position, triangulation, and an audit trail. 

 The investigator's position outlines the assumptions and theory behind the study, 

the reasoning for the studied group, the basis for selecting of informants and a description 

of each, and the social context from which the data were collected (LeCompte & Preissle, 

1993).  I begin with two premises.  First, 2013 was a watershed time in SDP history 

characterized by a zenith of policy implementation which amplified disruption through 

federal, state, and local bureaucracies eventually collectively impacting teachers.  

Second, teacher will and capacity to navigate the layers of policy were impacted as 

manifested in shifts in perceptions of turbulence.  I posited that a triangulation of 

interview data, archival document review, and theoretical frameworks (turbulence theory, 

self-efficacy theory, hierarchy of needs) would corroborate perceptions of teachers 

attributable to their positionality in regard to the layers of policy implementation that 

defined the fall of 2013.  An audit trail, or detailed account of how data were collected, 

how categories were derived and how decisions were made throughout the inquiry, were 

kept and discussed with colleagues and the research advisor (Guba & Lincoln, 1981; 

Merriam, 1998). 
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External Validity 

Qualitative studies are difficult to generalize.  It is possible to make this factor 

more robust by incorporating the following: random probability sampling, use of many 

cases to study a phenomenon, and use of predetermined structured questions (Merriam, 

1998).  The first domain, random probability sampling, is contraindicated for the design I 

selected.  However, my goal is not to make the study largely generalizable, but instead to 

shed light on this unit of study and add to the body of research.  Moreover, the small 

nonrandom sample method is selected "precisely because the researcher wishes to 

understand the particular in depth, not to find out what is true of the many" (Merriam, 

1998, p. 208).   

To mitigate the external validity of this study, four paradigms to improve 

generalizability were explored: working hypothesis, concrete universals, naturalistic 

generalizations, and user or reader generalizability (Merriam, 1998).  My intention is that 

this work would be usable in a user or reader generalizable paradigm - a paradigm where 

the readers can inform their personal decision making and context regarding policy 

implementation and human resource management by reflecting on the work produced.  

To build the strength of a context to context transferability, or fit, the researcher employs 

two strategies:  rich, thick descriptions of the situation and explaining the typicality of the 

site selected (Merriam, 1998).  

Ethics 

The researcher approaches all aspects of this project with a common orientation: 

do not harm.  Accordingly, I employed several strategies to ensure the study was 
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conducted in an ethical manner.  First, the researcher makes the case for the need for the 

research.  The emic orientation of the IPA method casts participants as co-researchers and 

welcomes their input and respects their right to opt out at any time (Smith, Flowers, & 

Larkin, 2009).  Maintaining privacy, confidentiality, anonymity and the right to opt out in 

the study are within the documents that outlined the rights of the participants and the 

scope of project (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  These documents also captured the 

construct of informed consent thus remedying charges of coercion.   

I am aware of the de facto asymmetric power sharing during interviews regarding 

phenomenology.  Although Moustakas (1994) positioned participants as co-researchers, 

the primary investigator is the data collector, analyzer, and disseminator, which may 

appear to grant me a perception of power to co-researchers (Merriam, 1998).  Mediation 

of this occurs through member checks and allowing co-researchers to review transcripts 

and my analysis of their textural and structural descriptions.  Contrary to biomedical or 

psychological experimentation, face-to-face interviews are low risk.  However, I was 

sensitive to the possibility that co-researchers may feel an invasion of their privacy or a 

certain level of embarrassment - at which time I reminded them that they can opt out 

(Merriam, 1998).  Conversely, the interviews could be emotional for some participants.  I 

had resources and referral suggestions available to participants if they needed them.  

Lastly, the IRB reviewed the study and it met their ethical standards for conducting 

qualitative studies and treatment of participants. 

Regarding analysis and dissemination, I adopted Diener and Crandall's (1978) 

position that objectivity, honesty, and accuracy are not options.  Methodological controls 
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such as discussion of finding with an advisor, peers, colleagues, and member checks 

sought to mitigate these issues.  However, if I deemed these biases to be extreme and 

uncontrolled or if the data did not seem to support strong relationships, I disclosed these 

issues and insured that enough data were presented to let readers draw their own 

conclusions (Diener & Crandall, 1978).   

Interpretive Framework 

 Personal beliefs and philosophical assumptions inform and mediate our 

interpretations of phenomena.  This is particularly important to note in qualitative 

research where the instrument of data collection is the researcher.  The personal 

collection of beliefs and philosophical assumptions is a researcher’s interpretive 

framework.  Creswell (2013) asserts there are two broad interpretive domains:  social 

science theories and social justice theories.   These two domains are informed by four 

philosophical pillars:  ontology, epistemology, axiology, and methodology (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2011).  Ontology, epistemology, axiology, and methodology exist in both 

domains and across their subsets, but they are understood differently in each subset and 

serve as the granular differentiators of the perspectives. 

Examples of social science theories are social constructivism, post positivism, 

pragmatism, and transformative postmodernism (Creswell, 2013).  Examples of social 

justice theories are feminist theory, critical theory, critical race theory, queer theory, and 

disability theory.  The distinction is subtle.  Both social science and social justice 

domains mediate how a qualitative researcher approaches a study; however, social justice 
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theory is purposefully participatory and advocacy-oriented whereas social science 

theories are not necessarily so (Creswell, 2013).  

 I applied a social constructivist, social science interpretive framework for this 

study.  Accordingly, my ontology accepted that multiple realities can be constructed 

through lived experiences (Creswell, 2013).  Epistemologically, I explored how 

participants understand their world.  Axiomatically, I valued the beliefs of the 

participants and honored their experiences.  Regarding methodology, an inductive 

approach was used where patterns of meaning evolved as the study progressed (Creswell, 

2013).  Emergent ideas were mapped according to primary and secondary sources and 

interview data.  

Autobiography and Personal Reflections on the Fall of 2013 

In the spring of 2013, I was the dean of discipline for Sheridan West Academy 

Middle School in the School District of Philadelphia.  This school was closed by the SRC 

in the Summer of 2013 and I interviewed for a biology teaching position at Alexander 

Hamilton High School.  I accepted the position in the June 2013, and reported to work in 

August 2013. 

I experienced a high level of turbulence in the fall of 2013 at Alexander Hamilton 

High School.  Over 10 staff members had retired or left during the Summer of 2013 and 

they did not leave keys, nor did they clean out their rooms.  I and another new science 

teacher voluntarily reported to work in early August.  We were unable to get into rooms.  

The sole returning science teacher from a science department of five was uncooperative 
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and antagonistic.  A vital school support staff member had access to all keys, a key 

copying machine, textbooks, school supplies, and various technology yet would not 

release any of these items to any teachers.  The other new science teacher and I 

eventually acquired keys to our rooms because another teacher let us copy his keys.  

Upon gaining access to the rooms there were more challenges such as obtaining desks 

and tables and discarding various rubbish with dates stamped from the 1980s and 1990s. 

Trash, broken hardware, and mouse-infested supplies amounted to approximately 20 

yards of refuse. 

The first day for teachers to report in the fall of 2013 was September 3 (School 

District of Philadelphia, 2013c).  That day began with a two-hour meeting and the 

remainder of the day was slated for reorganization, disbursing supplies, and preparing 

rooms (Personal communication, August, 30, 2013).  September 4, 2013, was mandatory 

all-day Restorative Practices training for the entire staff.  Schools were closed September 

5 and 6 for Rosh Hashanah (School District of Philadelphia, 2013c).  Thus, only two paid 

days were allotted to manage a substantial shift for Alexander Hamilton High School as 

well as many of us who were new to the building. 

On Monday, September 9, students reported.  These were students from three or 

four different schools as well as from different neighborhoods.  AHHS was a receiving 

school subject to the effects of mass closings and merging of schools that was sanctioned 

by the SRC earlier in 2013.  Although many of us had come in during August and 

anticipated disruption from the mixing of schools and neighborhoods, I recalled thinking 

on September 3rd that I did not feel ready to open the school year.  I also recall E.D., the 
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roster chair, spending late nights trying to roster all the incoming students.  There was 

simply too much to do, I did not feel settled, and I felt like we were trying to ramp up a 

lot of different things all at once.   

For me, part of that was the fact that I was new to the school, but other issues 

mediated my perception of instability: generally new staff, tepid response of legacy staff 

at AHHS to my questions, and a feeling of unease regarding the funding of schools 

chronicled by the “Countdown to Calamity” in the news (Mezzacappa, 2013).  At the 

beginning of September, I didn’t feel settled and the rest of the fall amplified that feeling.  

It didn’t help that I had experienced the closings of Olney East High School in 2011 and 

Sheridan West Academy Middle School in 2013. 

I began teaching in 1997.  By 2013, I had about 12 years of teaching experience 

having left the profession for four years in the mid-2000s and returned.  I wasn’t nervous 

about the content, but the roster was challenging.  A ninety-minute block was inserted 

into the middle of the morning.  I was never fond of block scheduling and did not agree 

with the philosophy of dosing students for 90 minutes.  I have ample evidence from 

personal experience that neither children nor adults are capable of being locked in a room 

for ninety minutes per class no matter how engaging the material.  I’d challenge any adult 

to attend a ninety-minute meeting every day at the same time from September 9th through 

February 5th and reflect on its efficacy.  Additionally, planning for block periods is very 

time consuming because the pedagogy must be different from a fifty-minute period.  

Compounding my schedule was a sheltered class of English Language Learners (ELL) 

followed by a class populated by a mix of emotional support students and ELL.  The final 
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period of the day mirrored my first period: approximately 10% ELLs, 10% emotional 

support students, 10% with Individual Educational Plans, and the remainder without 

classification.  Essentially, although I taught only biology all day, I had to prepare four 

separate lessons: two classes for heterogeneous general biology students, one block class, 

one sheltered ELL class, one hybrid ELL/emotional support class.  

I recalled chaotic classes, angry students, daily bloody fights, a cauldron of 

emotions born out of 850 confused adolescents from different schools and communities 

pulled out of their comfort zones and thrust into a school which was experiencing 

personnel shifts.  Mind you, this occurred in classrooms with bars on the windows, 

locked bathrooms, no potable water and poor climate control.  Complicating matters were 

raised academic expectations ushered in by Common Core instructional shifts and 

demands for a healthy school climate.  Part of the latter policy was a uniform mandate 

whose enforcement demonstrated the complexity of policy implementation at the high 

school.  Teachers were instructed to strictly enforce the uniform policy.  In order to set 

the tone, a school-wide effort was also launched.  Thus, if students arrived without 

uniforms they were turned away at the school doors with notices to their parents.  They 

would not be allowed in if they were not in uniform.  Their parents were called.  But, 

because of the proximity of the high school to Central Administration, the students 

walked to Central Administration, complained, and were promptly allowed to attend 

school.  So, the policy was enforced for about the first two days of school after which 

time it did not matter what students wore.  They had to be admitted.  Having begun 

teaching in 1997, by 2013 it seemed to me that classroom life had become more complex.  
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I felt mired in layers of policy implementation existing in an up-tempo high 

accountability environment.  

When I reflect on that time, I recall feeling disjointed.  Airplane pilots have a 

saying called flying behind the airplane.  It connotes a feeling of never catching up to 

your workload and having a low sense of efficacy, an un-preparedness for what is next or 

a capacity to handle workflow.  I don’t feel like I ever got ahead of the airplane between 

September 2013 and December 2013; and, I was curious to hear recollections from 

teachers who experienced that time in the building in order to record and examine that 

time in our lives. 

I left AHHS in July 2015 and became the high school science curriculum 

specialist for the School District of Philadelphia.  The school has undergone substantial 

changes since I left in 2015.  I conducted my research in the spring and summer of 2017.  

Approximately 20% of the staff were different than those who were there in 2013.  The 

principal who was there in 2013 retired in October 2016 and the school remained a 

priority school in 2017 as designated by ESSA. 
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CHAPTER 4  

FINDINGS  

 The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study was to shed light on 

teacher perceptions of policy implementation during the fall of 2013 in the School 

District of Philadelphia.  This time coincided with the apex of NCLB era policy 

implementation as well as substantial local policy directives driven by contextual factors.  

For school administrators considering large scale policy implementation, this study 

provides a lens that informs their considerations of the twin pillars of successful policy 

execution: teacher will and capacity (Fowler, 2013). 

 Teacher interview data explored linkages between the school and classroom 

experience and policy implementation.  Domains of research associated with policy 

implementation and teacher self-efficacy indicated that teaching is an emotional practice 

(Bandura, 1997; Hargreaves, 1998; Shambaugh, 2008).  In seeking to explore the impact 

of the policy environment, turbulence theory framed the relative emotional strength of the 

teachers' experiences of the fall of 2013 and provided an instrument (turbulence gauge) 

with which to calibrate the level of disruption reported by teachers (Gross, 2004). 

Research Questions 

 (1) What were teachers' perceptions of turbulence in the School District of 

Philadelphia during the fall of 2013? 

 (2) To what extent, if any, do teachers connect turbulence at their school to 

federal, state, and district policies beyond the school?  
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Participants' Backgrounds 

 In the fall of 2013, AHHS had 93 total staff that included teachers, a principal, an 

assistant principal, counselors, lunch time aides, classroom assistants, School Police, bus 

attendants, building engineers, and food service workers (Personal communication, 

2013).  Of these, 50 were teachers.  Thirty-four (68%) were Caucasian.  Ten teachers 

(20%) were African-American.  Six (12%) were Indian, Middle-Eastern, or Asian.  

Efforts were made for study participants to mirror the demographic of the teachers in the 

school but this was limited by accessibility and teachers' assenting to interviews.   

 A brief description of each teacher participant is provided to better understand 

their phenomenology, reinforce credibility, and frame the data (Merriam, 1998).  

Displacement of teachers to AHHS occurred due to the closing of 24 schools in the 

Spring of 2013 (School District of Philadelphia, 2013e, 2013f).  Asterisks in the table 

indicate teachers new to Alexander Hamilton High School (AHHS) in the fall of 2013. 

There were no teachers interviewed for whom it was their first year in the profession.  

Teachers were interviewed in the summer of 2017. 
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Table 3 

 

Teachers at Alexander Hamilton High School in the Fall of 2013 (n=10) 

Partici-

pant 

Number 

New to 

AHHS 

in 2013 

Course 

Taught 

Age in 

2013 

Years 

Teaching 

Experience 

in 2013 

Years 

Teaching 

Experience 

in 2017 

Gender 
Race/ 

Ethnicity 

*1 Y Math 20s 7 11 M Caucasian 

*2 Y 
Spec Ed/ 

English 
50s 7 11 F 

African 

American 

*3 Y Science 20s 3 7 M 
African 

American 

4 N 
ELL 

English 
30s 12 16 M Caucasian 

5 N Math 30s 7 11 M Caucasian 

6 N Health 50s 12 16 F 
African 

American 

*7 Y 
Social 

Studies 
20s 4 8 M Caucasian 

8 N Arts 60s 9 13 M Caucasian 

*9 Y 
English/ 

Spec Ed 
30s 9 11 F Caucasian 

10 N Soc. St. 50s 23 27 M Caucasian 

Research Question 1: Teachers' Perceptions of Turbulence 

 Findings indicated that teachers' phenomenologies and their associated 

perceptions of policy implementation of the fall of 2013 in one high school in the School 

District of Philadelphia emerged in three themes: trauma, chaos, and policy 

implementation as compliance. 
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Finding 1: Trauma 

 The meaning of the term trauma is context specific.  For example, there exists 

military trauma, traumatic grief or stress, system induced trauma, long term versus short 

term trauma, etc. (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2016).  

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders provides a clinical definition 

of trauma; however, this was not used (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).  

Instead, I used the common understanding of trauma as presented in Merriam Webster's 

dictionary, an emotional upset (n.d.). 

 Studies of teacher burnout, efficacy, and personality traits confirmed the high 

emotional demands of teaching and how they mediated teachers’ capacities to implement 

policies ranging from grading, to discipline, to instructional delivery (Allport, 1927; 

Duckworth, Quinn, & Seligman, 2009; Fried, 2011; Haberman, 2004; Hargreaves, 1998).  

These emotional demands heightened during policy shifts cueing emotional responses 

(Gross, 2014a; Shapiro & Stefkovich, 2016).  Emotional responses manifested through 

teacher perceptions of self-efficacy, compromised professional engagement, and trauma 

(Jennings & Greenberg, 2009).  These perceptions impacted teacher social-emotional 

competence which compromises student learning (Jennings & Greenberg, 2009). 

 From 2012 through 2013, consideration of the socio-emotional components of 

transformational policy implementation was included in natural and open systems policy 

approaches adopted by the School District of Philadelphia.  Community meetings were 

held at schools and opportunities for community feedback were common at School 

Reform Commission hearings.  The district reported: "Approximately 5,000 people 
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attended the District’s 21 community meetings. More than 40 community proposals from 

principals, students, parents and organizations were submitted to the District" (School 

District of Philadelphia, 2013e).  However, the financial forces of that time and the ten-

year arch of NCLB overshadowed these considerations, recurrently framing 

conversations in rational systems and essentialist market language.  For example, in its 

one hundred and fifteen-page report, the Boston Consulting Group provided substantial 

references to performance-based accountability, options for students, school autonomy, 

and open markets (2012).  Yet, it made only one mention of the stress that transforming 

the SDP would entail: 

Without a doubt, facilities closures on the scale recommended here would be 

traumatic. It would involve severe dislocation of families, students, and SDP’s 

school staff.  As noted earlier, SDP must also do everything it can to minimize the 

number of closures necessary in the future by improving the quality of education 

in District schools citywide and attracting and retaining students. In other words, 

make every SDP school a school of choice. The District should also work 

productively with the charter community to make the most effective use of 

District facilities through the Renaissance strategy or directly leasing or selling 

buildings to charters. (Boston Consulting Group, 2012, p. 33) 

 

Whereas the report provided numerous tables calculating building capacities, percent 

utilization, and projected financial impacts, there were no metrics calibrating the potential 

emotional forces of policy implementation nor the human capacity issues which that 

entailed; specifically, the capacity of teachers to manage the myriad of policy initiatives 

or their emotional strength.  “Many of those who initiate and manage educational reform, 

or who write about educational change in general, ignore or underplay one of the most 

fundamental aspects of teaching and of how teachers change: the emotional dimension” 

(Hargreaves, 1998, p. 835).  Interview data indicated that it was substantial. 
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 Teacher participants either explicitly mentioned the trauma associated with the 

fall of 2013 or implicitly communicated it.  Voice tone, inflection, and discourse context 

indicated the latter.  For further elaboration regarding coding, see Chapter 3, Methods.  

The experience of trauma manifested across two domains: (a) feelings of loss of 

community or lack of community and (b) feelings of lacking support. 

Loss of Community and Lack of Community 

Table 4 

Loss or Lack of Community by Participant 

Participant 

Number 

Loss of Community or Lack 

of Community 

1 x 

2 x 

3 x 

4 x 

5  

6 x 

7 x 

8 x 

9 x 

10 x 

 

 In coding for loss and lack of community, some participants referenced other 

themes and indicators co-locating them within the discourse.  For example, participant 

one spoke of both the lack of community and chaos together.  In this case, the lack of 

community was coded separately from data indicating chaos.  Participants two and three 

provided stand-alone data indicating for a lack of community.  Participant four offered a 

substantial landscape of data indicating this phenomenology while not specifically 
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mentioning it.  Nine out of ten participants provided evidence for loss of community or 

lack of community.  For further examples of coding phenomenologies, see Chapter 3. 

The following are excerpts from the data gathered from each participant.  They were 

identified following the pattern P1 for participant one, P2 for participant two, and so on.  

I was identified as the Interviewer. 

 P1:  Well, I remember it being a new place, and there was a lot of uncertainty. 

You know, kids from all over the place were all of a sudden here, at one school 

together. And, yeah, it was a little out-of-control, sure. Just a lot of problems.  

Kids from different neighborhoods having problems with each other.  You know, 

so many new teachers, so many new students.  Nobody had a relationship, though, 

with anybody.  Yeah, so just, every man for himself, kinda. Yeah, I just remember 

it being kinda chaotic. 

 

P2:  I would have loved for 2013's school year to be like 2011 and 2012 because it 

was calm, it was laid back.  Everybody knew what was expected of them, even 

though there might have been forced transfers and site selection in... it still was a 

thing of community in the school, and that's what was lost in this school during 

2013, this sense of community. 

  

 P3:  I don't think we were a group.  It was unsettled.  The mixing of different 

students, new staffs come from different places.  You know, you had Mr. X from 

[a high school], Mrs. F.... Mr. H and I... we came from [another high school]. 

  

 P9:  I remember the two days of PD [professional development] that we had 

before the school year started, where we sat in those weird circles.  Certainly, the 

idea behind those PDs was solid.  Unfortunately, the situation that AHHS was in 

was that more than 50% of the staff was brand spanking new to the building.  

Outside of the people you already knew because you were coming in with them, 

you didn't know the rest of the staff.  You didn't know what they taught.  You 

didn't know who ran this program and who ran that program, and those are the 

things that teachers feel like they need in order to feel settled in the beginning of 

the school year. 

 

Literature by Maslow (1943) supported the affective impact of a sense of belonging or 

lack thereof; a sense of belonging being a precursor to self-actualization and peak 

professional performance.  The context contraindicated for this as, "Nobody had a 
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relationship, though, with anybody,"(Participant One) and, "that's what was lost in this 

school during 2013, this sense of community" (Participant Two).   

 The loss or lack of belonging created anxiety in teachers which had the potential 

to impact their capacity and sense of efficacy to deliver instruction (Bandura, 1977, 1997; 

Shambaugh, 2008).  The atmosphere was "unsettled" (Participant One) and "there was a 

lot of uncertainty" (Participant Three).  "You didn't know who ran this program and who 

ran that program, and those are the things that teachers feel like they need in order to feel 

settled in the beginning of the school year" (Participant Nine).  Herzberg, Mausner, and 

Snyderman's (1959) dual-factor theory described how a sense of community was a 

hygiene factor that, if not gratified, created negative attitudes producing job 

dissatisfaction (as cited in Hoy & Miskel, 2001, p.131).  Dissatisfaction was noted in the 

participants and the perceptions of low coherence among teachers and students indicated 

for level one or light turbulence (Gross, 1998).  

 Participant four conveyed a lack of community by describing behaviors that 

contraindicated community, such as: students cursing out teachers, student-on-student 

bullying and assaults, and teacher emotional fatigue.  Throughout the interview he gave 

examples indicating elevated levels of antipathy among everyone in the school: student-

to-student, student-to-teacher, and teacher-to-student.   

P4:  I couldn't blame them [teachers] because they were disrespected a lot every 

day to an extreme point.  It wasn't just like regular teenage disrespect like they 

don't want to listen to you.  It was like getting in your face and cursing you out.  

That wears on you and I understand that. I didn't have that, again, because my 

students didn't do that.  I had a couple who would do it, but not a critical mass. 
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Participant one captured the ethos, "And, yeah, it was a little out-of-control, sure. Just a 

lot of problems.  Kids from different neighborhoods having problems with each other.  

You know, so many new teachers, so many new students."  Participant two corroborated 

the tensions and behaviors.  She surmised that students exhibited extreme behaviors in 

part due to their feelings of loss and lack of community.  She developed the construct of 

school community as home versus a non-community as foster home.  The home metaphor 

applied to the closed schools while foster home referred to AHHS. 

 

P2:  These kids needed mental health professionals that specialized in trauma. 

They're already going through trauma in their neighborhoods.  Now, they come 

here which is home, you took their home from them. It's not just their school, you 

took their home, and you said, "Okay, now I'm going to take your home and put 

you in another home." Which turns into like a foster home to them:  "I don't know 

nobody, I don't know none of these teachers, and now you're telling me suck it up 

with no support. So, the way that I suck it up is I get angry because I'm young. I 

don't know how to articulate my emotions in this manner. Therefore, I'm gonna 

work it out with my hands." 

 

Gross (1998) identified themes of isolation and disjointed community as level one or 

light turbulence.  Schools in Fort Myers, Florida, and Bronx, New York, demonstrated 

this phenomenon as they embarked on curricular reform.  Gross attributed these 

experiences to the complex heterogeneity of the contexts (1998). A similar etiology 

existed in AHHS: merging three student bodies, new faculty, and a culturally diverse 

student body.  A viable strategy for dealing with light turbulence is speaking openly and 

objectively about problems as a matter of a "cycle of growth" (Gross, 1998, p. 122) in a 

policy; meaning, transparently facing challenges as reasonable outcomes of policy 

implementation.  Participants provided evidence that the isolation, disjointedness, and 

lack of community were approached vis-a-vis a discussion based policy called 
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Restorative Practices.  The goal of the policy was, in part, to address the "cycle of 

growth" (Gross, 1998) of the school closing and mergers; however, teachers perceived it 

had little effect. 

 Not all teacher-participants perceived the loss or lack of community to the same 

degree.  Participant five was an outlier regarding this phenomenology.  He recognized it, 

but he compartmentalized it and engaged the challenge of building community.  He 

described that others may have felt a more pronounced sense of loss. 

P5:  I'm a community builder.  That's my thing.  That's my strength.  I build 

community on the way in and that's why I think, personally, kept me from the 

chaos of 2013 because even though there were new kids from different schools 

and different areas my approach stayed consistent and that's... again, one of my 

strengths is that whole consistent, bringing it every day, not bringing my personal 

problems in but just keeping the even keel.  Staying positive. 

Interviewer:  When you think about... like here in this question we talk about what 

do you hear from other people?  What's your... so let's step out of you... 

 P5:  Of my room and my personal? 

 Interviewer:  How about what other people [were feeling]? 

 P5:  Well there was some... theirs was an acclimation thing. 

 

The perception of "acclimation" was a phenomenology particular to participant five and 

something he elucidated in the interview.  He discussed teachers and students building 

relationships over time in addition to teachers concurrently building relationships with 

each other.  The time needed to build relationships between teachers and students 

demonstrated the dynamic ecologies involved within AHHS that were not anticipated in 

rational policy decision making models (Boston Consulting Group, 2012; 

Bronfenbrenner, 1977).  Participant five shed light on the microsystems of human 

psychology in the school bureaucracy and how teacher performance linked to the policy 

process; particularly regarding time and emotional capital as capacity indicators for 
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policy implementation (Bronfenbrenner, 1977).  For teachers like participant five, the 

hallmark policy event of the fall of 2013 was closing and merging schools, yet this simple 

policy directive belied the complexity of students and teachers establishing new 

relationships and executing their roles in unfamiliar milieus.  This is important because 

teacher and student performances are mediated by the quality of their relationships, 

which require time to be fostered (Bronfenbrenner, 1977).   

 Neither time nor teacher capacity were viewed as resources or limiting policy 

factors at the district level in the calculus of schools merging and relationship building 

(i.e. RTII, Restorative Practices) (Boston Consulting Group, 2012).  Instead it seemed 

teachers and students were viewed through a machine metaphor expected to show up and 

function (Morgan, 1997).  Participant two noted, "...they gave us nothing and on the same 

day that we start with all this trauma going on, they wanted us to implement everything 

perfectly."  Moreover, there was almost no evidence that teacher will or capacity were 

considered in policy formation at the federal or state levels as neither mentioned teacher 

impact but for NCLB referencing Comprehensive School Reform, which included 

"teacher buy-in" as one of its tenets.  Accordingly, a policy and initiatives list was 

presented for implementation in AHHS for the fall of 2013 absent a time-task analysis 

calculating the time needed for acclimation or for training (AHHS Meeting Agenda, 

2013).  "They just shoved them [students] where they needed to be and then dropped 

them off like, 'Okay, it's your problem now'" (Participant Two).    

 Teacher interview data indicated that the period of time to develop relationships 

and acclimate to the new state of affairs stretched far beyond the fall of 2013.  
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Participants three, six, eight, and ten provided evidence that the relationship gaps 

(teacher-to-teacher, student-to-student) never fully closed, even by the spring of 2017.  

Referring to teachers, "I don't think we were a group. I still think this" (Participant 

Three).  Referring to students who did not merge peacefully and remained as factions:  

"Those are facts. Those are transportation, economics, you know, my hood better than 

your hood, my peoples got more gats than you got, you got a gat, I got a gat, come on," 

(Participant Six).  There was a sense of permanent disjointedness, a latent lack of 

community stretching from the fall of 2013 to the summer of 2017, the time when 

participants were interviewed. 

 Participant six was a resident of the neighborhoods affected by the school closings 

and her capacity to empathize with the students' sense of loss of community was 

pronounced, very personal. She shed light on the emotionality of policy implementation 

from the students' perspectives and concurrently demonstrated how deeply their suffering 

affected her.  It was particularly communicated by her voice and choice of words at the 

close of the following segment, "They ain't even say my bad.  They didn't seem to say my 

bad, I'm sorry.  Yeah, we closed your school."  It was like, "And?" I'm like, "And?" 

 P6:  I think before those kids got here we should have done more things in terms 

of getting them acclimated to "this is the program".  "These are some things, 

maybe you couldn't have done it at your school," or, "What did you do at your 

school?  What would you like to do at our school?  How could we make this not 

be 'not your school'?  How can you bring what you had at your school to where 

we are?"  We never asked them anything.  You never gave them a choice as to 

say, "Oh, well, if you did this... What did you like about your school?  What is 

something that you liked at your school that you could have brought to this school 

so that you feel like it's more of the place where you were?" Do you understand 

what I'm saying? 

 Interviewer:  Yeah.  I mean, really, just building that connection as opposed to, 

hey, you're all here. 
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 P6:  Right.  You just come like, "Oh, well."  They ain't even say, "My bad."  They 

didn't seem to say, "My bad, I'm sorry.  Yeah, we closed your school."  It was 

like, "And?" I'm like, "And?" 

 

According to participant six, this missed opportunity to engage students and give them a 

voice amplified a lack of community pre-existing from balkanized neighborhood 

dynamics.  There were two losses at play: the neighborhood and community dynamics 

highlighted the loss of community students felt who had their schools closed, while 

concurrently AHHS students experienced a loss of their community because of the 

addition of new students.  Two school communities were deconstructed (closed schools), 

while a third was disrupted (AHHS).  These twin conditions reinforced a sense of 

"tension filled conditions" where teachers had "their hands full meeting the needs of their 

students" (Gross, 1998, p. 119).  These phenomenologies indicated for moderate 

turbulence (Gross, 1998). 

 In explaining the student phenomenologies and the challenges the loss of 

community presented to teachers, she referred to neighborhoods in Philadelphia and 

housing projects.  The Bottom was a particularly poor and stigmatized section of West 

Philadelphia, while Richard Allen referred to the Richard Allen Projects which were 

newly constructed in the early 2000s and offered townhouse style housing with yards, 

driveways, central air conditioning; a suburban feel in the middle of Philadelphia.  

Blumberg referred to the Blumberg Projects of Philadelphia which were high rise public 

housing projects completed in 1967 (Whelan, 2016).  Blumberg was demolished in 2016 

(Whelan, 2016). 
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P6:  It's about my environment, me feeling some type of way how you're invading 

my space.  You don't belong here.  A sense of belonging, a sense that you are in a 

place that you don't belong, you don't belong here. 

 Interviewer:  That's like this sense of identity that this process ripped away from 

so many kids.  A security?  Like a safety? 

P6:  Yeah, like this is my space.  How are you invading my space?  You're in my 

space. You need to be over there down The Bottom where you came... No. 

 Interviewer:  I can't believe it's true they would say that to each other. 

P6:  No.  Why is you?  You don't even belong here.  Go down The Bottom.  Go 

back to Blumberg.  Go back to the high rises.  I'm looking at you.  You're in a 

high rise.  I'm over here in Richard Allen.  We got new houses. 

 

Prior to school closings and mergers, parents and community stakeholders voiced these 

concerns.  They were aware of legacy neighborhood divisions and warned the school 

district about the possibility of fallout from merging different factions of students 

(Tardiff, 2014).  Teachers and students from closed schools lost a sense of community in 

both milieus.  The perception of the loss of community from closed schools cascaded on 

the perception of the loss of community from the native AHHS staff and 

students amplifying their individual impacts. 

 The potential for heightened feelings of loss experienced by the imported students 

was high.  In the three years prior to having their schools closed, they had many of their 

teachers laid off and their schools reconstituted (Mezzacappa, 2015).  Students had 

invested time prior to the fall of 2013 protesting to keep their schools open.  They were 

coming from a positionality of constant crisis, fear, large scale community 

demonstrations, and external threats to their schools' futures - all indicators of severe 

turbulence (Gross, 1998).  Teachers new to AHHS mirrored this phenomenology.  "It was 

a lot of anxiety wondering where I was going to be teaching" (Participant Five).  "It was 

heartbreaking and I ended up watching them [students] crying on TV, and I wanted to be 
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a staff member to come and speak when they had the SRC have different times for us to 

speak. I wanted to be there, but I couldn't" (Participant Two).  "Yeah. And also the way 

they lay off people. Most teachers, when they are laid off when they were starting to call 

you, you don't know.  Like when you go down to 440 [Central Administration Offices] 

you look at the list. It's been some seniority" (Participant Three).  So, teachers were 

tasked with managing student emotionality and their personal and professional anxieties 

while executing policy directives.  These complexities reinforced feelings of loss of 

community, provided inertia for a lack of trust, and served as bulwarks to building 

community.  The ensuing dynamic within AHHS indicated for a positive feedback loop 

where emotions and policy forces cascaded upon each other, amplified each other, and 

compromised teacher and policy capacities to guide the school to return to an 

organizational or social homeostasis (Gross, 2004).  Evidence indicated this was a 

contributing factor to violence in AHHS in the fall of 2013.   

 To some extent, the SDP forecast instability and conflict in AHHS providing 

Restorative Practices as a proactive policy directive to mitigate these issues.  Restorative 

Practices was a policy meant to provide students a voice in their new circumstances as 

well as address student trauma due to displacement.  Student voice can be a positive force 

for stability (Mitra & Gross, 2009).  However, the initiative did not yield the anticipated 

engagement.  This is because there is a difference for students between "being heard" 

(Mitra & Gross, 2009, p. 522) versus exercising authentic leadership and agency in their 

schooling.  Participant six described a situation where students native to AHHS and new 

students each lost the latter.  At the least, Restorative Practices offered a possibility for 
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students to be heard.  Optimally, it would address feelings of trauma and provide a sense 

of agency as well.  In either case, its efficacy rested on teacher capacities to engage the 

myriad of policy demands in the midst of a turbulent setting and execute Restorative 

Practices expertly (Fowler, 2013; Gross, 1998). 

 Besides capacity, it was questionable if teachers had the will to engage in 

Restorative Practices in lieu of the circumstances.  Participant six noted: 

If I think back, the Restorative Practice, we all was like, "We not doing this.  Kids 

not gonna listen." We had that naysay, "Y'all give us one thing and then you give 

us another thing. It's just like you just keep throwing stuff at us." 

 

Participant seven weaved the policy of Restorative Practices into his description of the 

opening of school revealing how the lack of community hampered training, the 

development of expertise, and, accordingly, its implementation.  The intention was to 

teach teachers how to build community by placing students in circles and discussing their 

feelings.  However, up to half of the teachers were new to AHHS and he observed that 

without relationships among themselves, teachers were reluctant to engage in the 

training.  This foreshadowed the students' reactions to this initiative.   

 Participant seven described his disappointment with issues related to the school's 

capacity to provide hygiene factors: keys, textbooks, and classroom assignments 

(Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 1959).  Last minute classroom changes are normal 

light turbulence as schools open, but the minor hygiene issues seemed to exacerbate 

policy implementation such as Restorative Practices.  This provided the potential to 

amplify perceptions of a lack of community because teachers focused on hygiene factors 
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with little or no time to get to know one another.  As a fellow staff member in 2013 and 

co-researcher, I corroborated the experience. 

 P7:  And the bigger issue was, if you remember from a PD standpoint, you'd 

combined [2 high schools], the original AHHS staff, and then there was 

contingency of Kennedy High School teachers who [the principal] hired, which I 

was a part of.  So, you had these four different factions who all came together, 

and no one really... the first day PD was Restorative Practices, which no one had 

known each other, no one had worked with each other. 

 Interviewer:  Right, we're all looking at each other. 

P7:  And nobody knew where textbooks were coming from.  That was the other 

big issue, was, we couldn't, we had to address things like we need classrooms.  

We need to physically know what our classroom is, and we're told, "Well we're 

going to find out three things about each other, and go through [Restorative 

Practices training]."  And it just didn't work. 

Interviewer:  I remember, and Ms. G wouldn't give anyone keys [for classrooms 

or staff bathrooms].  I remember that. 

P7:  Yeah, you couldn't get keys. 

Interviewer:  There... no, I didn't have textbooks.  It was a weird way to open a 

school, considering we're all getting lumped together. 

P7: And, I don't even blame [the principal] on that, because of the three days we 

had to open up, one and a half of those days was devoted to Restorative Practice.  

Which was ridiculous because we didn't even know who we were, and you're 

expecting us to know how to handle situations, and then, when you combined all 

these gangs together, nobody knew how to handle that. 

 

Schools could be reconstituted due to NCLB mandates, so faculty turnover was not 

uncommon in Philadelphia.  It rarely presented alongside substantial student growth in 

Philadelphia schools because reconstituted schools were low performing and students 

tended to transfer out.  For example, Sheridan West Academy Middle School was 

reconstituted in the fall of 2011 with almost an entirely new staff and a new principal.  It 

projected to enroll 265 to 300 students for the fall of 2012 but claimed just over 100.  The 

situation in AHHS was more complex: approximately fifty percent new staff and a 

substantial increase in enrollment, from 546 students in 2012 to 843 in the fall of 2013 

(Pennsylvania Department of Education, n.d.).  Faculty turnover and larger than expected 
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student growth are indicators of moderate turbulence; however, there was evidence of 

severe turbulence in AHHS due to the "generational turnover" (Gross, 2004, p. 72) of 

faculty and evidence of disjointedness between old and new staff.  This complicated the 

formation of community and illustrated an undercurrent of instability in the SDP.  For 

example, the amount of personnel turbulence in the School District of Philadelphia was 

substantial in comprehensive high schools.  Merlino and Merlino (2016) documented 

teacher displacement in Philadelphia comprehensive high schools revealing lower 

performing schools were consistently staffed with legions of first year math and science 

teachers.  Essentially, teachers taught for one to three years and left.  Additionally, Public 

Citizens for Youth and Children noted that Philadelphia neighborhood high schools had, 

on average, four or more principals between the school years of 2009 through 2015 

(Garner-Nelson, Cooper, & Wolozsyn, 2015, p. 13).  Thus, there was evidence that 

comprehensive high schools in Philadelphia battled instability and lack of community at 

different levels of positionality in the organization.   

 While all of the teachers at AHHS were veterans, they were new to the school.  

The fall of 2013 was the principal's second year at AHHS, and three distinct student 

bodies merged.  The tension filled conditions and rapid growth of the student body 

indicated for moderate turbulence; however, introducing new staff into a complex policy 

environment with a leader who had never presided over the merging of three schools 

provided the potential to induce severe, if not extreme turbulence (Gross, 1998, 2004). 

 Participants seven and ten reviewed and corroborated a staff list of teachers.  I 

discussed this issue with participants one and two, but a staff list was not corroborated.  
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Participant one maintained that twenty-seven new teachers arrived to AHHS in the fall of 

2017.  Participants seven and ten reflected on the effects new teachers to the building had 

on different departments and how they did not get to know teachers in the building. 

Interviewer:  I'm looking for a staff list, because I was looking at it to figure out... 

I have one email from him [the principal] that says we have 20 new people.  But 

talking to other people, they said, "No, we had more." 

 P7:  Yeah, remember AHHS had a huge retirement the year before. 

Interviewer:  Yeah.  Let me look, I'm trying to look for it.  So it's like... Here's 

another thing that I thought was interesting, was that, in some departments it was 

a 100% turnover, like in the Science Department. 

 P7:  Science and Social Studies had a 100% turn... well... 

 Interviewer:  No, Mr. B.  We had an 80% turnover. 

 P7:  Same with us, because we had Mr. L and nobody else. 

 

Later in the interview we calculated the number of teachers new to AHHS in the fall of 

2013. 

Interviewer:  We have a count, that's 1, 2, okay, not him... 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25. 

P7:  And how many new staff members were there? 

Interviewer:  25 new teachers.  I think I counted 54.  So, what's 25 divided by 54? 

P7:  46%? 

Interviewer:  A lot. 

P7:  Almost half. 

Interviewer:  Half.  Let's call it half. 

P7:  Uh-huh. 

Interviewer:  You know it's funny, you get 46% new to the school, but for a lot of 

the kids, we were 100% new.  Is that? 

P7:  Yeah. 

Interviewer:  Right, like... 

P7:  Well you had some that were still there. 

Interviewer:  Yeah, I mean I remember kids coming to me, "Where's Mr. M?  

Where's...?" and I was like, "Who are you talking about?" 

 P7:  I didn't know half the people... like that whole year was bad.  It was bad. 

 

Participant ten: 

 

P10: That was also the year that we lost like, 15-16 people retired that year. 

Interviewer:  Yeah.  

P10:  Teachers.  
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Interviewer:  Yeah, I got a list of everyone.  I try to corroborate. 

P10:  Okay. 

Interviewer:  You know?  So ... 

P10:  Well, I think... Is that... You mean that they didn't know who left?  

 Interviewer:  Right, we were like, "Well, he was..."  The N's are the "new", right?  

Like, new, new [teachers new to the building].  The X's are the people that were 

staying there.  

P10:  Okay.  Well, I think a part of that is too, that if you're not on a teacher's 

floor, you don't get to know those teachers.  

 P10:  Like, Mr. C, he came... I don't know where he came from.  He came from 

somewhere.  I don't know who Ms. E.C. is.  

 Interviewer:  She was a science teacher. 

 P10:  John had been there.  Ms. D, she came from somewhere. 

 

An email dated August 4, 2013, noted that AHHS was welcoming "over 20 new 

colleagues" for the fall.  The email did not mention that there were no counselors at that 

time, no nurse, and no assistant principal.  An email dated August 20, 2013, welcomed 

the return of a laid off counselor.   

 Both participants spoke to the need for informal and formal relationships in order 

to make the school function, echoing participant nine's comment, "You didn't know who 

ran this program and who ran that program and those are the things that teachers feel like 

they need in order to feel settled in the beginning of the school year." Again, this 

highlighted hygiene factors and their capacity to foment employee dissatisfaction 

(Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 1959).  When hygiene factor needs such as 

interpersonal relations, policy and administration, and working conditions are not met, 

negative attitudes are cultivated (Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 1959 as cited in Hoy 

& Miskel, 2001, p. 131).  The low-grade anxiety this produced compromised teacher 

efficacy (Bandura, 1997).  Policy implementation hinges on program, people, and setting 

and the interview data indicated the compromise of at least two of sides of this triangle: 
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people and setting (Fowler, 2013; Spicker, 2006).  Gross (2004) provided a model for 

integrating teachers into new schools to mitigate turbulence, but in the fall of 2013 there 

were no mechanisms to promote faculty integration - particularly important as 

approximately half were new. 

 Participant eight provided insight into the lack of community in 2013 by 

referencing a class he taught in the spring of 2017.  This class was composed exclusively 

of seniors who were freshmen in the fall of 2013. He referenced the sense of community 

he fostered in his class, the extent he felt AHHS had captured that feeling in his years 

from 2005 through 2012; and, the extent to which it was missing in the cohort of 

freshmen from 2013. 

P8:  This class was scattered [class of 2017].  Nobody knew anybody. 

Interviewer:  This senior class? 

P8:  The one that just graduated.  Nobody knew anybody. 

Interviewer:  Really? 

P8:  I had, even my senior class didn't know everybody in the class.  It's 18 kids.  

They should have all known each other.  They were like, "Oh, well, it's that kid in 

the front. 

Interviewer:  That's sad. 

P8:  Yeah, it's really bad.  And, we're walking around and they didn't know like 

who was "that kid" - the kid who was on the basketball team who sat in the front 

row... and there were kids in the class who didn't even know who he was. 

 

This longitudinal effect demonstrated the isolation students experienced.  That eighteen 

students in a graduating class cohort did not know each other indicated for the lack of 

community with origins in the fall of 2013. 

 The perception of loss or lack of community framed trauma for both teachers and 

students.  The policy environment was one in which the policy that created the 

circumstances, The Facilities Master Plan, did not have commensurate policies in place to 
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address the sense of community loss and destabilization that was experienced (Boston 

Consulting Group, 2012).  In seeking to mitigate this phenomenology, both teachers and 

students required substantial supports.  Teacher interview data indicated those offered 

were inadequate. 

Lacking Support   

 Nine of ten participants provided evidence for a perception of lacking support.  

Some participants spoke of students lacking supports or resources in general terms, while 

others gave specific examples of what they meant.  In addition to student supports, 

references for a dearth of teacher instructional supports or school climate and safety 

supports were frequent.  Evidence indicated that the lack of supports amplified the trauma 

experienced by all participants.  

 

Table 5 

Lacking Student/Teacher Support by Participant 

Participant 

Number 

Lacking Student 

Support 

Lacking Teacher 

Support 

1 x  

2 x x 

3  x 

4  x 

5  x 

6 x  

7  x 

8  x 

9 x  

10   

 

Participants one, two, six, and nine spoke to a lack of supports and resources for students. 

   

P1:  All of them.  I mean, you know.  Bringing a whole bunch of new people 

together, but also just where kids are from, the neighborhoods and stuff like that, 
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and us not being able to deal with that.  You know?  Not having the resources, 

being able to deal with that.  You know?  Bringing all these kids from different 

neighborhoods in one building and just expect it to be Kosher, and it's not.  

Wasn't. 

 

P2:  But that's the thing is that the students weren't given the support to help 

process what had happened or what was happening to them.  And, what I really 

had a dislike for the district was how they handled it because they handled it 

poorly, period.  They did not support these kids that they quote unquote said they 

are giving them a better opportunity.  They just shoved them where they needed 

to be and then dropped them off like, "Okay, it's your problem now." That, to me, 

is not supportive of our students the way that it was being said that they were 

going to do it. 

 

 P9:  You're right.  I think that these types of silly, silly fights, I think there's a lot 

of things that caused them, but I think the biggest issue was that when we opened 

on the first day of September of 2013, there wasn't really anything in place to 

address the fact that we had three significant student bodies connecting into one 

school with, I'm sure, a load of other kids sprinkled in.  I don't remember there 

being any communication about, "I would really like for you to talk about this on 

the first day.  Here's an activity that you might want to do." The fact was that 

there were three schools coming into one school, but nothing was really done 

about it. Those poor kids... 

 

Student performance is largely mediated by the emotional climate of the classroom and 

the school (Reyes et al., 2012).  Assuming an ecological model of child development, 

these participants provided evidence for a compromised affective environment not ready 

to deal with the needs of students (Bronfenbrenner, 1977).  Policies like RTII, Restorative 

Practices, and the use of the Danielson Framework to guide teacher instruction intended 

to cultivate a positive classroom emotional climate (CEC,) but were enacted at a moment 

when AHHS lacked the context to process the complexity of policy implementation 

(Reyes at al., 2012, p. 701).   This complexity existed due to a conflict between rational 

policy frameworks and open systems frameworks.  AHHS operated in an open and 

natural systems reality with emotional components which were difficult to reconcile with 
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rational policy planning (Hoy & Miskel, 2001).  Rational policy frameworks mapped 

student supports, personnel, and facilities according to timelines, ratios, and predicted 

attendance metrics (Boston Consulting Group, 2012).  Strong financial forces limited 

district capacity to provide student supports, for example the laying off of counselors and 

nurses in the fall of 2013.  Open and natural systems metrics to calibrate emotional forces 

comparable to financial metrics were not provided (Boston Consulting Group, 2012).  It 

was not clear to what extent district administrators were able to allow affective 

considerations to pre-empt financial drivers, although there was evidence that they were 

part of the calculus.  For example, 37 of 242 schools were proposed for closure in 

December, 2012 (School District of Philadelphia, 2012f; School District of Philadelphia, 

2013e).  After passionate community, parent, teacher, and student testimonies, 13 were 

spared demonstrating that the emotional forces of the circumstances were not lost on Dr. 

Hite nor the SRC (School District of Philadelphia, 2013e).  Regardless, teachers at AHHS 

provided evidence that the post facto emotional forces and teacher capacity issues linked 

to policy implementation were poorly understood by district leadership.  Considering that 

Philadelphia had a history of school closings, mergers, and takeovers stretching back to 

2002, it was reasonable for teachers, students, and parents to assume there would have 

been more robust teacher and student supports in place for the fall of 2013 (Travers, 

2003; Vallas, 2011).  Instead, it was, "Every man for himself, kinda" (Participant 1). 

 The level of turbulence that characterizes rapid growth in a school can be 

classified from moderate to extreme, depending on the circumstances (Gross, 2004, p. 

72).  However, if there are also expectations of enhanced academic performance, rapid 
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growth, faculty turnover, and student population shifts that "dramatically alter the nature 

of the school" (Gross, 2004, p. 36) then the degree of turbulence can be severe.  Supports 

commensurate with this state of affairs should be provided.  AHHS faced the latter 

scenario.  Not only were there drastic student body and personnel shifts, but there was an 

expectation of improved academic performance.  The lack of student supports across 

these facets cascaded on itself, amplifying its effect during the fall and draining teachers' 

will and capacity, "I was constantly out in the hallways trying to do the very best that I 

could, but little itty-bitty things like this just continued to mount, and mount, and mount, 

which is what causes fights.  Then when there's no resolution, then it's like your cousin 

gets wind of it, and then their cousin gets wind of it, and then their cousins start fighting, 

and then it's just this vicious cycle" (Participant 9). 

 While four teachers noted a lack of student supports, six described a lack of 

teacher supports.  Participants two, three, four, and five spoke to the lack of teacher 

supports regarding RTII, PVAAS, the Danielson Framework used for teacher ratings, 

Student Learning Objectives, and Restorative Practices.  PVAAS, SLOs, and the 

Danielson Framework were used for teacher accountability, while RTII and Restorative 

Practices were billed as student supports.  However, interview data indicated that teachers 

perceived that student support policies such as RTII morphed into teacher accountability 

metrics.  Teachers were aware that some policies were state mandated while others were 

district directives.  They perceived the policies professionally salient but expressed 

training and consistent support lacking.  If bracketed and compartmentalized, teacher 

expectations for access to expert support is an indicator of light turbulence; however, the 
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unstable context and cascading policy implementation landscape of the fall of 2013 

amplified perceptions of lacking support (Gross, 1998). 

P2:  He [the principal] wasn't supported, which led to us not being supported with 

the necessary tools that we needed to make sure that it [RTII] was implemented 

correctly.  I believe that if they would have supported each school with like EC 

[extra-curricular] money through all this to actually... to build the teams that 

would be needed to actually do what they wanted us to do [drifts off] ... that new 

year coming in [2013], it would have been wonderful.  But, they gave us nothing 

and on the same day that we start with all this trauma going on, they wanted us to 

implement everything perfectly. 

 

P3:  Also, what I didn't... like the Teacher Effectiveness (PVAAS) - that's what 

got me. 

 Interviewer:  Really? 

 P3:  I didn't understand it.  Because of my observation I didn't understand how it 

works.  Like in terms of... all right this is the domains.  Because when [the 

principal] observed me he didn't explain the domain to me.  All he basically did 

was, "Your observation is okay." I didn't know how to read my teacher 

observation. 

 Interviewer:  Right, because it was based on the Danielson's [interrupted] 

 P3:  Domain... So, like someone like me was looking at it, it says fair like 

[mentions score].  And like, oh, it's [mentions score].  But if you look at [this 

score] it's a bad observation.  And he didn't explain to me that my overall score I 

think was... which technically it needs improvement.  We were not trained about 

the PVAAS or the Danielson.  I don't think most teachers even understand the 

Danielson.  All they do was give us the... remember the thick book that the 

teachers... I still have it.  They give you the instructional lesson plan, and the 

teacher effectiveness book, the Danielson book. 

 

Both participants communicated an anxiety regarding accountability which was further 

borne out in their interviews.  Participant two mentioned that district and school 

administrators "wanted us to implement everything perfectly" and later explained that all 

administrators could run cloud based analytics to determine to what extent teachers were 

complying with RTII demands.  She explicitly referenced a lack of money while a lack of 

time was implied: if funds were made available to pay teachers to stay after school for 
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training, teachers did not have the time (capacity) to stay for the myriad of trainings 

(PVAAS, SLO, RTII, SLC, Danielson Framework, WICOR/AVID).   

 Participant three sought more support for instructional development, particularly 

due to the high stakes of the Educator Effectiveness (PVAAS) teacher ratings and their 

impact on his employment.  While a teacher coach was assigned to him, that coach was 

spread thin and unable to meet frequently thus reinforcing the perception of a lack of 

community and contributing to the sense of instability.  The lack of professional supports 

in the midst of light turbulence leads to teachers feeling isolated and can result in feelings 

of policy overload (Gross, 1998).  As teachers' will and capacity ebb, school stability 

ebbs, leading to a sensation of a "hodge-podge" (Gross, 1998, p. 117) policy environment 

with compromised efficacy. 

 Bandura framed teacher efficacy as a form of self-efficacy with perceived self-

efficacy as a very strong predictor of achievement behavior (1977, 1997).  Anxiety, or 

emotional arousal, was one of the four pillars of self-efficacy theory; the other three 

being mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, and verbal persuasion (Bandura, 

1997).  Neither participant three nor other teachers reported mastery experiences 

regarding any policies in the fall of 2013 nor a trend line towards them; nor did they 

report vicarious experiences of mastery as no participants reported seeing colleagues 

successfully navigating the lack of supports for policy implementation.  Lastly, the 

messaging from district administration was not one of positive narration lauding teachers 

or accounting for the turbulent environment.  On the contrary, " If you don't get this done, 

it falls on the principal, which falls on the teacher... if you don't get this done.  And it 
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became a whipping post type there.  RTII turned into a whipping type thing" (Participant 

Two). 

 The lack of supports stirred anxiety in the interviewed teachers, which impacted 

their capacities to perform professional duties such as instructional delivery.  Moreover, 

perceptions of self-efficacy impacted the execution of policies like SLOs and instruction 

matching the Danielson Framework.  Participant five provided evidence for the lack of 

support regarding SLOs and his associated anxiety with their completion. 

P5: Well the SLOs were insane because that was never laid out properly and I 

still... well let's just go with 2013.  It was never really indicated.  I'm one of those 

people that wants to know, "Okay.  So, I do this, what is it that I need to produce 

for you?  What is the finished product of my SLO to look like?" And I never felt 

that I was ever given that direction.  We had a great presenter that year that laid 

me out.  I think that was you right?  

Interviewer:  Was it me?  I think it was me. 

P5: Yeah, yeah. 

Interviewer:  It was also Mr. [interrupted]  

P5: And I knew the goal like how to set up the initial plan but it was never 

followed through as... I thought we were told that we're going to be walked 

through this process and everything.  "We'll take you step-by-step so that you 

don't have to worry about being overwhelmed," and I don't remember any of that.  

I kind of remember it being introduced and then shelved and every once in a 

while... It wasn't even every once in a while. All of a sudden, "Hey! You should 

have already given your SLOs." 

 

Participant five was not only seeking time for training but also readily accessible 

expertise much like participant three.  Participants four and eight stated as much but 

about Restorative Practices.  Both participants four and eight perceived this policy 

initiative almost too complex to be added as a responsibility for teachers.  Expert 

personnel permanently stationed at AHHS would have been welcomed to support the 

policy.  

Interviewer:  Would you say we were understaffed in 2013? 
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P4:  I think we were understaffed, sure.   

Interviewer:  What if we bracket that aside and you just looked at that as an 

objective person.  More time would have been paid time.  We're going to take a 

week to bring in kids or we're going to pay you to come in. 

 P4:  I don't know how you can train someone in Restorative Practices in two days.  

Actually, I like Restorative Practices but I think you need the structure to make it 

work.  Because schools like AHHS are so chaotic and there are so many others, 

it's really hard to implement these things. We had limited resources.  

 

Later in the interview he added: 

 

P4:  If you want to put in Restorative Practices, have an expert in there all the 

time who is running this sort of practice. 

 

 P8:  The Restorative Practice, if you could do it [trails off]... RTII doesn't do a 

thing.  If you could do Restorative Practices and started at the very beginning and 

had teachers who were actually really trained in it, and we weren't trained in it, 

that was [interrupted] 

 Interviewer:  That was, I went through [interrupted] 

P8:  No[softly]... My wife took a Restorative Practices class, which was a 

weekend deal, and still was not comfortable.  She liked the idea, but was not 

comfortable in how to do it.  It's a whole thought process and you can't expect the 

teachers themselves to be running those circles.  You've got to set up a certain 

person who leads circles. 

 Interviewer:  As a practice? 

 P8:  Yeah.  Not as an add-on to me. 

 

Later, participant eight added: 

 

P8:  I'm not saying I couldn't have been trained, but the training it provided wasn't 

the training I needed.  It was just like they were handing me papers and saying, 

"Here's what you need to do." I was like, how does that conversation work? 

 Interviewer:  Yeah. 

 P8:  I've been in groups.  How does that conversation work? 

 

While participants four and eight perceived a lack of personnel and supports regarding 

Restorative Practices and SLOs, the general lack of resources and personnel were acutely 

manifested in school climate and discipline.  Participant seven was a social studies 

teacher and dean of discipline for the entire school.  He managed all discipline issues, 

suspensions, parent meetings, and legal processes associated with school climate.  He did 
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not have a secretary nor any administrative assistance; moreover, he taught two periods 

during the day as well as the adult evening program.  Participants two and nine 

corroborated his phenomenology. 

P7:  But I never took a lunch or prep, it was, from the second I got into that 

building to the second it stopped, that thing rocked. 

 Interviewer:  Remember lunches, I got an email from the cafeteria. 

 P7: Uh-huh. 

Interviewer:  The email's like, "Listen, kids are standing on tables.  They're 

throwing food." 

 P7:  Oh yeah, it's... 

 Interviewer:  It's absolute insanity here. 

P7:  Uh-huh.  And it was, because you couldn't process enough paperwork to get 

it all done.  I mean, I was taking sick days to come in and do [disciplinary 

paperwork] and make sure that that was all complete. 

 

The School District of Philadelphia required several forms to be completed to process 

detentions, suspensions, student transfers, or expulsions.  These depended on the severity 

of the violation and the existence of clinical behavioral issues in a child.  Moreover, 

parents had to be notified within certain time limits.  The School District of Philadelphia 

Discipline Procedure Manual listed a flow chart for students committing offences that 

required a school to:  notify parents, conduct a student conference, schedule a parent 

conference within three days, prepare forms EH-31, EH-21, Suspension Notice, EH20, 

generate all witness and victim statements, generate a copy of a student's entire record, 

and contact the Academic Division to request suspensions greater than five days.  Special 

education students were mandated to undergo a behavioral Manifestation Hearing within 

24 hours of an incident in addition to the aforementioned protocols.  Regular education 

students were mandated to undergo a Behavior Performance Review within 48 hours of 

an incident in addition to all protocols (Shannon, 2012). 
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 P7:  And [the principal] just was overwhelmed.  He couldn't handle that.  That 

wasn't a knock off him.  No one could have handled what we were doing.  We 

were getting murdered up to the fact that, I wasn't leaving the building when I was 

teaching [evening adults classes] at 6:30 [pm].  And then I'd do from 6:30 to 8:30 

every night, I would do 21s or phone calls of, "This child can't come in today.  

This child can't do this today." 

Interviewer:  There's not enough time in the day? 

P7:  There wasn't. And it never stopped.  

 

He referenced a school discipline form called a "21" short for the EH21 Disciplinary 

Form used by the School District of Philadelphia to determine student eligibility for 

transfer to another SDP school (Office of Information Systems School District of 

Philadelphia, 2013).  These forms were filed when serious incidents such as assault 

occurred or a weapon was brought to school (Office of Information Systems School 

District of Philadelphia, 2013; The School District of Philadelphia Office of Students 

Rights and Responsibilities, 2017).  The amount of documentation was substantial and 

the lack of personnel to tend to it compounded the matter. 

 The lack of administrative support personnel to assist with paperwork matched 

the lack of school police in the building for monitoring cameras and responding to 

disruption.  Compounding the issue further was the lack of support from the district to 

replace injured School Police.  Participant two corroborated the lack of School Police, as 

did other participants. 

P2:  For this particular day, that's when I told students don't open my door, 

because the student was near the door and someone knocked and the student 

opened the door and when that student opened the door, all these kids just rushed 

in. When they rushed in, it was a mob mentality going on and I'm like I'm by 

myself because I couldn't even see the other adult that was there and I'm like, 

"What do you do with this?"  There are no School Police, and where they're 

rushing into, that's where the phone is.  You know what I'm saying?  So, I can't 

even call for help. 
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Citing a separate incident and shedding light on how School Police could be injured and 

AHHS left short-staffed, participant seven described a student assault on a School Police 

Officer. 

P7:  That you can't see with the camera, so when she [School Police Officer] went 

in to check, there was no way to get out.  He [student] bum-rushed her and threw 

her into a pole and we were down an officer.  That was the other issue, was there 

were so few officers in supply that if one went out on disability, you just went 

down one officer.  Bare bones we were dealing with. 

  

Complicating matters was the fact that functioning radio equipment was lacking.  The 

lack of technical support for radios and communications was severe. 

P7:  Then we didn't have someone operating the cameras, so we never had that 

coordinated. The radios never worked all at once.  So, half the radios could 

coordinate with one half and the other half could coordinate with the other half, 

and there were only two radios that caught everything.  So, you would have to 

relay messages back and forth, and hope that they could coordinate all while 

major things were happening. 

 

The lack of operational radios amplified an unstable condition.  Turbulence theory 

described not only the cascading and amplification of policies one on top of the other, but 

also the contextual forces "in an environment that may propel turbulence to higher levels" 

(Gross, 2014a, p. 254).  The contextual forces at AHHS were a large volume of 

paperwork due to school wide discipline issues, a lack of personnel to provide due 

process for students according to policy mandates yielding an inability to keep up with 

school climate issues, a lack of School Police, and the lack of proper radios.  The 

inability to stem a "positive feedback loop" (Gross, 2004, p. 37) regarding cascading and 

amplification of contextual factors indicated for a school climate turbulence metric of 

extreme or severe.  
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 The perceptions of lacking supports for students, lacking time for training to build 

capacity for new policies, lacking consistent supports for teachers regarding those 

policies, lacking expert staff and School Police, and lacking administrative supports to 

process disciplinary documentation framed a situation for the substantial compromise of 

the instructional mission of AHHS.  The experiences of losing community, lack of 

community, and lacking support provided the evidence for the abstraction of a theme of 

trauma and its associated anxiety (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009).   

Finding 2: Chaos 

Interviewer:  This... talking about, "Do you know what it was like there every 

day?" 

 P10:  Right, right.  

 Interviewer:  In 2013, September to December. 

 P10:  Was a zoo. 

 

 Turbulence theory outlined the organizational construct of stability, the capacity 

of an institution to withstand dynamic forces that mediate its operation (Gross, 2014a, p. 

254).  If a school or community are stable, then they can withstand and thrive during 

policy shifts, demographic shifts, curriculum shifts, leadership and faculty turnover, and 

the general dynamics expected of organizational life in schools (Gross, 2004).  

Turbulence can be a positive force, for example, the desegregation of schools.  Central 

High School in Little Rock, Arkansas, demonstrated a challenge to its stability in 1957 

during desegregation.  Although the force of desegregation was extreme, the school's 

dynamic stability coupled with federal supports commensurate with the forces of 

destabilization, such as the deployment of the United States Army to safeguard students, 
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offset the turbulence.  It remains integrated and performs proficiently (U.S. News and 

World Report, 2017).  

 AHHS did not enter the fall of 2013 with indicators for substantial stability.  It 

was the principal's second year, sixteen staff had retired, over twenty new teachers were 

hired, it was the second year of the Immigrant Program - which had merged immigrant 

students from three programs across the city into AHHS, and the school had absorbed 

another closed high school just two years earlier (Colon, 2012; Participant Four, 

Participant Eight).  While two schools were officially merged into AHHS in the fall of 

2013, there were unregistered students districtwide seeking new high school placements.  

AHHS took in many of them precipitating the registration of 938 students by September 

16, 2013, practically doubling the number of students from 2012 (Personal 

correspondence).  Almost 100 of the registered students would ultimately be dropped 

from the school roll yielding a final claiming of 843 students (Pennsylvania Department 

of Education, n.d.).  The ensuing roster changes to adjust from 938 to 843 students 

caused substantial disorder.  The state test scores for AHHS were low as were the state 

test scores for the schools merged into AHHS.  Parent meetings were poorly attended.  

Collectively, these issues indicated for extreme turbulence, a crisis that even "the 

inventiveness of talented school and community leaders may not be equal to" (Gross, 

2014a, p. 250). 

 All participants recalled ample evidence for a theme of chaos.  The term chaos 

was specifically used and synonyms for it were referenced, such as: zoo, out of control, 

or storm.  It emerged as a theme from many indicators.  All participants reported constant 
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fire alarms.  A majority corroborated violence and students cutting class, dubbed "hall 

walking".  Subtle behaviors percolated within the school, such as pizza delivery and a 

drug trade, informing an aspect of school climate that was not manifest in obvious 

disruptions yet reinforced perceptions of chaos and amplified the level of turbulence. 

Fire Alarms 

 Fire alarm pulls were corroborated by all participants.  The fire alarm pulls were 

so common that they were normalized. 

Table 6 

Corroborated Fire 

Alarms by Participant 

Participant 

Number 

Corroborated 

Fire Alarms 

1 x 

2 x 

3 x 

4 x 

5 x 

6 x 

7 x 

8 x 

9 x 

10 x 

 

 

Interviewer:  Fire alarms? 

P1:  Yeah. 

Interviewer:  What do you think was the max number of times?  Didn't someone 

keep track, the max number of times they pulled the fire alarm? 

 P1:  I mean, there was days when it was 10, 20 times in one day.  Right? 

 

P2:  All over, fire alarms going off every single day, all through the day, and then 

fires being set.  That's why I said it was my old school on steroids.  It was 

ridiculous and it was like, "Oh my gosh, is this really happening?" 
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P4:  There were daily, multiple daily fire alarms, false alarms. Which was 

ridiculous. 

  

P7:  The fire alarms were pulled non-stop that first year, to the point where you 

just couldn't stop it. It was just non-stop pulls, the fact where you grew used to it.  

[The teacher who] taught special-ed [special education students], used to joke, 

"Oh, they're playing the school song again," whenever it went off because it 

would just go on and on. You couldn't do anything. 

 

P8:  The alarm, that was a new thing. That started around 2013. 

Interviewer:  Yeah. 

P8: [In prior years] We may have had one alarm pull a year. 

 

P9:  Yes, the fire alarms constantly.  That was a big battle, wasn't it?  Oh, God.  It 

just becomes background noise to you, and that's so bad.  It's so bad when that's 

just a real safety threat and it just constantly happens. 

 

 Although disruptive, all participants reported acclimating to the fire alarm issue.  

The pulling of alarms effected the stability of instruction and the stability of the 

institution at large.  The three pillars of stability are context, flexibility, and tipping points 

(Gross, 2014a).  Gross (2014a) presented stability as a dynamic force that mediated other 

forces (p. 255).  For example, it can be confidence in the organization to respond in 

flexible, measured ways (Gross, 2014a).  The lack of personnel compromised AHHS' 

ability to respond in flexible, measured ways to the alarms, thereby amplifying their 

disruptive effects.  This eroded the academic climate of the school and teachers' 

confidence in the principal and the SDP.  Thus, the effects of the lack of personnel 

cascaded on the phenomenology of constant fire alarms eroding the perception of 

stability.  The ubiquity of the fire alarms and their subsequent relegation to background 

noise demonstrated how this experience reached a destabilizing tipping point: the new 

normal at AHHS in the fall of 2013 was what stable educational institutions considered 

unsettling and teachers were resigned to it.   
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Violence 

 While fire alarms destabilized instruction, violence cascaded upon their 

destabilizing force amplifying their impact.  Eight of ten participants provided evidence 

of violence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Violence occurred throughout the school: in the lunchroom, in the hallways, in 

classrooms, and as students made their way home.  The warnings of community members 

crystallized (Tardiff, 2014).  The different student factions representing different 

neighborhoods clashed.  Moreover, a student group unaffiliated with neighborhoods - 

simply new to the country, immigrant students, was targeted.  The lack of supports and 

lack of personnel further amplified the destabilizing effect.    

 Part time aides staffed the cafeteria to assist with managing lunch as Philadelphia 

teachers are not assigned lunch duties.  At times, members of the school leadership team 

Table 7 

 

Corroborated Violence by 

Participant 

Participant 

Number 

Corroborated 

Violence 

1 x 

2 x 

3 x 

4 x 

5  

6 x 

7 x 

8 x 

9 x 

10  
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monitored the lunch room and the dean and principal made efforts to monitor it as well.  

There were reports of disturbances in the lunchroom with the opening of the school year.   

Interviewer:  It's interesting because in some of the emails in one of the leadership 

meetings, I can dig it up, but you know Z.T.?  She was the head of the cafeteria. 

P2:  Yes. 

Interviewer:  And she says kids are standing on tables.  Apparently, the 

lunchroom in the fall of 2013 was really [interrupted] 

P2:  It was chaotic, it was crazy because finally they asked me to go up there 

especially for 9th Grade lunches, and yeah, they started their shenanigans.  And it 

didn't last that long because I was like, "I'm not having it."  They were coming 

from the lunchroom; they were having food fights in the lunchroom. 

Interviewer:  I remember.  That's right, I forgot about that. 

P2:  They were throwing food in the stairwell. 

Interviewer:  I forgot about that, that's right. 

P2:  It was a lot of stuff going on, it was chaotic. 

 

At around eleven in the morning on Friday, October 25, 2013, a gun was reported in the 

lunchroom and a riot ensued (Langland, 2013; Personal communication school letter, 

2013).  Students were pepper sprayed and the municipal Philadelphia Police intervened 

(Langland, 2013; Personal communication school email, 2013).  Three municipal police 

vans were needed to establish order.  Twelve students were transported to the hospital. 

P7:  Yup, so how that went down was we got a report there was a gun in the 

building.  We contact Philly PD [Philadelphia Municipal Police Department].  We 

had School Police pretty much over and up into the cafeteria. I'm covering the 

back door. 

Interviewer:  Right. 

P7:  [The principal] is at the front door.  [Philadelphia Police Officer X] is in the 

lobby.  School Police are in the cafeteria trying to keep people calm. [The 

principal] pretty much says we're going to walk each kid through, search them 

down, and check them, because the report was the gun was in the cafeteria.  So, 

we had about five or ten in, and the kids start crowding at the door, like, "I gotta 

go to class, I gotta go to class." We're talking to them like, "There is no class.  

We're in lockdown and you gotta do this."  And the next thing you know, there's 

this huge panic and frenzy, that, I forget how it started, but like everyone just 

started fighting.  You had a group of 18th Streeters, you had a group of 2nd 

Streeters, you had a group of... I'm trying to think who the other groups were that 

were involved in that, and you had Richard Allen.  So, those three all of a sudden 
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all break out and start fighting.  And kids are running like nuts.  It gets so bad, we 

have the vestibule locked down, but then, that's when [Philadelphia Police Officer 

X], because so many kids started charging him, had to mace the group, because it 

was a group of kids who physically were trying to fight him [read: trying to 

assault Philadelphia Police Officer X]. 

Interviewer:  Right. 

P7:  So, he finally maced them to get them to all step back from crowd, but when 

they did that, they'd bum-rush at the back doors where I'm at, which were locked.  

Then I realized I'm guarding locked doors kids are rushing at.  We go in, it's me, 

[the principal], and a bunch, like five different fights have broken out in the 

cafeteria. 

 

The violence in the lunchroom dissipated after the October incident but it lingered in the 

hallways and classrooms.  Participants reported groups of students targeting other 

students.  Immigrant students were particularly targeted.  They had difficulty recording 

statements in English and traveled in groups for protection. 

P1:  Yeah, there's a lot of craziness.  It was always just kids in the hallway, 

walking in and out of the school, fights.  A lot of fights.  Had a lot of fights that 

year. 

 

Interviewer:  Someone else mentioned, do you remember, kids came into rooms 

to pick on kids. Did that happen?  Was that happening? 

P4:  That happened a couple of times. I remember students looking for other 

students. 

 Interviewer:  Mobs of kids? 

P4:  Yeah.  I had students say stuff to me.  It was pretty chaotic.  It was not a 

sense of... the authority was lacking. 

 Interviewer:  You would say it was severe but not extreme? 

P4:  No, I would say it was extreme but my classroom was, uh, it wasn't crazy.  

My classroom was not chaotic.  That's not speaking about me, it's speaking about 

my students.  

 Interviewer:  But the school? 

P4:  It was pretty extreme.  Kids would get mugged.  They'd get their cell phones 

taken away from them in the halls [by other students]. 

 

P6:  But when Warren School closed, you got the Blumberg kids now coming to 

[Alexander Hamilton High School]. 

Interviewer:  Right. 

P6:  Now the Blumberg kids is fighting the Richard Allen kids and the Penn 

Town kids.  The Penn Town kids is fighting the Richard Allen kids.  Then you got 
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the Vassar High kids.  They getting into stuff too because they coming from all 

the way from down The Bottom. 

 

Participant six added later:   

 

P6:  It was.  It was crazy now that I look back.  You didn't really remember before 

and then you thought about all the neighborhood kids, all the stuff that had been. 

 

P7:  But our newcomers from Vassar High, Warren High, and from [disciplinary 

placement] when you'd get them, would openly target the [immigrant students], 

because they didn't know English, so they couldn't really tell... The [Immigrant 

Program] was openly targeted when they would walk home, because it was an 

easy robbery and they didn't know where to go to for help.  So, they would 

essentially all stay about a half an hour to an hour after school dismissed, and 

literally would like go home in a pack based on where they lived. 

 

P 8:  Yeah, my first five wasn't bad at all, starting in 2005 to 2010, it was ... It 

wasn't a great school, but there weren't the gang fights and all this other stuff. 

 

 P9:  Yeah. I broke up I can't tell you how many fights. 

Interviewer:  Really, on [your] floor?  Wait, what was it?  That year, sixth floor 

was lunch. 

P9:  I was in [names room] for both of my years.  Thankfully, [the principal] did 

not move me because I painted that room.  So, I think thankfully, they let me 

[stake a claim] over it.  So, they didn't move me.  There was one fight out in front 

of my classroom.  Honestly, I feel like that's a point of pride, because... 

Interviewer:  Like you prevented them? 

P9:  I did, because there were a lot of times when a lot of people were milling 

around and I took 30 seconds to say, "Not on my floor," and send them away.  

Now, maybe they then went down to the third floor and did the same thing, but I 

really tried to keep [mentions floor] as much as possible a safe area.  Through 

that, I wanted kids to know I'm going to make them safe. 

 

In 2012, the SDP overhauled a zero-tolerance discipline policy in a move to a 

system based on Positive Behavior Supports (PBS), which the district also called Positive 

Behavior Intervention and Supports (PBIS) (Education Law Center of Pennsylvania, 

2008; Hardy, 2014; The Philadelphia Foundation, 2013).  Prior to this policy shift, 

administrators could exercise zero tolerance for infractions, for example suspending 

students for cursing at a teacher.  Beginning in 2012, the suspension threshold for 
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infractions increased (McCabe, 2012; School District of Philadelphia, 2012d).  More 

egregious disciplinary violations and evidence of behavioral interventions were required 

to suspend students.  The district heightened scrutiny of the use of Functional Behavior 

Assessments for students with Individual Educational Plans (School District of 

Philadelphia, 2013a, p. 10).  These were protocols used to determine if a student's 

behavior was a manifestation of a clinical diagnosis.  Behaviors determined to be 

manifestations of a student's clinical diagnosis had to be critically evaluated for eligibility 

for suspension by the school based dean, principal, and by the Office of Student Rights 

and Responsibilities (School District of Philadelphia Office of Specialized Services, 

n.d.b; School District of Philadelphia, 2013a, p. 8).  Not only due process, but also 

evidence of supports matching the clinical diagnosis were to be documented in order to 

suspend a student (School District of Philadelphia, 2013a).  In setting higher expectations 

for the district to lower suspension and expulsion rates of students, particularly African-

American males, the district met demands set forth by NCLB and RTTT (Snyder, 2011).  

The SRC and district administrators pressured principals to keep suspension numbers low 

to assuage both NCLB requirements and community stakeholder concerns asserting 

asymmetric suspension patterns among different ethnicities.  

 The removal of zero tolerance provisions, the addition of PBIS mandates, and the 

lack of support personnel compromised the school's capacity to respond to violent 

situations at AHHS.  Participant seven stated, "There wasn't enough time in the day," not 

only because AHHS lacked personnel to address the behavior of students, but also 

because the documentation associated with students' due process was substantial, and, it 
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seemed there was a substantial volume of disruptive behavior.  The number of serious 

incidents in November, 2013, was 18 (Langland, 2013).  With the school opening in 

September, this averaged 6 serious incidents per month.  The prior school year had 33 

serious incidents for the ten-month school year, or an average of 3 per month (Langland, 

2013).  Thus, AHHS was on pace to double the number of incidents.  It is not clear if the 

October cafeteria incident was included in the November 2013 calculation for serious 

incidents.  Serious or violent offenses were arson, all types of assault, all assaults with a 

weapon, any drug related behaviors, robbery, sexual assault, sexual non-violence, all 

types of threats, and weapon possession (Hodge, 2014).  The data should be considered in 

the lieu of the fact that there were not enough personnel to report the incidents in the fall 

of 2013.  It is reasonable to assume that many incidents were undocumented that fall.   

 Policy decisions that stimulate positive instability, like raising expectations for 

equitable discipline, raise turbulence levels (Gross, 2004).  Interview data indicated that 

the district did not anticipate the demands raising these expectations would put on 

teachers, the effect their poor execution would have on school climate, and the ensuing 

increase in schoolwide turbulence.  Moreover, the 2012 revised discipline policy existed 

in a complex of contextual factors at AHHS in the fall of 2013 that cascaded on one 

another amplifying their individual destabilizing impacts.  There was the merging of 

three schools which contained balkanized student bodies, the merging of students and 

communities who had passionately fought to save their schools, a second-year principal 

with no experience managing transformational school change of this proportion, no full-

time nurse, one counselor, a fledgling Immigrant Program, a generational turnover in 
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staff, and a dearth of School Police.  Collectively, these compromised staff capacities to 

manage school climate issues.  The circumstances fomented teacher perceptions of a lack 

of authority and they reported subtle schoolwide behaviors tangential to violence and 

indicative of a chaotic atmosphere: widespread hall walking, drug dealing, and pizza 

deliveries (Participant Four, Participant Six, Participant Ten). 

Hall Walking 

Participants commented that their classrooms were largely orderly but that the 

halls and the school were not.  Part of this phenomenon may be attributed to disruptive 

students staying in the halls instead of attending class.  Five participants provided 

evidence of this phenomenon. 

 

Table 8 

Corroborated Hall Walking by 

Participant 

Participant 

Number 

Corroborated 

Hall-walking 

1 x 

2  

3  

4 x 

5  

6 x 

7  

8 x 

9  

10 x 

 

 

P1:  Yeah, there's a lot of craziness.  It was always just kids in the hallway, 

walking in and out of the school, fights. 

 

P4:  I would say three because my experience is a little skewed.  I had ESOL 

[English as Second Language] students, immigrant students who generally want 
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to be in school, generally, are following the rules.  Generally, not all of them.  So, 

to me, my classroom was not chaotic.  But the halls and everything else was really 

chaotic. 

 Interviewer:  Speak to that.  

P4:  There was often a lot of violence, a lot of fights.  Kids roaming around the 

halls. 

 

P6:  The climate definitely was declining. The climate had changed from, you 

know, we might have had a few hall walkers 'till it was a point where it looked 

like we were on the boardwalk. 

 Interviewer:  Well, they were pulling the fire alarm all the time. 

P6:  Right.  The climate had drastically changed where students felt that there 

weren't any consequences, any real consequences to their actions.  It was a lot of 

cutting.  They had started cutting.  They started walking the halls like this is what 

we're supposed to do and how dare you say something to me because I'm in the 

hallways. 

 

P8:  Before that, there wasn't a lot of hall walking at Hamilton.  So, the beginning 

of the end was we picked up that school climate and it started. Fights increased 

because of the neighborhoods and all the other stuff and drug issues.  

  

 P10:  The fact that you had a cop [School Police Officer] on every floor and kids 

were still roaming the halls, how do you fight that?  

 Interviewer:  Yeah.  

P 10:  What do you do?  You can't.  You go up to the cop, "He can't be roaming 

this?  Where do you belong?" I would walk out of my class, "Where do you 

belong? Why are you looking in my class?" 

 

Besides shedding light on the turmoil in the halls, the comments about hall walking 

provided some insight into teachers' sense of efficacy to engage the issue.  Evidence 

indicated it was quite low, as exemplified by the statements, "What do you do?" 

(Participants Six), "The beginning of the end," (Participant Eight) and, "How dare you 

say something to me?" (Participant Ten).  A low sense of personal efficacy to engage 

school climate impacts the teacher emotional state and their corollary sense of efficacy to 

deliver instruction (Bandura, 1977, 1997). 
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 Considering the hall-walking and violence in the school, teachers operated in a 

"complex of relations" [encompassing the policy environment as well as the] "immediate 

setting containing" them (i.e. school and workplace as one) (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p. 

514).  Teachers existed within a multi-person system at the bottom of bureaucracy 

flowing from the federal through the state, district, and building principal positioned at 

the micro-level interacting with students.  They reacted to immediate situations and over 

the course of the fall of 2013 accommodated to their settings (Bronfenbrenner, 1977).  

The comments by teacher participants communicated a sense of helplessness, or, 

resignation to the situation and their immediate policy setting.  Existing in this type of 

environment affects not only a teacher's sense of professional efficacy but also his or her 

sense of self-esteem (Chisolm, 1980; Trusty & Sergiovanni, 1966).  Over time, this 

compromises teacher will and capacity to deliver instruction (Haberman, 2004; Harvey, 

Bimler, Evans, Kirkland, & Pechtel, 2012; Hoy & Tartar, 2011; Kent & Fisher, 1997; 

Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001). 

Subtle Misconduct 

The pizza delivery and drug issues were subtle behaviors that could be deemed 

light or moderate turbulence had they been occurring in another context, in a more stable 

school dealing with less cascading turbulence.   
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The interview data suggested that in the context of AHHS these behaviors 

strained the existing situation.  In this milieu, they amplified the perception of chaos.  

These student behaviors exemplified low grade turbulence that contributed to the 

emergent theme of chaos.   

P7:  There was a whole drug ring that we caught, that we couldn't catch, where 

they'd use all the lockers that were abandoned.  Essentially, we found out you 

would have ordered drugs off one or two kids 

Interviewer:  Right. 

P7:  You would pay them and they would give you a locker number with a 

combination.  Then you'd pick up the drugs and leave the lock and then that lock 

would just go onto another locker.  So, we couldn't search every locker, every 

Table 9 

 

Teacher Perceptions of Subtle 

Misconduct by Participant 

Participant 

Number 

Perceptions of Subtle 

Misconduct 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7 x 

8  

9 x 

10 x 
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day.  There were about two to three hundred abandoned lockers in the building.  

We're dealing with a major drug issue; we're dealing with violent crimes... 

 

Interviewer:  I remember distinctly at that time in the fall, seeing kids walking in 

the hall with pizza. 

P9:  Oh yeah, [names restaurant] would deliver to the side door.  Yeah. 

Interviewer:  Two pies walking down the hall, like out of a movie. 

P9:  Yeah.  Well, because look at how many pizza places we had in a one block 

radius of our school.  Listen, if you could sneak out the side door and get the 

delivery guy to bring it over there, why not?  You have to laugh at that. 

 

 Interviewer:  Can you corroborate pizza was delivered through the door? 

P10:  I can.  I sat out there and smoked [on his break period].  That's where I went 

to smoke, on the side of the building.  I remember, at first, I started, "You can't do 

that! You can't go in there!" I would stand at the door, like I was trying to, you 

know?  

Interviewer:  Yeah.  

P 10:  You know, maintain some law here, and I told [the principal] about it, 

"Well, we can't... It's against the fire code to lock the doors."  

 

While cutting class was minor student misconduct, the drug issue was criminal.  It was 

against Philadelphia fire code to lock exits so more personnel were required to monitor 

doors, process disciplinary referrals for students, provide due process for students, and 

ultimately remedy the pizza issue (Philadelphia Fire Department, 2010).  The drug issue 

was substantially more complex.  Resolving the drug trade would have benefited from a 

dedicated task force as well as an increase in administrative personnel to meet student 

due process standards per the 2012 Code of Conduct.   

 Drug sales in high schools were not particular to AHHS; however, the contextual 

factors of the district and the school amplified the severity of the issue (Johnston, 

O'Malley, & Bachman, 1984).  Having laid off ninety-one per diem School Police in 

2012 and working with 396 officers to cover over two hundred schools across 

Philadelphia, the SDP was in no position to assign a dedicated task force to AHHS let 
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alone assign school police officers to stop pizza deliveries (Quinones, 2012).  Moreover, 

the lack of community and lack of support reported by AHHS teachers regarding other 

policies meant the school was poorly positioned to resolve the issue itself.   

 Besides contributing to teacher perceptions of a permissive school climate, if 

students were able to have pizza delivered to side doors with no issue, it begged the 

question as to what else entered the school through open side doors.  The October 

incident in the lunchroom, provoked by a report of a gun, provided evidence that 

seemingly low-turbulence-subtle-misconduct had the capacity to elevate school 

turbulence levels unexpectedly. 

 Fire alarms, violence, hall walking, and subtle student misconduct indicated for an 

unstable atmosphere where "the authority was lacking" (Participant Four).  Separately, 

these issues might have been classified as light or moderate turbulence, but in the context 

of the fall of 2013, phenomenologies cascaded upon each other, amplified each other, and 

indicated for severe turbulence and an emergent theme of chaos.  

Finding 3: Policy Implementation as Compliance 

 Interview data indicated policies became tasks or laundry list items as opposed to 

meaningful teacher development tools or student intervention mechanisms.  Interview 

data indicated desultory and perfunctory phenomenologies.  All participants recalled 

Restorative Practices with high emotionality and accuracy.  Teachers referenced Student 

Learning Objectives (SLOs), Response to Instruction and Intervention (RTII), 

Pennsylvania Value Added Assessment System (PVAAS), Achievement Via Individual 

Determination (AVID), Writing, Inquiry, Collaboration, Organization, Reading to Learn 
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Strategies (WICOR), lesson planning using "Students Will Be Able To - In Order To" 

format (SWBAT-IOT), and Small Learning Communities (SLCs). 
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Table 10 

  

Teacher Perceptions of Policy as 

Compliance versus Fidelity 

Participant 

Number 

Perception 

of 

Compliance 

Perception 

of Fidelity 

1 x  

2 x  

3 x  

4 x  

5 x x 

6 x  

7 x  

8 x  

9 x  

10 x  

 

Table 11 

 

Teacher Perceptions of Policy Compliance versus Fidelity Disaggregated 

by Policy 

 Policy as Compliance 

Policy 

with 

Fidelity 

Partici-

pant 

PVA

AS 

AVI

D 

WIC

OR 

SL

C 

SL

O 

RT

II 

Restorat

ive 

Practices 

SWBA

T- IOT 
 

1       x x  

2  x x X x x x   

3 x      x   

4       x   

5     x  x  RTII 

6       x   

7       x   

8     x x x   

9       x   

10  x x X   x   

 

Participants one, two, and three described the focus placed on executing policies.  All 

described policy implementation as compliance behavior.  Participants two and three 
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introduced the idea that policies meant to be student supports became teacher 

accountability measures.  

 

Interviewer:  To what extent do you think policies, what we were doing here in 

the school, aligned with the district initiatives? So, they wanted to see, "Students 

will be able to, in order to," so that's... 

 P1:  That's what we did. 

 Interviewer:  That's what we did. 

 P1:  Yeah, they were more focused on that stuff than, I think, anything else, yeah. 

 

Interviewer:  What if someone said to you, "Well, look at all these policies, this is 

how we support these schools." They would listen to you, and let's say it was Dr. 

D, he was the superintendent at the time for this region, but even Dr. Hite [city 

wide superintendent] would say we rolled out Positive Behavioral Supports... 

 P2:  The day that we opened up. 

 Interviewer:  Restorative Practices? 

 P2:  The day that we opened up. 

 Interviewer:  We gave diagnostics for math and reading whereas- 

 P2:  The day that we opened up. 

 Interviewer:  RTII? 

 P2:  The day that we opened up. 

 Interviewer:  We gave you an assistant principal. 

 P2:  The day that we opened up. A couple of months after we opened up. 

Interviewer:  We gave you, well right, you were supposed to go to a small 

learning, SLC [Small Learning Community] model, you were supposed to have 

them on every floor. 

 P2:  We did.  The day we opened up. 

 Interviewer:  You were supposed be doing AVID work across contents. 

 P2:  The day that we opened up. 

 Interviewer:  With uniform policy. 

 P2:  Day we opened up. 

Interviewer:  But we had in our plan because we had this Action Plan. Everyone 

was supposed to have ILP Conferences and these home room stations. 

 P2:  Right, the day that we opened up. 

 Interviewer:  Advisory planning. 

 P2:  The day that we opened up. 

 Interviewer:  If they're saying all this stuff... 

P2:  Because, see, you can have a laundry list of things that looks great on paper.  

You can hand it off to the school district, you can hand it off to the state, and 

that's all it is, it's a laundry list. Because if you don't give the people [teachers] the 

opportunity to actually learn this skill of how to do it well, then guess what? It's 
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not going to be done. And I don't like this word but I'm going to use it, fidelity. 

It's just done so it can be on paper. 

 

For these teachers, it seemed the district was "focused on that stuff", focused on evidence 

of policy compliance as opposed to meaningful deployment.  Teachers felt the 

expectations were that policies would be executed with little regard for mitigating 

circumstances, such as schoolwide turbulence; or, for the complexities the policies 

themselves created, such as generating more clerical tasks for teachers.  This reinforced 

the comment by participant two that without support, policies became a laundry list of 

things to do. 

 The frustration or overload experienced by participants belied their impressions 

that the policies were good and that they believed in their value.  The lack of time "to 

actually learn this skill of how to do it well" (Participant Two) and the lack of supports 

coupled with a policy environment stressing teacher accountability promoted compliance 

behavior as opposed to meaningful policy implementation.  The pressure to implement 

school based and district issued policies cascaded on the turbulence induced by trauma 

and chaos.   

 

P3:  Okay, yeah. So mostly if you look at the bullets, those are all district advisory 

plans. Okay, yeah, those are all basic requirements by the district. 

 Interviewer:  I mean, it seems, would you agree we were implementing on paper? 

P3:  Yeah. Basically, we're technically like a Renaissance School. We were 

implementing initiatives by the district to improve the school's climate and 

academics. 

 Interviewer:  So policies were being implemented but it was still like... 

 P3:  They were not technically implementing, they were given. 

 Interviewer:  They were given? 

 P3:  They were given. We were not implementing. 
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Participant three described what he meant by, "They were given. We were not 

implementing."  Due to the lack of supports, he felt unable to implement policies with 

fidelity, so he accommodated to the circumstances as best he could.  This did not mean 

"we were not implementing" per se, but that implementation fell short of the expected 

fidelity.  For example, he referenced the new PVAAS teacher observation system.   

 

P3:  All they do was give us the, remember the thick book that the teacher?... I 

still have it. They give you the instructional lesson plan, and the teacher 

effectiveness book, the Danielson book. 

 

An email dated August 30, 2013, instructed teachers to independently review a 

presentation on Educator Effectiveness that was supposed to have been an in-person 

training; however, training on Restorative Practices precluded teachers from attending 

Educator Effectiveness sessions.  Accordingly, participant three received necessary 

materials and worked independently to meet policy directives for instruction and lesson 

planning.  He worked to comply with the policy mandates of the Danielson Model and to 

understand the new PVAAS system.  Thus, he was compliant, but lacked the quality he 

expected of himself, both personally and professionally.  Moreover, he was not able to 

teach himself the professional deliverables expected by the principal and the district 

stating, "You didn't know what to expect. You were like, "Okay, this is new to me."  Like 

the PVAAS, no one was... you were like, "What is the PVAAS? How are we going to 

calculate [it]?"  Amidst this uncertainty, frustration, and lack of support, policy 

implementation lost fidelity and became one of compliance.  

 Participant five described his management of clerical tasks generated by the new 

RTII policy.  This took the form of recording his student interventions and interactions 
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into the RTII computer system.  His capacity to manage workflow and balance policy 

forces was unique.  He provided evidence of other teachers' difficulties with navigating 

the computer data inputting process.  Contrary to the intentions of the new system, 

engaging it with high fidelity manufactured a scenario contra-indicating for teacher 

capacities to meet the tasks generated by the system.  Instead of making less work, it 

made more work. 

 

P5:  Many people came to me because I went online, myself and another 

colleague, went online and figured out how to set things up and how to do the 

RTII... at least our end of the RTII which was a basically a paper CSAP 

[Comprehensive Student Assistance Process].  Or, it replaced the paper CSAP 

with the computer so you had to, you know, instead of filling out all the 

paperwork on the CSAP side, CSAP level one, CSAP level two; which I actually 

knew better, a lot better.  I still know that better than the RTII.  But, we had to 

figure out how to set up our classes and what was going to be required of us 

throughout the process because you had these tasks come up.  I remember setting 

up my RTII with integrity and having a gazillion tasks and getting called out in 

PD [professional development] about how, she said my name, assistant principal 

said my name and told everybody how many tasks I had outstanding!  I just 

wanted to hide because I didn't know they accumulated like that! This is our first 

[time using this system]!  And I said, "Yeah! This is what I'm going to do; I'm 

going to meet with my people [students] every week.  I'm going to do this!"  And, 

I forget what all the particulars of it were, but I had myself signed up for either 

weekly or twice a week and that meant that I had to do a task on my computer for 

all of my groups, twice a week. I think I set it up like that. That's insane!  Well I 

learned from that.  But I had a gazillion tasks and it, that got, that part.  It didn't 

get overwhelming because it was better than the CSAP in that it was just clicking 

buttons. You just click, click, click, move to the next task. Click, click, click, 

move to next task. There were a couple things. You had a Likert scale you had to 

do in the one task and whenever I would get to that it would take me longer but 

most of them were, "Did I meet with this group for five minutes?" And you would 

just click the days and put the five in the box and go to the next task. It was so 

easy.   

 

Participant five taught himself to efficiently meet the demands of the clerical tasks, but 

the interview data shed light on the amount of training required to learn the RTII system 
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and the volume of clerical tasks that could be generated by it.  Some of the tasks that 

were part of the computer-based RTII interface were: daily check in, informal conference 

with students, written student contract, or students grouped by ability level.  There were 

dozens of combinations of interventions that could be assigned individually or by group, 

or both.  These interventions were previously tracked on paper CSAP forms 

(Comprehensive Student Assistance Program) with start and stop dates and teacher notes 

attached to them.  If an intervention seemed to have an effect, it could be reinforced, or 

conversely, a student might be removed from the intervention list if they showed 

improvement. 

 No other participants reported the same efficiency with RTII.  After initially 

setting it up "with integrity", [he noted the extraordinary number of tasks generated by 

the system, and] "learned from that" (Participant five).  By this, he did not mean that his 

process lost fidelity.  He corrected his approach to mitigate the hundreds of tasks being 

generated as well as to meet policy requirements noting that the deliverables and supports 

for RTII were "vague".  It was not clear to him if the process was to directly mirror 

CSAP nor how student supports would be provided by the school or district.  In lieu of 

the fact that all intervention data were now visible to policy actors at different 

bureaucratic levels, meso-level bureaucratic policy actors also had a role in providing 

support so that the teacher was not the lone policy intermediary.  There was no evidence 

this occurred in the fall of 2013.  

 One way that the processes differed was that regarding teacher accountability.  

Because CSAP was tracked on paper, it was not possible for district or school 
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administrators to track real-time applications of interventions by teachers unless they 

collected stacks of forms from all teachers and reviewed them.  Also, CSAP 

documentation was submitted post-facto.  On the contrary, RTII could easily be tracked 

real-time.  The context in AHHS regarding its deployment set a tone primarily for task 

completion and active teacher monitoring.  For example, the assistant principal publicly 

brought attention to participant five's outstanding "tasks" during a professional 

development.  She followed up by listing statistics regarding the number of students who 

were eligible for on-online RTII plans but had none.  Thus, the entire faculty was 

indicted.  This episode also demonstrated the gap between administrator perceptions of 

policy implementation versus those of teacher perceptions:  the assistant-principal was 

unaware of the amount of clerical work that could be generated by the computer if 

teachers did not schedule student tasks in a certain way; nor did it seem she realized the 

will and capacity of teachers for policy implementation was decreasing due to the 

context. 

 This did not compromise participant five's engagement with students as he spoke 

with each of them "five to ten minutes" one-on-one each week, cultivated relationships 

and "let them talk" to him about all sorts of issues; however, his performance was based 

on his personal professional ethic not due to RTII policy implementation.  His 

professional ethic compensated for the contextual complexities and the lack of supports 

from the district and principal regarding the policy landscape.  He shed light on how 

teachers who were not able to navigate the complexities of disruption at AHHS in the fall 

of 2013 could easily implement RTII perfunctorily:  "You just click, click, click, move to 
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the next task. Click, click, click, move to next task."  Moreover, in lieu of the assistant 

principal's public admonishment of outstanding tasks, teachers had reason to fear 

professional repercussions and focus on completion, not fidelity.  Those of us who had 

not assigned any tasks, quickly did: click, click, click. 

 Participant five felt that although many policy initiatives were begun, he sensed a 

lack of "follow through".  Participants eight and ten also perceived follow-through 

lacking and this yielded a sense of policy implementation as a compliance task, a 

perfunctory obligation lacking efficacy. 

 

 P8:  Yeah. Yeah. You can't do it. It's just like RTII, SLOs... whatever that stuff is. 

 Interviewer: Yes? 

P8:  It doesn't mean anything. You're just finishing the paperwork because you 

got to finish it.  Nobody understands what it means. 

Interviewer:  Yeah. 

 P8:  Nobody understands where it's supposed to go and what you're actually 

supposed to do. Answers to questions, and you're providing the answers. What's 

the point in doing this?  

 

He returned to this thread of the conversation later, "Putting more paperwork [pause], but 

it's paperwork.  It's not policy. Policy is when you do something.  Paperwork is not doing 

something.  It's just generating." 

 

 Interviewer: You were the fourth floor SLC coordinator, that was your title. 

 P10:  Right, I had an official title.  

Interviewer:  This is what you were supposed to be doing, focus on building 

community. 

 P10:  Right.  

 Interviewer:  Creating accounts for the year... 

 P10:  Right. Yep, yep, yep. They'd all did most of those things.  

 Interviewer:  Creating an incentive program. 

P10:  See the problem with all these things were these are all wonderful things, 

but I don't know if it was our principal or it's just the nature of the beast, or 

something that they have to do, administrators have to do to check off a box. So, 
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that they are not, they don't get, you know, yelled at from their bosses. We 

initiated these things, and then, that's it.  

Interviewer:  I remember.  

P10:  There were no follow-up meetings on how's your fourth floor doing, or 

whatever.  

 

Interview data indicated teachers were motivated to execute policies with high fidelity in 

September; however, as October and November passed, more policy directives were 

issued and the "tension-filled conditions" (Gross, 1998, p. 119) described earlier took a 

toll.  Participants two, three, five and ten communicated frustration, while participant one 

communicated a sense of resignation.  In all cases but participant five, the behavior 

manifested as perfunctory completion of tasks.  Participant eight remarked, "It doesn't 

mean anything. You're just finishing the paperwork because you got to finish it."  

Perceptions that administration needed to "'check off a box" (Participant Ten) and that 

there would be little follow up cascaded on perceptions of a lack of support and chaos 

yielding a context where teachers primarily complied with policy implementation.   

 "Follow up" had two meanings for teachers: (a) longitudinal, meaningful 

engagement with teachers in response to data gathered from executing all of the policy 

tasks and (b) longitudinal, meaningful responses and supports provided for students.  Yet, 

follow up was recounted as lacking, if at all.  It seemed follow up mostly took a form of 

an inspection regime and teacher accountability system:  Were tasks entered on the RTII 

system?  Were lesson plans submitted in the correct format?  Were SLOs submitted?  

Were teachers leading Restorative Practices circles?  For example, participant five noted 

the accountability the assistant principal brought up regarding his outstanding tasks on 

the RTII system.  An email from October 14, 2013, detailed an unscheduled visit by the 
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network assistant superintendent who noted that three out of five classrooms observed did 

not have lesson objectives posted.  A follow up email on October 20, 2013, noted that 

more class inspections had occurred checking for objectives and daily outlines reminding 

teachers that all inspections were recorded on the "new state Educator Development 

System (EDS)" [that] "required all school districts to record" [all formal and informal 

class visits] (Personal communication, 2013).  Professional development for November 

5-6, 2013, exposed teachers to evidence based proficiencies of the EDS and training on 

the educator rating system, Educator Effectiveness, and the Danielson Framework 

(Personal communication). Two days later, on November 8, 2013, an email warned 

teachers that they would be held accountable for the "Students Will Be Able To In Order 

To" (SWBAT-IOT) format on all teacher boards and in their lesson plans.  An email from 

November 17 warned teachers of their culpability regarding fire alarm pulls because it 

alleged they were not calling parents of student hall-walkers.  The email reminded 

teachers to contact all parents of failing students and call parents of all students who cut 

classes, noting that doing so was mandated in order to meet Domain 4 of the new EDS 

Teacher Rating System: Professional Responsibilities, Critical Attribute 4c - 

Communicating with Families.  By invoking the EDS and Domain 4 of the Danielson 

Framework, the school principals' messages were mixed: "We must all take ownership" 

contrasted with "all teachers must call the homes of students."  "We" seemingly referred 

to joint efforts among building administrators, the district, counselors, outside school 

support organizations, and teachers.  "All teachers," clarified who would be held 

responsible.  Moreover, mention of the EDS communicated that non-compliance could 
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have grave professional consequences.  Yet, with the chaos, violence, and lack of 

support, it's not clear how a teacher with five classes and an advisory, totaling between 

140-175 students daily, could "take ownership".  The email further reminded teachers to 

"make sure" they had the SWBAT-IOT strategy posted, that formal observations were 

beginning, and that Professional Development Plans were due for those not being 

observed.  An email from the school assistant principal dated December 13, 2013, 

informed teachers that RTII reports had again been run for AHHS and there were not 

enough plans in the RTII system to match the number of failing students for the first 

marking period.  Furthermore, the email noted that homeroom teachers were responsible 

for completing RTII plans for any students with three or more absences.  The due date for 

teachers to complete the tasks was December 20, 2013.  This amounted to a considerable 

clerical task for teachers, even those as efficient as participant five.  It could take three or 

more hours to initially comply with this policy directive, given the following assumptions 

based on personal records from the fall of 2013: teaching 125 students across five classes 

plus an advisory of twenty-five students (150 students total), a ten percent failure rate for 

academic classes (125 students, i.e. 13 student failures) plus plans for 20% truant students 

in advisory (5 students), ten minutes to enter or review each students' RTII plan with 

fidelity (18 students), yielding 180 minutes (3 hours).  Weekly RTII tasks could be as fast 

as five minutes or less per student; however, new students might be added and others 

exited, so the clerical demands remained substantial, approximating 45 to 90 minutes 

weekly.  The email also reminded teachers that they were required to complete an online 

certification course in order to be able to administer Keystone Exams in January 2014, 
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which could take an hour or more to complete.  An email two days later, on December 

15th, repeated that teachers had "a lot of catching up to do with regards to RTII" and 

reiterated the deadline of December 20th.  It noted that a formal visit by district 

administrators would occur on December 18 to inspect teacher evidence of WICOR 

strategies.  Consequently, teachers completed tasks and finished paperwork "because you 

got to finish it" (Participant eight) fearing professional repercussions.  There was little 

expectation of forthcoming salient supports. 

 A comparable phenomenology described as "issue overload" (Gross, 1998, p. 

117) occurred in a Northeast Arkansas School District when they took on more than 60 

new initiatives within four years.  Similar to AHHS, there were more new ideas than the 

teachers and the system could handle; however, policy deployment in Philadelphia 

seemed compressed in the fall of 2013, as opposed to a four-year implementation in 

Arkansas.  Gross classified the phenomenology in Arkansas as light turbulence but in 

Philadelphia the phenomenology may have been elevated due to the compressed 

deployment timeline (1998).  Compounding matters at AHHS was that issue overload 

existed in the context of tension-filled conditions.  Alone, tension filled conditions 

indicated for moderate turbulence (Gross, 1998).  The two phenomenologies cascaded on 

each other amplifying their effects, eroding teacher will and capacity to engage policy 

implementation, thus indicating for a finding of policy compliance prevailing over 

fidelity. 
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Research Question 2: Teachers' Perceptions of Turbulence Linkage to Formal 

Implementers  

It is important to explore to what extent teachers connect personal perceptions of 

turbulence to the governance levels above them.  Anxiety linked to uncertain or 

disruptive policy ecosystems compromises teacher perceptions of self-efficacy and 

impacts the collective sense of efficacy within a teaching corps (Bandura, 1997).  

Moreover, teacher perceptions of ability to control policy implementation at the 

classroom level mediates their level of policy buy-in which is an antecedent to successful 

school reform initiatives (Turnbull, 2002). 

Interview data shed light on linkages between the classroom experience and 

policy implementation at the crest of NCLB and the era of accountability.  These 

informed domains of research associated with policy implementation, teacher self-

efficacy, and teacher will and capacity (Bandura, 1997; Fowler, 2013; Shambaugh, 

2008).  Teachers largely connected turbulence at their level of positionality during the fall 

of 2013 to building and district level governance.  Three participants mostly attributed 

their experiences of policy implementation to building level leadership while six 

participants mostly attributed policy implementation to factors at the district level.  One 

participant strongly connected turbulence with federal policies.  All participants 

mentioned the role of the state but did not significantly develop its power as policy 

mediator. 
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Finding 1:  District as Primary Turbulence Mediator 

Table 12 

District as Primary 

Turbulence Mediator 

Participant 

Number 

Predominantly 

Described 

District 

1 x 

2 x 

3  

4 x 

5 x 

6  

7 x 

8  

9 x 

10  

 

Participants one, two, four, five, seven, and nine perceived the district as the primary 

mediator of policy implementation in the fall of 2013, at times referencing contextual and 

policy forces to clarify their positions.  Participant nine noted, "I don't think that that's 

100% the case.  I think that it's all those parties [federal, state, district] that you just 

mentioned, all coming together to create the storm that 2013 was, but I think a lot of the 

teachers felt very, very disrespected by the district because ultimately that's where the 

mandate comes from."  This statement encapsulated a leitmotif in the responses that 

while there may have been discretion at each level of governance, ultimately the district 

was the messenger and maybe there was something more it could have done to mitigate 

the turbulence of the fall of 2013.  
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P1:  Yeah, I mean, it was obviously the school district thing, right?  They closed 

all these schools.  No money, right?  I guess the reason they closed these schools, 

charters had to plan that, right? 

 Interviewer:  Because those kids go, they gotta... 

P1:  Yeah. Numbers are down, 'cause kids are going to different schools.  Decided 

to close 23 or 24 of them in the same year. 

 

The SRC closing of 24 schools demonstrated to participant one that the district could 

exercise substantial control.  He had taught in two schools prior to arriving to AHHS in 

the fall of 2013.  Both of those schools were closed and he, displaced.  Thus, his 

experience of instability by virtue of his teacher positionality was substantial.  He 

continued describing the authority of central office regarding policy implementation. 

P1:  Yeah, they were more focused on that stuff than, I think, than anything else, 

yeah. 

 Interviewer:  They wanted to see Restorative Practices, so that's, you know... 

P1:  Yeah.  To what extent do I think that they were aligned?  Yeah, Mr. I [the 

principal], he passed down, I'm sure, whatever he was told to pass down. 

 Interviewer:  I guess the next question is, to what extent was it effective? 

P1:  Yeah, it was not. Like we talked about earlier.  

 

Participant one referred to the district as "they" while discussing various policies 

demonstrating the gap between schools and central administration.  His reference to "that 

stuff" included mandates that lesson objectives being posted in the Students Will Be Able 

To-In-Order To protocol, employing Restorative Practices, and the adherence to any 

policies emailed to staff.  This further exemplified the power and discretion he felt the 

district exercised to shape the policy landscape and the classroom experience.  He 

revisited the idea of policies being "passed down" from the district to the principal 

surmising that the principal was expected to execute the directives without discretion.  

The reported lack of policy efficacy, the stress that district inspection teams placed on 
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"that stuff", and participant one's perception that the principal lacked discretion 

reinforced his belief that the district was the primary mediator of policy implementation.  

 Participants two, four, and five echoed the sentiment that policy directives were 

passed down from district to principal to teacher with the principal having no discretion 

in the matter.  Participant two used RTII and its implementation as an example. 

 

P2:  They [teachers] were tired of RTII, they were like, "How is it going to work? 

It's not going to work. It just seems that they just renamed it."  It was hard because 

people weren't buying into it at all. They weren't showing up for the professional 

development.  When I'd see them at the copier, they were like, "I'm not doing it," 

and this and that and that and this. It was a lot of, I'll say the word to use was 

disgruntled, because they had had enough. They were like, "What? I've got to go 

on here and do what?" Then finally it turned into the whipping stick because then 

we started receiving emails from our administrator that it had to be done because 

the administrator [principal] received emails from the superintendent. 

I:  And they've pulled it up on the dashboard [computer system tracking teacher 

inputs]? 

P2:  Because they pulled it up on the dashboard and said, "Hey, your circle isn't 

100% connected as far as students having plans that should have plans."  

 

Participant two linked the actions of district level administrators, in this case the network 

superintendent (assistant superintendent), to policy actions trickling down to teachers and 

cascading on existing demands.  Inputting evidence of policy implementation "had to be 

done because the administrator [principal] received emails from the [assistant] 

superintendent."  The ability of central office administrators to track completion vis-a-vis 

reports run through computer applications heightened the ease with which assistant 

superintendents monitored principals and teachers.  Circle graphs depicting the 

percentage completion for eligible tasks as indicated by student attendance and grades 

displayed teacher and school status for RTII.   
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 Participant four agreed that the district issued policy directives to the principal 

with no room for principal choice. 

 

P4:  They generally, I feel like they come from above.  Again, they get all of these 

initiatives but they've gotta deal with all of these fire alarms being pulled four 

times a day and five fights a day.  They gotta go break them up, there's no one 

else to do it.  You're supposed to promote a college going culture, create before 

and after school activities that promote a college going culture.  

Interviewer:  Do you think he was just, he came with a script and was told, 

"Hey..." 

P4:  Maybe not with a script but they [the district] certainly had goals. Like you 

must reach these goals.  

 

He later added, "Yeah, to go back to one of your questions.  I think he was responding to 

things coming from above."   

 Participant five perceived the district had "the power" and ability to implement 

any policies they deemed necessary.  For example, he alluded specifically to the non-

renewal of the teacher contract in the fall of 2013.   

 

P5:  The contract thing - that was new.  The no contract thing was new and we 

weren't really sure what they... at the time, we thought that because the SRC had 

said that well, "We can implement anything we want.  We have the power that we 

can go in and we can do anything we want.  We can implement whatever we 

want."  

 

He used the expression "trickled down" to denote the origin of policies at the district 

level which were felt in the classroom further demonstrating to him that the district had 

"the power" and could "do anything" it wanted. 

 

P5:  And the WICOR.  Right and I had remembered that and sitting in on multiple 

PDs [professional developments].  I thought that was good but again it didn't, well 

I don't think it was given enough emphasis or time to take root.  That's a district 

[initiative].  It was all trickled down from the district. These are the mandates 

from the district and I don't know how he decided which ones to push on us and 
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which ones to not and some were.  I guess they were put out there and never 

followed through on.  When I looked back at some of these things here, I'd like to 

be able to find some of your, uh... but there were some things that I definitely...  

the whole agenda board was a district thing.  

 

The "agenda board" was a policy initiative that mandated the display of a daily agenda on 

each teacher's board that contained: daily objectives written in the Students Will Be Able 

To In Order To format (SWBAT-IOT), and chunking of time in the lesson that prescribed 

guided instruction, group work, and individual practice.  The policy micro-managed the 

teachers' classrooms, was mandated by the district assistant superintendent of the AHHS 

region, and it was non-negotiable.   

 We shifted from micro-policy authority that impacted teacher-student 

relationships to macro-policy authority and he maintained that the district exercised 

substantial sovereignty here as well. 

 Interviewer:  But in terms of schools shuttering. 

 P5:  That was a district thing.  

Interviewer:  It's like to what extent do we connect as teachers, do we connect 

what's happening, like that "folding all this in" is that, if Harrisburg [state capital] 

maybe had come up with more money or the city had come up... 

P5:  I don't think Harrisburg coming up with more money would have, I think the 

district was bent on "downsizing" we'll call it.  

 

Participant fives' perceptions of district power were well founded considering the time 

leading up to the fall of 2013.  In April, 2012, the SRC closed eight schools (Whitman, 

2016).  In June, 2012, the SRC pushed for power to cancel teachers' contracts and impose 

terms (Whitman, 2016).  In November, 2012, the SRC voted to suspend part of the state 

public school code in order to cap charter enrollment, and in December, 2012, it proposed 

the closure of 37 schools (Whitman, 2016).  In March, 2013, the SRC voted to close 23 

schools.  In April, 2013, it voted to close Stanton Elementary, bring the 2013 total to 24 
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schools closed (School District of Philadelphia, 2013f).  In August, 2013, the SRC 

suspended portions of the state public school code that required hiring back laid-off 

teachers based on seniority (Whitman, 2016).  The exercise of local power was 

substantial (Whitman, 2016). 

 Participant seven's dual role as a teacher and dean of discipline provided him both 

classroom and school-wide positionalities. His perceptions centered around discipline, 

school climate, and school culture.  Looking strictly through these three lenses, he 

described the SDP as the chief mediator of policy implementation.  By recasting the 

discipline policy in 2012, the district expanded students' due process rights and limited 

school discretion to levy consequences.   

P7:  So the next thing you dealt with was, after that they said you had to meet 

with a parent within three days of the suspension and go over the rights and 

everything else. Which you would, you know, if they [parents] didn't come in, 

you'd have to hunt them down and document it, that you called them on three 

separate dates, which takes up time out of your day. 

  

Besides shifting disciplinary thresholds, participant seven perceived that central office 

administrators were concurrently developing new systems and implementing new 

procedures.  This produced a situation where he felt, " You needed PBIS.  You needed all 

of this stuff in but they never told anyone what they were changing.  So, you'd submit 

your first 21 of the year, and they would just reject it and say, 'You missed the deadline, 

because you didn't have the paperwork in.'"  To some extent he felt this was due to 

personnel shifts in district offices as well, "It was one of those where they were accepting 

things, depending on what hearing officer you had, who checked your paperwork."  In 
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either case, he viewed central office administrators as the chief mediators of policy 

implementation. 

 A slight majority (six of ten) of teachers believed that the principal "passed down" 

(Participant one) what he was told to, that "things come from above" (Participant four).  

Thus, they not only perceived that the district was the mediator of federal and state 

policies but that the district also possessed substantial generative power to initiate 

policies, "that we [district] can go in and we [district] can do anything we want.  We can 

implement whatever we want" (Participant Five).  Their perceptions were confirmed by 

the principal's communique dated October 27, 2013, which read, in part: "Barring any 

unforeseen meetings or central office directives, I plan on holding an assembly 

tomorrow..."  Teachers were to follow district orders, not seek professional discussions 

and engagement with the principal to remedy policy turbulence. 

 As a legal entity, the SDP is a "political subdivision" (Blender, 2011, p. 58) of the 

state of Pennsylvania.  It operates under the auspices of the PA School Code of 1949.  

SRC, the state take over body that assumed governance in 2001, assumed powers broader 

than those of the traditional school board it replaced.  In taking over the SDP, the SRC 

adopted a "CEO leadership model" (Blender, 2011, p. 2) instead of the traditional 

superintendent model.  The CEO model blended financial, management, and pedagogical 

jurisdictions into one position modeling the powers on a business model.  A sample list of 

powers and duties vested in the SRC underscored the teachers' perceptions that the 

district was the primary mediator of policy implementation. 
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(1) Suspend the requirements of the School Code and the regulations of 

the State Board of Education (except the School District shall remain 

subject to the provisions of the School Code pertaining to charter schools); 

(2)  Employ professional and senior management employees who do not 

hold state certifications, if the School Reform Commission has approved 

the qualifications of the individual and at a salary established by it; 

(3)  Enter in agreements with persons and for-profit or nonprofit 

organizations providing educational or other services for the School 

District; 

(4) Not withstand any other provisions of the School Code, to close or 

reconstitute a school, including the reassignment, suspension or dismissal 

of professional employees; 

(5)  Suspend professional employees without regard for specific  

(Blender, 2011, p. 58) 

 

Moreover, Section 696 of the Pennsylvania School Code granted the SRC special powers 

under Section 693: "the power to cancel or renegotiate any contract other than the teacher 

contracts to which the school district is a party, if such cancellation or renegotiations 

substantially impacts the funding and operation of public schools" (Blender, 2011, p. 59).   

 Teachers' positionality allowed them to experience the myriad of policy initiatives 

of the fall of 2013 and shed light on their perceived degree of agency.  Using the 

principal as a proxy, they discerned a personal sense of professional discretion; meaning, 

they gauged his level of professional discretion and made informed decisions regarding 

the level of discretion that would be extended to them.  It was minimal.  

Finding 2: Principal as Primary Turbulence Mediator 

 Participants three, eight, and ten perceived building governance as the primary 

mediator of policy implementation in the fall of 2013.  Essentially, this denoted the 

principal and his discretion.  Their statements indicated a balance of both praise and 

critique. 
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Table 13 

 

Principal as Primary Turbulence 

Mediator 

Participant 

Number 

Predominantly 

Described 

Principal 

1  

2  

3 x 

4  

5  

6  

7  

8 x 

9  

10 x 

 

Participant three perceived the opening of the school as not well planned.  He compared it 

to his previous high school and how the principal opened that school in 2012. 

 Interviewer:  But still not like an effective rollout of a school [fall of 2013]? 

P3:  No it wasn't. It wasn't planned. It wasn't planned right.  You're merging three, 

you're merging three schools.  You had different crews. 

 

He felt that his previous principal had "done a great job", complimenting her attention to 

detail, clear outline of expectations for students, and her plan for opening a school.   

P3:  Yeah, and [in my previous school] before she [principal] met with the 

teachers she had a meeting with the parents and students.  She told us.  And she 

did have a meeting with them.  Then she had a meeting with us.  And she planned 

step by step how the first day is going to work, going to go.  

 

The principal of AHHS scheduled meetings with parents and students before school 

opened in the fall of 2013, but attendance was poor.  Merging three schools and 

processing daily new enrollments and transfers until the last minute complicated the first 
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day of class at AHHS, indeed the first few weeks.  At the close of the first week, 

September 16, 938 students were registered with substantial numbers enrolling or 

dropping out daily (Personal communication, 2013).  One roster chairperson was 

assigned in the school to review each student's credit profile, and that person taught 

several classes daily.  Participant three recounted that teachers reported to the gymnasium 

on the first day of school, Monday, September 9, 2013, to distribute rosters before 

starting an abbreviated schedule.  Viewed in a silo, opening day induced light turbulence 

to start the school year; however, in the context of the lack of community among staff 

due to a generational turnover of teachers and the trauma of displaced students entering a 

new milieu, the turbulence was moderate, if not severe.  The need for a strong, well-

choreographed school opening was high as was the need for a school principal with 

experience in managing exactly this mix of dynamics. 

 He previously noted a lack of guidance and support from the principal regarding 

district policies for PVAAS and the use of the Danielson Framework for teacher 

evaluation.  Our conversation regarding school opening and teacher evaluations captured 

the duality of this teacher's perception of policy implementation and governance: the 

district mandated policies and created difficult circumstances, but the principal could 

have better executed the policies. 

 Participant three recalled that the principal mandated that the start of each second 

period class was to engage in Restorative Practices for the first five minutes of the period.   

 

Interviewer:  Restorative Practices. 

 P3:  That was terrible.  It was terrible. 

 Interviewer:  [cross-talk inaudible] 
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P3:  Yeah.  That was annoying.  They turned second period...you have to start 

class, remember? 

 Interviewer:  That's right.  He mandated, didn't he say every second... 

P3:   ... second period start with a do now, and then like five minutes we started 

Restorative Practice.  

  Interviewer:  That was a block period 

P3:  Yeah.  You put the kids in circle.  You have a ball.  You try your best not to 

take it and, ugh [with frustrating tone].  Yeah, first and second time they were 

more into than... like, ah... [with frustrating tone], it becomes annoying.  Yes. 

 

Participant three hinted at the complexity of the principalship of AHHS in the midst of 

the policy environment in the fall of 2013.  The principal had little to no capacity to 

provide the supports and nuanced management needed to provide fidelity to the 

implementation of policies.  So, it was efficient for him to pass down district policy 

mandates and hold teachers accountable as the school navigated substantial turbulence.  

However, this particular mandate seemed to undermine participant three's will to engage 

the policy and demonstrated that the principal had power to mediate policy 

implementation.  The principal could have mandated the use of Restorative Practices for 

the last five minutes of each class period; or, per teacher discretion.   

 In discussing the role of the district versus the principal in mediating the 

turbulence in the school, participants eight and ten brought up the principal of AHHS 

who was the school leader until 2012.  In 2012, Mr. I became the principal of AHHS 

making the fall of 2013 the start of his second year there.  As teachers native to AHHS, 

participants eight and ten predated the schools merging and recalled the previous 

principal's management style. 

 P8: [The previous] principal was good in that he knew every single kid, had a 

relationship with almost every single kid in the building somehow, and could get 

down to a level to make a deal with them. 
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Participant eight felt that AHHS was trending up through 2012 by citing anecdotal 

evidence such as hearing more students talking about college and the strong relationships 

he felt he had with students through that time.  He noted the positive impact of policies 

and initiatives implemented at that time, like the Student Success Center.  The Student 

Success Center, in fact, continued during the fall of 2013 and was used to accomplish 

math and English diagnostic testing and the initiation of Individual Learning Plans for 

each student at AHHS (Participant 5, Participant 10, Personal communication October 1, 

2013).  Accordingly, he was not averse to the policies introduced in the fall of 2013 nor 

to the continuation of old initiatives.  He simply felt better able to manage under the 

previous principal.  He echoed sentiments of participants three, five, and nine that sought 

"specifics" from the principal in 2013.   

 

P8:  Yeah, but if you're not told specifically what they want you to do, 

everybody's off on their own.  And, God knows I was certainly off on my own 

because nobody's ever told me what to do, and other than [the previous principal] 

who said, "This is what I want," and it worked, so I did it. 

 

Participant eight sought two leadership attributes: specificity and efficacy.  This was 

evidenced by the comparison to the old principal: " 'This is what I want,' and it worked, 

so I did it."  For participant eight, the principal in 2013 provided specificity, but was not 

able to support policies with substantial efficacy.  For example, he directed all teachers to 

implement Restorative Practices during the second period of each day.  However, the 

efficacy of Restorative Practices seemed minimal to all teachers.  Participant eight, 

having worked with the previous principal who, "had a relationship with almost every 

single kid in the building somehow, and could get down to a level to make a deal with 
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them,", held the new principal to the same standard, policy complexities and turbulence 

notwithstanding.  In essence, he painted the previous principal as a hands-on leader who 

exercised broad discretion to run the school while expecting specific results from 

directives, and ready to intervene as need be.  On the contrary, he cast the new principal 

strictly as a building administrator and policy manager.  For participant eight, the 

Restorative Practices mandate demonstrated this perception and offered evidence for the 

juxtaposition to the old principal.  In his analysis, the old principal would have engaged 

students and teachers in order to actualize Restorative Practices, managing students 

directly in order to engage them; whereas the new principal managed teachers almost 

exclusively.  In either case, participant eight perceived the principal's positionality as a 

substantial primary mediating role in school level turbulence. 

 Participant eight framed the principal's agency for school policy implementation 

in terms of specificity and efficacy across broad domains, while participant ten framed it 

through the domains of academic programming and the establishment of an academic 

climate.  He was on the leadership team in 2013 and was a champion of introducing 

Advanced Placement courses to AHHS. 

 P10:  For me, I think it is.  I mean, I remember when [Mr. I, new principal] came 

in, I was very excited as I always am with a new principal at a new school.  Here's 

somebody that might make a difference, that, you know, might change things, or 

try to change things, or whatever. 

 

Participant ten described feelings of disappointment when expectations for the new 

principal were not met.  He felt the principal was responsible for driving the academic 

tenor of the school and making the policies come alive as opposed to being checked for 
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compliance.  Thus, he expected longitudinal policy deployment coordinated by the 

principal.  Instead, he noted a lack of follow through regarding some building level 

policies like WICOR, AVID, SLCs, and Advanced Placement classes. 

P10:  There were no follow-up meetings on how's your fourth floor doing, or 

whatever.  

I:  There was no money? 

P10:  There was no money. 

I:  I had to buy certificates and then trying to get the reimbursement.  

P10:  Right, there was no money. There was nothing, it was another joke. I mean, 

I understand that this is a thankless task for a Principal, but you know. 

 

He noted that he alerted the principal to school climate issues such as the pizza deliveries 

through the side doors, students wandering the halls, students loitering in bathrooms for 

extended periods of time, and students reacting physically and aggressively to teachers 

when they were questioned; yet, there seemed to be nothing done.  He reasoned academic 

programming flourished in buildings with academic climates, which were in part 

correlated to maintenance of civility and discipline.  So, he sought principal leadership on 

these issues as well. 

 Participant ten speculated at the nuances of district policy dynamics and principal 

discretion but felt the principal equivocated on policy issues that were squarely within his 

purview such as assigning consequences for the aforementioned misconduct.  He 

recounted an incident where two students loitered in the men's staff bathroom: 

P10:  You know what, there were two guys in the men's [staff] bathroom, two 

kids in the men's bathroom and I told them to get out, and they told me to F 

myself." 
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The boys left after multiple prompts but held the door shut when they egressed so that 

participant ten could not exit the men's lavatory.  A School Police Officer happened to be 

in the vicinity: 

P10:  And the cop steps in, and then I went to [the principal], and he doesn't 

suspend anybody.  "You antagonized them."  What are they doing in the men's 

bathroom? [rhetorical]  And, how did they get in there, because it's locked. 
 

The principal held participant ten accountable for the altercation which did not meet the 

teacher's expectancy for administrative response.  This might not have been an issue if 

participant ten felt this leadership style engendered student success and promoted an 

academic climate.  For him, there was evidence that it did not.  In contrast, he and others 

noted multiple accounts about the previous principal where misbehavior was not 

tolerated.  They perceived a more academic climate, mitigating circumstances 

notwithstanding.  Participant ten summed up, "Well, [the last principal] ran a tight ship."  

 Participant ten acknowledged the new principal had a "thankless job" but he 

expected him to move beyond "checking off a box" and instead process feedback from 

teachers as well as the situation at large in order to inform an assertive stand regarding 

district policy directives and school based policies. 

 Participants three, eight, and ten were aware of the circumstances.  "Right, there 

was no money.  There was nothing." (Participant Ten).  But, they compared this 

principal's situation to others they had worked under, informing their perceptions that the 

fall of 2013 could have been executed better; even with the ubiquitous turbulence. 

 This study indicated the lack of supports and chaos in the building compromised 

the capacity of the principal to deliver on these expectations; however, this did not allay 
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teacher participants' critiques.  Participant four noted that the principal seemed, "A little 

out of his element," and this captured the sentiment of teachers who perceived him as the 

chief mediator of the policy environment.  They felt it was a difficult fall; but, their 

expectations of their school leader were high. 

 

 Finding 3:  Federal Government as Primary Turbulence Mediator 

 

Table 14  

 

Federal Government as Primary 

Turbulence Mediator 

Participant 

Number 

Predominantly 

Described Federal 

Government 

1   

2  

3  

4  

5  

6 x 

7  

8  

9  

10  

 

 Participant six strongly felt the principal had no discretion during the fall of 2013 

regarding policy implementation, instead citing the federal government as the sole 

mediator of the policy environment.  She linked school policy to federal economic 

incentives. 

Interviewer:  Who do you think, if you would give some percentage, who do you 

think drove a lot of the policies? Do you think it's federal, state, district, or the 

principal?  If you relate that, it's 25%, 50- 

Participant Six:  The principal ain't got nothing to do with none of that. None. 
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Interviewer:  You're gonna give him... 

Participant Six:  He gets zero. 

Interviewer:  Zero percent? 

Participant Six:  He don't get zip. He drives nothing. 

Interviewer:  That leaves federal, state, district ... 

Participant Six:  I think a lot of it is federal because federal puts out the money, 

the dollars and the cents. The state then says if I can't get the money from the 

federal government, then I can't operate. If the state then says to the city, "Oh, 

well. We need you to do x, y, and z, so we can get the money from them and you 

can get the money from us." 

 

Her position was not unwarranted.  NCLB funds were tied to all policies driving change 

both in Philadelphia and coast-to-coast since 2002.  Nationwide, the legislation disbursed 

(a) $13,500,000,000 for fiscal year 2002; (b) $16,000,000,000 for fiscal year 2003; (c) 

$18,500,000,000 for fiscal year 2004; (d) $20,500,000,000 for fiscal year 2005; (e) 

$22,750,000,000 for fiscal year 2006; and (f) $25,000,000,000 for fiscal year 2007 

(NCLB, 2002, Sec.1002).  These sums were allotted for but one part of NCLB: Title I, 

Part A, Improving Basic Programs Operated by Local Educational Agencies.  Title I 

contained more parts. For example, there was also $900,000,000 for the Reading First 

Program for 2002 through 2007; $75,000,000 for Early Reading First for 2002 and "such 

sums as may be necessary for the five succeeding years"; $260,000,000 for Even Start for 

2002 and "such sums as may be necessary for the five succeeding years", and many more 

such million and billion dollar allocations (NCLB, 2002, Section 1002).  Some had no 

definitive amount assigned, such as Comprehensive School Reform, opting instead for 

the discretionary language "authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be 

necessary" (NCLB, 2002).  Moreover, there were nine more titles in the law, each with 

multiple parts and each with funding similar as that for Title 1.  For example, Title 2 Part 

A, Teacher and Principal Training and Recruiting Fund, had $3,175,000,000 earmarked 
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for fiscal year 2002 and "such sums as may be necessary" for each of the 5 succeeding 

fiscal years.  The financial inducements connected to NCLB were substantial. 

School Improvement Grants, Section 1002 (i), were embedded in original NCLB 

legislation under Title 1 and "appropriated $500,000,000 for fiscal year 2002 and such 

sums as may be necessary for each of the 5 succeeding fiscal years."  President Obama 

reissued this funding under Title 1, Section 1003, in 2009.  Under the original 2002 

NCLB (2002) legislation, states were required to apply and demonstrate "how the State 

educational agency will allocate such funds in order to assist the State educational agency 

and local educational agencies in complying with school improvement, corrective action, 

and restructuring requirements of section 1116."  The SIG funds granted $50,000 to 

$500,000 per school.  There were some changes with Obama's reissuance. 

With the passage of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 

(ARRA), the SIG program underwent three major shifts. First, ARRA boosted 

total SIG funding in fiscal year 2009 to approximately 6.5 times the original 2009 

appropriation through Title I, section 1003(g) of the Elementary and Secondary 

Education Act (ESEA). SIG funds were distributed to states by formula based on 

each state’s Title I share. States then had to competitively make SIG awards to 

districts with eligible schools. Second, ARRA targeted funds at only the very 

worst schools—those that were in the bottom 5 percent of performance and had 

been low performing for an extended period of time. Third, schools receiving SIG 

were now required to implement one of four prescriptive intervention models 

believed to be more aggressive and comprehensive than those generally adopted 

under prior policies.  (Le Floch et al., 2016, p. iii) 

 

Federal support for Philadelphia schools may not have been substantial, but it was critical 

and drove policy implementation.  For example, in Fiscal Year 2010, the SDP had total 

revenues of $2.9 billion benefitting substantially from Federal Stimulus funding from 

ARRA of 2009.  The state cut their basic educational funding for fiscal year 2010 but this 

was offset by a $119.8 million pass through of Federal Stimulus State Fiscal Stabilization 
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funds through the State department of education.  A review of the 2009 through 2014 

Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports (CAFR) for the School District of Philadelphia 

showed that most funding came from the state.  This was expected in lieu of 

constitutional separation of powers: states are responsible for public education as it is not 

mentioned in the federal Constitution.  

 
 

Table 15  

 

Major Sources of Revenue for School District of Philadelphia 2009 – 2014 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
State grants 

& subsidies 

 

55% 50.7% 49.8% 49.4% 50.2% 51.9% 

Local taxes 

& non-tax 

revenue 

 

34% 29.9% 28.7% 34.3% 35.3% 38.9% 

Recurring 

federal 

grants & 

subsidy 

 

11% 12.9% 9.5% 16.3% 14.5% 9.2% 

Federal 

stimulus 

grants & 

State pass 

through 

 

 6.5% 12.0% 

included 

in the 

16.3% 

above 

  

General 

Fund Total 

Revenue 

2.132 

billion  

2.196 

billion 

2.253 

billion 

2.707 

billion 

2.206 

billion 

2.334 

billion 

(Blender, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014) 

 

Constitutional considerations aside, the revenue amounts belied the reality of participant 

six's impression that federal funding maintained a strong influence on policy 

implementation.  It did.  For example, the funds to implement the state's Act 82 Educator 

Effectiveness in Philadelphia from 2012 to 2015 came from federal RTTT funds, not the 
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state (Jack, Stratos & Wolford, 2014).  In another example, the following excerpt from 

the 2011 CAFR detailed the allocation of federal funding and its policy affiliation: 

In the Spring of 2011, the School District announced that absent corrective action, 

it was facing a projected $629 million budget gap in Fiscal Year 2012 in both its 

Operating Budget and Categorical Budget due to the following factors: (1) the 

anticipated elimination of: (a) $122.0 million of Federal State and Fiscal 

Stabilization Funds provided to the School District through the State; (b) $71.0 

million of Federal Education Jobs Funds provided to the School District through 

the State; and (c) $116.0 million in directly-received Federal Stimulus funds; (2) a 

net reduction of $100.0 million in State appropriations..." (Blender, 2011, p. 57) 

 

In years without additional stimulus such as RTTT, federal funds averaged just about 

10% of the budget; however, in the stimulus years of 2010 - 2012, they reached as high 

as 20%.  Participant six' perception regarding 2013 was correct: the federal government 

was an important source of funding in the run up to that time and, accordingly, it played 

an outsized role as an inducement for state and district policy implementation.  More 

importantly, it was NCLB funding beginning in 2002 predicated on charter school choice 

options for students that created the overcapacity issue in 2013 forcing the closure of 

Philadelphia public schools due to overcapacity (Blender, 2013, p. 28).  Viewed 

longitudinally, this one policy inducement stretching back over 10 years had massive 

implications.   

 

Table 16  

 

Federal Government Revenue Percentage of School District of Philadelphia Total 

Revenue 
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% 

11
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% 
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9% 7.7

% 

8.8
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(Blender, 2009, Table 5; Blender, 2017, Table 5) 
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Conclusion 

 Teacher accounts of the fall of 2013 captured the experience of a myriad of policy 

initiatives.  The findings related to research question one (trauma, chaos, policy fidelity 

versus compliance) demonstrated the emotional strength of policies of that time, while 

the findings for research question two (district, principal, federal government as policy 

mediators) shed light on teachers' perceptions of agency for policy implementation, 

perceptions of policy efficacy, and perceptions of stability.  In order to analyze the 

findings and construct a turbulence gauge in Chapter 5, the findings were bracketed.  This 

provided an opportunity to evaluate findings cogently.  Afterwards, a final calibration of 

turbulence was rendered based on bracketed data and a comprehensive re-consideration 

of the context. 
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CHAPTER 5     

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

FURTHER STUDY 

 

Table 17 

 

Research Question One: Summary of Table of Findings 

 Finding 1: Trauma Finding 2: Chaos 

Finding 3: 

Policy 

Implementation 

as Compliance 

Partici-

pant 

Num-

ber 

Teacher 

Percep-

tions of 

Loss of 

Comm-

unity or 

Lack of 

Comm-

unity 

Teacher 

Percep-

tions of 

Lack-

ing 

Student 

Support 

Teacher 

Percep-

tions of 

Lack-

ing 

Teacher 

Support 

Teacher 

Percep-

tions of 

Fire 

Alarms 

Teacher 

Percep-

tions of 

Vio-

lence 

Teacher 

Percep-

tions of 

Hall 

Walk-

ing 

Teacher 

Percep-

tions of 

Subtle 

Mis- 

Con-

duct 

Teacher 

Percep-

tions of 

Com-

pliance 

Teacher 

Percep-

tions of 

Fidelity 

1 x x  x x x  x  

2 x x x x x   x  

3 x  x x x   x  

4 x  x x x x  x  

5   x x    x x 

6 x x  x x x  x  

7 x  x x x  x x  

8 x  x x x x  x  

9 x x  x x  x x  

10 x   x  x x x  
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Table 18 

  

Research Questions Two: Summary Table of Findings 

 

Finding 1:  District 

as Primary 

Turbulence 

Mediator 

Finding 2:  

Principal as 

Primary Turbulence 

Mediator 

Finding 3:  Federal 

Government as 

Primary 

Turbulence 

Mediator 

Partici-

pant 

Num-

ber 

Predominantly 

Described District 

Predominantly 

Described Principal 

Predominantly 

Described Federal 

Government 

1 x    

2 x   

3  x  

4 x   

5 x   

6   x 

7 x   

8  x  

9 x   

10  x  

Introduction 

 Clemons and McBeth define policy implementation as an organized activity 

directed toward operationalizing an adopted policy by a bureaucracy (2009).  Policy can 

be analyzed from the macro perspective or the micro perspective, from formal 

implementers (administrative positionality) to policy actors (teacher positionality).  The 

ensuing discussion of findings frames the data in lieu of this definition and the experience 

of implementation through policy actor positionality.  A brief review of the context of the 

fall of 2013 as well as study methods and findings are presented.  Study findings are 
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discussed and framed in three turbulence gauges.  The third turbulence gauge assigns a 

final calibration for turbulence in AHHS for the fall of 2013. 

 The conclusion revisits research cited in the literature review and places the 

findings of this study within that body of knowledge.  Recommendations are made for the 

SDP to guide future school mergers. The Every Student Succeeds Act, passed in 

December 2015 and enacted in Pennsylvania in 2018, is compared to NCLB to forecast 

policy implementation and potential turbulence (Devos, 2018).  Lastly, recommendations 

are made for future areas of study within turbulence theory and policy implementation. 

 In the fall of 2013, teachers in the School District of Philadelphia reported to 

work expected to deliver instruction in the midst of policy forces from four strata of 

school governance: federal, state, local, and school.  Local contextual factors enhanced or 

diminished the destabilizing impacts of the various forces. 

 Due to federal policy forces, teachers were under pressure to meet and exceed 

NCLB requirements or else face school take over, shut down, or reconstitution.  Since the 

inception of NCLB in 2002, this policy was one of the forces driving a pupil exodus out 

of Philadelphia schools because NCLB tied federal funding to the creation of school 

choice options.  To some extent, this drove the state of Pennsylvania and the School 

District of Philadelphia to sanction more charter schools as options for students, thereby 

creating a condition of underutilized building capacity in Philadelphia public schools.  

Additionally, NCLB mandated yearly testing.  RTTT and SIG funds added inducements 

to NCLB policy forces reinforcing essentialist-market policy reactions: school choice, 

school reconstitution, and annual testing.    
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 Partially bowing to pressure from NCLB and partially due to state stakeholders, 

Pennsylvania issued Act 82 in 2012 to bring strong accountability measures to bear on 

teachers.  This ushered in a system of electronically linking students' performances to 

their teachers.  Additionally in 2012, a new protocol called the Danielson Framework was 

adopted by the state to be used as the metric for generating teacher ratings that would be 

inputted into the Pennsylvania Value Added Assessment System, an integral part of Act 

82. 

 The School District of Philadelphia released its superintendent in 2011, appointed 

an interim recovery officer, endorsed a report by a consultancy group to transform the 

district, and appointed a new superintendent in 2012.  The district closed six schools in 

2012 and another twenty-four in the spring of 2013.  Teachers were merged into the 

remaining 202 schools, with students merged into dozens of schools, or, transferring to 

charter schools.  Amidst leadership and facilities turbulence, the district experienced 

acute financial pressures in 2013 with an estimated $1.35 billion deficit.  On July 1, 2013, 

the district laid off 3,783 employees, including but not limited to: 676 teachers, 283 

counselors, 127 assistant principals, and 1,202 aides who monitored lunchrooms and play 

grounds (Strauss, 2013).  This accounted for approximately twenty percent of the 

workforce district wide (Zuylen-Wood, 2013).  The Philadelphia Notebook, a local 

newspaper dedicated to public education, started a forty-day series in the summer of 2013 

dubbed "Countdown to Calamity".  The public wondered if schools would open. 

 At the school level, principals worked to harmonize policy forces from each level 

of governance and implement initiatives unique to their circumstances.  At AHHS, this 
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translated to a myriad of policy implementation: managing school mergers, managing 

new teacher rating systems, working without a full time nurse, cohorting students by 

Small Learning Communities, adoption of AVID-WICOR instructional strategies, use of 

Restorative Practices, implementation of Student Learning Objectives, the 

implementation of the Educator Effectiveness protocol, administration of Keystone 

Exams, and the use of Response to Instruction and Intervention tracking software. 

 This study examined teacher experiences of the fall of 2013.  It shed light on the 

dynamics of one typical Philadelphia comprehensive public high school at the apogee of 

cascading policy forces and teachers' perceptions as the policy intermediaries for this 

time.  

Restatement of the Problem 

 Literature addressed the policy landscape, programmatic changes, financial 

impacts, and staffing issues in the age of accountability (McGuinn, 2006; Normore, 

2003).  Additionally, research on teacher perceptions of change was robust (Allen & 

Penuel, 2014; Bristo, 2010; Byrd-Blake et. al, 2010; Gosnell-Lamb, 2012; Mitchell & 

Shoho, 2016; Nunnery, Ross, & Bol, 2008; Olsen & Kirtman, 2002).  There was a gap in 

the body of research that examined urban teacher perceptions of organizational 

instability, or turbulence, as the intermediaries for NCLB era federal policy 

implementation. Further, there was a gap in the research addressing the cascading effects 

of federal, state, and local policy implementation on teachers at the apex of the NCLB 

deployment (Bjorkedal, 2009; Gross, 2014a; Mitra & Gross, 2009; Wieler, 2009).  The 
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issues were twofold: (a) policy forces at every level of governance cascaded upon each 

other, and, (b) NCLB ushered in an era where demands for accountability increased the 

pace of policy implementation.  The problem was that the impact on teachers operating in 

this up-tempo, essentialist-market environment was unclear.  How did this environment 

affect the will and capacity of teachers to perform professional duties?  Did it create 

circumstances where the environment manufactured by the policies contraindicated for 

the execution of the policies?  How did teachers perceive instability and to what extent 

did they link it to governance levels above them?  

 Examined individually, in silos, policy implementation is easily lauded or 

disparaged.  By isolating variables and stripping policy intermediaries of their context, 

policy makers rationalize their courses of action.  While this provides efficiency and 

simplified logic models, it omits substantial consideration of the twin pillars of policy 

implementation: will and capacity.  Turbulence theory provided a theoretical framework 

to mitigate this silo thinking.  By addressing teacher positionality and perceptions of 

stability versus instability, it provided insight into the cascading effects among policy 

forces and their emotional strength.  Thus, the study shed light on the teacher experience 

of NCLB at its crescendo within local policy and school contexts which were, to some 

extent, manufactured by NCLB. 

Review of Methodology 

 This study purposefully chose a qualitative approach seeking to gather data 

regarding the teacher experiences of a historic time in the School District of Philadelphia.  
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The aim was to elicit understanding and meaning of shared teacher experiences 

(Merriam, 1998).  Moreover, the goal was to provide a rich text regarding their 

perceptions of policy implementation in the fall of 2013.  

 Interviews, observations, and document analysis provided data sets for coding and 

categorizing according to factors, themes, and variables (Merriam, 1998).  The researcher 

was not seeking to construct a theory but rather to “inductively build” (Merriam, 1998, p. 

45) concepts thus indicating for the basic qualitative approach.   

 A qualitative, single site, multi subject, Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis 

(IPA) focused on the experiences of participants (Van der Mescht, 2004; Smith, Flowers, 

& Larkin, 2009).  Primary and secondary source research was used to establish the 

context of the fall of 2013 (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2003). 

 Criteria to select interview participants were: (a) they taught at Alexander 

Hamilton HS in the fall of 2013, (b) subjects taught, (c) age, (d) gender, and (e) race.  

This basic demographic data allowed for a purposeful selection process.  "Purposeful 

selection" (Maxwell, 2005, p. 89) captured the heterogeneity of teachers experiencing the 

phenomenon as opposed to an average subset.  The research used maximum variation 

sampling to select participants because this method provides diversity in small samples.   

The heterogeneity was a strength as it offered credibility while cross-checking witness 

accounts.  It also created space to purposefully seek disconfirming instances of a 

phenomenon among diverse participants as a method of bolstering validity (Merriam, 

1998; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Patton, 1990). 
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 The IPA suggested between four and ten participants (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 

2009).  Accordingly, ten teachers were interviewed (n=10), their interviews coded, and 

emergent themes mapped.  Primary documents corroborated interview data and a 

turbulence gauge was constructed representing AHHS in the fall of 2013. 

Summary of Findings 

 There were many policy initiatives in the School District of Philadelphia during 

the fall of 2013 resulting from policy forces from different levels of school governance.  

This study examined the experiences of ten teachers in one comprehensive high school 

who lived this policy environment.  Teachers' perceptions of this time were analyzed and 

disaggregated according to the research questions.  Regarding question one, teacher 

interviews indicated for perceptions of trauma, chaos, and tensions between policy 

compliance and fidelity.  Regarding question two, the majority of teachers perceived 

district and school based decision making as primary mediators of policy turbulence with 

only one teacher linking it to federal policy.  Tables 16 and 17 presented at the outset of 

the Chapter 5 display the results. 

Summary of Research Question 1 Findings 

Finding 1: Trauma 

 Teachers used passionate language, communicated frustration, and intermittently 

exhibited emotional upset while recalling the fall of 2013.  The finding of trauma was 

evidenced by perceptions of loss of community or lack of community, and, a lack of 

either student or teacher supports.  Nine out of ten teachers provided evidence for loss of 
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community and lack of community.  Participant five was the outlier.  Nine out of ten 

teachers provided evidence for lacking either teacher supports or student supports.  Six 

out of these nine spoke about a lack of supports for themselves and their peers while four 

out of these nine spoke about a lack of supports for students.  The trauma was rooted in 

the emotional force of the Right Sizing Policy which dismantled school communities and 

did not provide the commensurate supports to students and teachers to manage the 

dynamics of the situation.  Almost fifty percent of the staff were new to AHHS for that 

fall, amplifying the impact of the other factors. 

Finding 2: Chaos  

 School wide chaos presented as fire alarm pulling, violence, hall walking, and 

subtle disruptive student behaviors such as a drug trade and pizza delivery.  All 

participants corroborated the fire alarm pulling phenomenon.  Eight of ten participants 

corroborated violence and provided examples specific to the fall of 2013.  Five 

participants described hall walking and three out of ten corroborated pizza delivery or a 

drug trade.  The etiology of the chaos was attributed to the emotional forces of trauma as 

well as the rapid growth of the school, the heterogeneity of the student population 

(immigrants, socio-economics, balkanized student body with pre-existing neighborhood 

rivalries), shifts in district discipline policy, lack of support personnel, lack of operational 

radios, and lack of School Police.   

Finding 3: Policy Implementation as Compliance 

 Teachers complied with policy demands but nine of ten were unable to execute 

them with the expected fidelity.  Teachers felt there was little to no "follow up" for policy 
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implementation but for teacher accountability checks and reports.  Thus, policies became 

compliance tasks and accountability metrics for teachers, particularly RTII.  Teachers 

were motivated to implement policies with high fidelity in September, but their will and 

capacity ebbed by December due to the trauma, violence, and perception of an inspection 

regime.  Teachers and district administrators needed to "check off a box" [unable to 

provide meaningful] "follow up" (Participant ten). 

Summary of Research Question 2 Findings 

Finding 1:  District as Primary Turbulence Mediator  

 Six of ten teachers perceived the district as the mediator of policy 

implementation.  They felt the district passed down policy directives with the school 

principal and assistant principal serving as accountability managers.  Teachers referenced 

school closings, the teachers' contract detente of 2013, increased disciplinary procedures, 

and mandating of minor classroom matters, such as posting daily lesson agendas in 

specific formats as evidence that the district had authority over all policy issues, from 

macro to micro.  Teachers recognized that the district played the critical mediating role as 

a pass-through entity for federal and state policies, but, also noted that it exercised 

substantial discretion to "implement whatever" it wanted (Participant five). 

Finding 2:  Principal as Primary Turbulence Mediator 

 Three out of ten teachers perceived the principal's leadership and building level 

decision-making as the primary mediators of school level turbulence.  They attributed 

this to his lack of relationships with students, lack of capacity due to chaos and violence, 

lack of longitudinal policy "follow through", and lack of specificity for policy 
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deliverables.  Policies referenced were PVAAS, AVID, WICOR, Advanced Placement 

classes, Restorative Practices, and school climate.  They felt he functioned primarily as a 

policy manager. 

 

Finding 3: Federal Government as Primary Turbulence Mediator 

 One participant out of ten linked policy implementations to federal government 

directives, citing the economic inducements provided.  Between 2009 through 2014, the 

district share of federal funds ranged from 9% to close to 20%.  For the years 2010, 2011, 

and 2012, they were particularly important to offset cuts in state subsidies and unforeseen 

district costs such as increased contribution rates to pension funds.  The federal funds and 

state-pass through funds capitalized district RTTT and SIG initiatives.  The state's Act 82 

Educator Effectiveness policy was buoyed substantially in Philadelphia due to federal 

funds.  Also, the shifts in every aspect of instruction and teacher preparation was driven 

by NCLB since 2002, lending credence to this teacher's perception that the federal 

government was the foremost mediator of policy turbulence. 

Conclusion for the Summary of Findings 

 Regarding research question one, nine of ten teachers' experiences of policy 

implementation in the fall of 2013 were chaotic and violent, yet compliant.  They did not 

employ the term "effective" to describe their perceptions, nor did they frame policy 

implementation in terms that could be deemed similar to efficacy; such as productive, 

adept, or well organized.  Furthermore, their descriptions of that time did not provide 

evidence for the abstraction of a theme of positive policy turbulence.  The turbulence did 
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not lead to growth or positive change in AHHS.  On the contrary, the instability of that 

time indicated for negative cascading turbulence that amplified itself in a positive 

feedback loop.   

 One teacher out of ten described a perception of an effective policy environment 

and some aspects of turbulence as positive forces, for example the RTII initiative.  This 

participant's perception of policy implementation was largely mediated by his personal 

ethic and grit and not the quality of policy deployment. 

 Regarding research question two, teachers largely connected turbulence at the 

school to the district level and to the principal, with one outlying participant assigning the 

primary mediating role to the federal government.  Findings supported district and policy 

leadership as compliance and accountability managers supporting essentialist-market 

initiatives, as opposed to ethical leaders considering contextual factors affecting policy 

deployment.      

 The largest source of disruption, or turbulence, in AHHS was The Facilities 

Master Plan.  This policy created an environment which impacted teacher positionality 

severely and did not provide the commensurate supports to match teacher and student 

needs.  The findings indicated for policy cascading and amplification, positive feedback 

loops, and low fidelity regarding implementation of the following policies: PVAAS, 

AVID, WICOR, SLC, The Facilities Master Plan, RTII, Restorative Practices, SWBAT-

IOT.  Assessed individually, policies rendered light to moderate turbulence; however, 
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viewed collectively, they cascaded on one another amplifying each other's' destabilizing 

impact.   

Results vis-a-vis Turbulence Gauge 

 A turbulence gauge was constructed with primary guidance from the work in 

Promises Kept: Sustaining School and District Leadership in a Turbulent Era (Gross, 

2004).  Although Gross and other researchers published works more recently, this book 

and its case studies were particularly salient.  The dynamics at AHHS and within the SDP 

during the fall of 2013 paralleled those presented in Promises Kept.  In the book, Gross 

(2004) constructed turbulence gauges across four domains providing exemplars and cases 

for each:  Leadership Challenge, Challenges of Rapid Growth and Rising Expectations, 

The Challenge of Integrating Teachers, Students, and Communities, and an External 

Upheavals Challenges.  Each domain provided descriptors indicating for differing 

turbulence levels.   

 An initial turbulence gauge for AHHS for the fall of 2013 was constructed by 

applying the four domains and calibrating evidence of disruption provided through 

interviews and archival sources to construct a matrix cross referencing the abstracted 

themes from the current research with the relevant scenarios and exemplars in Promises 

Kept.  This provided a logical, credible process for construction of the turbulence gauge 

for AHHS.  

 Adapted versions of four turbulence gauges from Promises Kept (Gross, 2004) are 

presented below (Tables 19 through 22).  Table 23 presents a turbulence gauge for AHHS 
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for the fall of 2013 cross referenced with indicators from Promises Kept.  Table 24 

presents an abridged version of Table 23. 

Table 19  

 

Leadership Challenge 

Degree of Turbulence General Definition Relevant Scenario 

Light 

Associated with ongoing issues 

 

Little to no disruption to the 

normal work environment 

 

Subtle signs of stress 

The highly regarded leader is 

so important to the reform 

effort that it seems impossible 

for that person to leave 

without some disruption, 

especially in the early years of 

reform. 

Moderate 
Widespread awareness of the 

issue and its specific origins 

The transition is not a surprise 

and has been planned for 

through a lot of dialogue at 

many levels.  people inside 

and beyond the school seem 

comfortable with the 

succession plan. 

Severe 

 

Possibility of large-scale 

community demonstrations 

 

A sense of crisis 

The school has had surprise 

changes in leadership at 

awkward times.  There is no 

agreed upon plan in place to 

deal with succession, and 

people are nervous that the 

next leader may not 

understand or fully support the 

reform program. 

Extreme 

 

Structural damage to the school's 

reform 

 

Collapse of the reform seems 

likely 

 

The leader is leaving.  There is 

a sense that his departure 

marks the end of the reform 

program. 

Note. Adapted from “Promises Kept: Sustaining School and District Leadership 

in a Turbulent Era“, by Gross, S., 2004, p. 2, Alexandria, VA: ASCD. 
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Table 20 

 

The Challenges of Rapid Growth and Rising Expectations 

Degree of Turbulence General Definition Relevant Scenario 

Light 

Associated with ongoing issues 

 

Little to no disruption to the 

normal work environment 

 

Subtle signs of stress 

Time goes on, but no new 

expectations for enhanced 

academic performance are 

placed on the school, which 

remains the same size as when 

the reforms were initiated.  A 

consensus exists on most key 

questions. 

Moderate 
Widespread awareness of the 

issue and its specific origins 

New academic performance 

goals are set that are in 

harmony with the mission, 

which most still agree with.   

 

The school is growing 

reflecting a need to equal 

others in the district. There is 
no serious dislocation in the 

near future, and most teachers 

are still very involved in 

reform. 

Severe 

Possibility of large-scale 

community demonstrations 

 

A sense of crisis 

New goals do not match the 

old mission very well, yet are 

rising faster than most feel is 

reasonable. The school's 

growth is getting out of 

control. Many staff members 

are leaving, and participation 

in shared governance seems to 

be losing support. 

Extreme 

Structural damage to the school's 

reform 

 

Collapse of the reform seems 

likely 

Expectations for success far 

outstrip any reasonable 

possibilities. The student 

population has risen so 

dramatically that the nature of 

the school has changed and 

become very unfamiliar to the 

staff.  

Note. Adapted from “Promises Kept: Sustaining School and District Leadership 

in a Turbulent Era“, by Gross, S., 2004, p. 36, Alexandria, VA: ASCD. 
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Table 21  

 

The Challenge of Integrating Teachers, Students, and Communities 

Degree of Turbulence General Definition Relevant Scenario 

Light 

Associated with ongoing 

issues 

 

Little to no disruption to the 

normal work environment 

 

Subtle signs of stress 

There is little faculty turnover and 

predictable student turnover.  

New teachers and students find a 

welcome home after a careful 

selection processes and are 

systematically guided through the 

culture of the school. Similar 

processes are in place for new 

families. Advanced teacher-

learners supporrted strategically. 

Moderate 
Widespread awareness of the 
issue and its specific origins 

There is continuing faculty 

turnover and larger than expected 

student growth and there are 

many new faces among the staff. 

New teachers are welcomed but 

no agreed-upon processes exist to 
help them add to and blend with 

the school's culture. Staff 

members, students, and parents 

receive a handbook but little 

more. 

Severe 

Possibility of large-scale 

community demonstrations 

 

A sense of crisis 

There are erratic swings in 

turnover. Disenchanted senior 

staff are ready to leave. There is a 

generational turnover in faculty 

and staff. Some superficial 

screening of new arrivals occurs, 

but little is assured. A rift 

between old and new faculty is 

emerging. Whole new grade 

levels may be taken on by the 

school with little or no input from 

families or staff. 

Extreme 

Structural damage to the 

school's reform 

 

Collapse of the reform seems 

likely 

New teachers seem to appear with 

no appreciation of the school and 

its reform program; they are 

isolated and left to sink or swim. 

Only superficial awareness is 

given to new students, and 

families are not recognized.  

Veteran teachers are taken for 

granted and given no financial or 

structural professional 

development support. 

Note. Adapted from “Promises Kept: Sustaining School and District Leadership 

in a Turbulent Era“, by Gross, S., 2004, p. 72, Alexandria, VA: ASCD. 
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Table 22  

 

External Upheavals Challenge 

Degree of Turbulence General Definition Relevant Scenario 

Light 

Associated with ongoing 

issues 

 

Little to no disruption to the 

normal work environment 

 

Subtle signs of stress 

Strong alliances with the district 

support continued reform efforts.  

State and federal programs 

encourage current efforts and 

require only a straightforward 

continuation of past work. 

Moderate 
Widespread awareness of the 

issue and its specific origins 

The central office is being 

pressured to move away from 

earlier supports of the school 

reform.  Serious curriculum 

mapping is conducted to try to 

keep the school's program aligned 

to state and federal mandates. A 

great deal of continuing work will 

be required, sapping resources 

and energy. 

Severe 

 

Possibility of large-scale 

community demonstrations 

 

A sense of crisis 

A chief ally in the central office 

may have been replaced with an 

unsympathetic character. State 

and federal legislation seems 

poised to cause serious damage to 

some key elements of the school's 

reform. 

Extreme 

 

Structural damage to the 

school's reform 

 

Collapse of the reform seems 

likely 

Change in central office mean the 

district is now hostile to school 

reform efforts.  State and federal 

requirements threaten almost all 

previous work. The school may 

have been placed on a list of 

underperforming sites. 

Note. Adapted from “Promises Kept: Sustaining School and District Leadership 

in a Turbulent Era“, by Gross, S., 2004, p. 112, Alexandria, VA: ASCD. 
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Table 23  

 

AHHS Turbulence Gauge for the Fall of 2013 Cross Referenced with Indicators 

from Promises Kept 
 Turbulence Domains from Promises Kept  

Turbulence 

Level 

Turbulence 

Indicators 
Leadership 

Rapid 

Growth 

& 

Rising 

Expectat

ions 

Integrating 

Teachers, 

Students, 

Communities 

External 

Upheavals 

Fall of 

2013 

Findings 

Light Ongoing 

issues; 

Little to no 

disruption; 

Subtle 

The highly 

regarded 

leader is so 

important 

to the 

reform 

effort that 

it seems 

impossible 

for that 

person to 

leave 

without 

some 

disruption. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strong 

alliances with 

the district 

support 

continued 

reform efforts.  

State and 

federal 

programs 

encourage 

current efforts 

and require 

only a 

straightforwar

d continuation 

of past work. 

Principal 

as Primary 

Turbulenc

e 

Mediator 

 

 

 

 

Federal 

Governme

nt as 

Primary 

Turbulenc

e 

Mediator 

 

 

 

Policy 

Implement

ation as 

Complian

ce 

 

 

Moderate Wide-

spread 

awareness; 

Specific 

Origins 

The 

transition is 

not a 

surprise, 

and has 

been 

planned for 

through a 

lot of 

dialogue at 

many 

levels.  

 

   District as 

Primary 

Turbulenc

e 

Mediator 
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Table 23 continued 
 Turbulence Domains from Promises Kept  

Turbulence 

Level 

Turbulence 

Indicators 
Leadership 

Rapid 

Growth 

& 

Rising 

Expectat

ions 

Integrating 

Teachers, 

Students, 

Communities 

External 

Upheavals 

Fall of 

2013 

Findings 

Severe Sense of 

crisis 

  There is a 

generational 

turnover in 

faculty and 

staff. Some 

superficial 

screening of 

new arrivals 

occurs, but 

little is 

assured. 

 Trauma 

 

Extreme Structural 

damage to 

initiative & 

collapse 

seems 

likely 

 Expectat

ions for 

success 

far 

outstrip 

any 

reasonab

le 

possibili

ties. The 

student 

populati

on has 

risen so 

dramatic

ally that 

the 

nature of 

the 

school 

has 

changed 

and 

become 

very 

unfamili

ar to the 

staff. 

  Chaos 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. Adapted from “Promises Kept: Sustaining School and District Leadership in 

a Turbulent Era“, by Gross, S., 2004, Alexandria, VA: ASCD. 
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Table 24  

 

Abridged Format of AHHS Turbulence Gauge for the Fall of 2013 Cross 

Referenced with Indicators from Promises Kept 

Turbu-

lence 

Level 

Leader-

ship 

Rapid 

Grow-

th & 

Rising 

Expect

ations 

Integrating 

Teachers, 

Students, 

Commu-

nities 

External 

Upheavals 

Fall of 2013 

Findings 

Light x    
Principal as Primary 

Turbulence Mediator 

    x 

Federal Government 

as Primary 

Turbulence Mediator 

    x 

Policy 

Implementation as 

Compliance 

Moder-

ate 
 x   

District as Primary 

Turbulence Mediator 

Severe   x  Trauma 

Extreme  x   Chaos 

Note. Adapted from “Promises Kept: Sustaining School and District Leadership in 

a Turbulent Era“, by Gross, S., 2004, Alexandria, VA: ASCD. 

 

 Descriptions of the findings (a) principal as primary turbulence mediator, (b) 

federal government as primary turbulence mediator, (c) and policy implementation as 

compliance approximated samples of light turbulence.  The finding of principal as 

primary turbulence mediator correlated with light turbulence within the domain of 

Leadership Issues (Gross, 2004).  Findings of federal government as primary turbulence 

mediator and policy implementation as compliance were associated with light turbulence 

within the domain of External Upheavals (Gross, 2004). 
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 The principal of AHHS was in his second year in the fall of 2013, having assumed 

the mantle from a respected leader.  The new principal assumed the leadership of 

essentially an entirely new school due to the merging of three student bodies and close to 

50% new staff.  So, although the district demonstrated succession planning regarding the 

transition of leadership at AHHS, its effects were muted due to the school closings and 

mergers.  The classification of the finding of principal as primary turbulence mediator as 

light turbulence was established by correlating the interview data with indicators of "little 

disruption" [and] "ongoing issues" (Gross, 2004, p. 2) within the Leadership Domain.  

The outgoing principal was "highly regarded" (Gross, 2004, p. 2) and participants three, 

eight, and ten provided evidence for instability based on the new principal's decision-

making.  However, interview data and primary sources also indicated that the new 

principal's power and discretion were largely dictated by the district.  The three 

participants who perceived the principal as the primary mediator of turbulence discussed 

ongoing issues that, viewed in silos, caused minor instability, for example: the 

implementation of RTII, Restorative Practices, and a sense of permissiveness regarding 

discipline.  Similar to cases described in Gross' work, these teachers were unhappy with 

some policy issues while the principal was managing a mix of policy continuity and 

policy shifts (2004).  Laying aside the mergings, the principal maintained a modicum of 

stability: bell schedules were unchanged from the prior year, student rosters and course 

selection were assigned per standard district policy, the Student Success Center remained 

in place from prior years, sports teams remained intact with a return of old coaches, the 

Immigrant Program added teachers and a department head, and veteran teachers were 
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hired to fill the substantial classroom vacancies.  As early as August 4, 2013, emails were 

sent detailing district shifts, staffing updates, reorganization details, leadership team 

opportunities, and staff and student orientations. A leadership team meeting on August 

19, 2013, outlined the upcoming year in detail.  In lieu of the context of the SRC's 

demonstrated power and centralized policy directives, the principal substantially followed 

orders while proactively communicating and setting up systems.  In explaining the 

calibration of this finding (and the others) it is important to note that the goal of the 

turbulence gauge is to assess the levels of instability as objectively as possible, not 

catastrophize or outsize any policy shifts, new initiatives, or research findings.  

Turbulence is a normal aspect of organizational life (Gross, 2014a).  Teaching and 

learning are emotional processes.  The challenge in applying turbulence theory is to 

acknowledge emotionality and context, accept the "episodic and continuing forces" 

(Gross, 2014a, p. 258) inherent in schools, and use this information to inform the 

calibration of the turbulence gauge, not sabotage it.  So, under the domain of Leadership, 

the highly regarded leader left, but teacher phenomenologies as functions of principal 

agency (programs such as AVID-WICOR, RTII, Restorative Practices, and SLOs) 

manifested within the range of typical organizational instability for a high school, not 

transformative reforms.  Accordingly, a calibration of light turbulence was assigned.   

 RTTT and SIG grants, extensions of NCLB, drove policy implementation in the 

fall of 2013 aligning the finding of the federal government as primary turbulence 

mediator with descriptors of light turbulence within the domain of "External Upheavals" 

(Gross, 2004, p. 112).  Federal programs and state programs funded by federal pass 
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through (RTTT) encouraged "current efforts" [and required only a] "straightforward 

continuation of past work" (Gross, 2004, p. 112).  For example, mandated testing 

(Keystone Exams) and small learning communities continued policies initiated ten-years 

earlier by NCLB.  Arguably, there was a severity to the new Keystone Exams that did not 

present with the prior iterations of testing.  In 2013, failure to pass the Keystone Exams 

meant a student could fail a course or not graduate, and, teachers would have part of their 

Educator Effectiveness score calculated from Keystone results.  However, teacher-

participants did not mention nor substantially develop these matters during the interviews 

so they were not included in the calculation of the turbulence level.  For teacher-

participants, it was a straightforward continuation of the NCLB test regime.  RTII 

continued Comprehensive Student Assistance Program (CSAP) efforts from previous 

years, but in a new online application.  Some school personnel, psychologists, and RTII 

proponents argued that this was not the case, that RTII was a new initiative, but teacher 

interview data indicated that teachers viewed it the other way, albeit more cumbersome.  

Having used both protocols, I corroborated teacher phenomenologies.  Thus, it was 

continuation of past work.  RTTT continued the work on teacher accountability 

mechanisms.  The AVID-WICOR policies were part of a federal GEAR UP Grant 

unrelated to NCLB, awarded several years prior to 2013 for AHHS.  Again, it is 

important to bracket the federal policies and not assign them outsized effects.  Ultimately, 

the experience of the fall of 2013 was not due to one policy but to the cascading and 

amplification of coexisting policy implementation with one exception: the closing of 24 

schools and merging of two schools into AHHS.  The policy in NCLB mandating school 
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options was one policy to which an outsized impact was attributable, both for AHHS and 

for the district.  For AHHS, the federal impact during the fall of 2013 should be viewed 

then as two large domains: the policy lever of NCLB that created the over-capacity in 

Philadelphia schools that led to school closings, and, all other school-level policy 

implementations (testing, teacher accountability, observation tools, etc.).    

 Participant six discussed the impact of federal funding.  Yet, the seemingly minor 

role of federal funding, maintaining averages around 10% and only rising to as high as 

20% from 2010 - 2013, belied the longitudinal impact of NCLB.  NCLB was clearly the 

cause of extreme turbulence for the fall of 2013, as cited in the 2013 Comprehensive 

Annual Financial Report:   

One major cost driver that affects School District spending is implementing the 

requirements of 'No Child Left Behind' (NCLB).  As part of NCLB, students in 

underperforming schools must be given the options to transfer to another public 

school that is not underperforming (Blender, p. 28) 

 

This situation forced the district to provide school options at a breakneck pace from 2003 

to 2013 in order to meet NCLB demands and not lose NCLB funding.  And, the SDP was 

mandated by the state Pennsylvania Charter School Law, Act 22 of 1997, to fund those 

options out of its operating budget, causing a district financial force to cascade on the 

impact of this federal policy force (Blender, 2013).  NCLB did not provide funds for 

school options, simply mandated their implementation if districts wanted to continue 

receiving federal funds. Thus, the federal government as primary turbulence mediator 

can be considered in two capacities: as an inducer of light turbulence in certain aspects 
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and as an inducer of extreme turbulence in others.  Its role in extreme turbulence is 

addressed later.     

 The finding of policy implementation as compliance indicated for light turbulence 

within the domain of "External Upheavals" (Gross, 2004, p. 112).  This phenomenology 

linked to light turbulence described in the finding of the federal government as primary 

turbulence mediator.  Teachers were tasked with "continuation of past work" (Gross, 

2004, p. 112) such as mandated testing (Keystone Exams) or posting objectives and daily 

agendas.  However, an analysis of the policies mentioned during interviews presented a 

complex of policy initiatives and teacher-participant recollections hinting at the 

possibility of classifying this phenomenology as moderate or severe.  These were 

excluded because although there was a "widespread awareness" [of the issues, there was 

not a] "sense of crisis" (Gross, 2004, p. 112) directly relatable to these policies.  The 

tensions between policy compliance and fidelity existed as light turbulence.  The policies 

associated with this finding are listed in Table 11.  They caused instability, but not an 

outsized effect on school operations.  There was little disruption to the school 

environment; although the demands on teachers were increased, particularly per data 

from participants two, three, eight and ten.  Participant interview data and district records 

corroborated the offering of professional development sessions indicating there were 

"strong alliances with the district support" (Gross, 2004, p.112) further supporting the 

classification of light turbulence.  District timeliness, the volume of policy 

implementation, and teacher will and capacity to engage all initiatives in lieu of the 

circumstances complicated the calibration.  These considerations were purposefully 
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minimalized in calibrating these phenomenologies.  The challenge in applying a 

turbulence calibration is to bracket a policy or phenomenology and consider its 

emotionality and impact thusly.  Afterwards, the context and participant data are 

reconsidered while also factoring in collective policy forces and the dynamics among 

them.  Accordingly, the unintended cascading and amplification are comprehensively 

considered post-facto in order to render a concluding analysis and verdict. 

 The finding of the district as primary turbulence mediator aligned with 

Leadership Domain indicators of moderate turbulence.  School closings were widely 

publicized and student and teacher transitions were "not a surprise" (Gross, 2004, p.2).  

Moreover, the closings had "been planned for through a lot of dialogue at many levels" 

(Gross, 2004).  Bracketing phenomenologies to the fall of 2013, stating that all 

stakeholders "were comfortable" (Gross, 2004, p. 112) with the plan would not be 

accurate.  The Countdown to Calamity series in August 2013 in the Philadelphia 

Notebook newspaper suggested an assignment of severe turbulence, a "sense of crisis" 

(Gross, 2004, p. 2); however, ironically, this did not impact AHHS policy deployment 

(Restorative Practices, RTII, PVAAS).  Schools were closed due to a ten-year arch of 

NCLB pressures, not district pressures.  Closings more so demonstrated that federal 

policy was the proximal cause of a "sense of crisis" (Gross, 2004, p. 2) in the lead up to 

the fall of 2013, not the district.  

 Teachers were hired at AHHS well before the opening in 2013.  Plans to merge 

two schools into AHHS were finalized.  Parent meetings were being held in AHHS in 

August.  The roster chair reported to AHHS in mid-August and was rostering students.  
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Organizational emails were sent to AHHS as early as August 4, 2013.  So, there was 

evidence to contra-indicate for severe turbulence.   Teachers perceived the following 

policies as mediated by the district: school closings, Restorative Practices, use of 

Students Will Be Able To In Order To objectives, non-renewal of teacher contracts, RTII, 

WICOR, school closings, and shifts in discipline and student accountability.  The 

evidence presented by teachers was bracketed so as not to interpret the interview data 

histrionically.  These concerns presented as moderate turbulence, a "widespread 

awareness" (Gross, 2004, p. 112) of the issues and their origins, as evidenced by six of 

ten teachers citing district governance as mediating the policy environment. 

 The finding of trauma aligned with severe turbulence within the domain of 

Integrating Teachers, Students, and Communities due to the "sense of crisis" (Gross, 

2004, p. 72) communicated by teacher-participant descriptions of the loss of community 

and lack of support.  Additionally, there was a "generational turnover in faculty and staff" 

(Gross, 2004, p.72) and superficial measures to address acclimation of the new staff.  The 

main policy to address student relationships among the disparate student bodies, 

Restorative Practices, was also "superficial" (Gross, 2004, p. 72).  Nine of ten teachers 

reported a lack of community with nine out of ten also reporting a lack of supports.  This 

ninety percent report rate regarding indicators of trauma further underscored the 

alignment of severe turbulence with this finding. 

 The lack of support referenced several policies: RTII, PVAAS, the Danielson 

Framework use for teacher ratings, Student Learning Objectives (SLOs), and Restorative 

Practices.  This finding also captured the impact of the lack of staffing and lack of 
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operational radio equipment on school climate and discipline issues.  Trauma 

encompassed not only operational issues but also instructional delivery because 

emotionality affects teachers' sense of efficacy (Bandura, 1977, 1997).  References to the 

inability of AHHS to meet the work-related hygiene factor needs of teachers cascaded on 

the instability and heterogeneity borne of the lack of community among both faculty and 

staff.  Gross (1998) identified themes of isolation, disjointed communities, and complex 

heterogeneity as light turbulence; however, the finding of trauma also contained teacher-

participant data for tension filled conditions where teachers had "their hands full meeting 

the needs of students" (Gross, 1998, p. 119); indicators of moderate turbulence.  Gross' 

work cast individual elements of the trauma finding as either light or moderate 

turbulence; but, teachers at AHHS lived in a positive feedback loop where the lack of 

relationships and lack of supports amplified each other's effects (1998, 2004).  The fall of 

2013 compressed the emotionality of the feelings of loss of community and lack of 

supports that bound together the phenomenology of trauma, raising its level to severe 

turbulence.  

 The finding of chaos correlated with extreme turbulence in the domain of Rapid 

Growth and Rising Expectations.  School mergers and various policy deployments were 

planned and negotiated among various stakeholders, and, AHHS policies demonstrated a 

continuation of past efforts; however, the "expectations for success" (Gross, 2004, p. 36)   

far outstripped reasonable possibilities.  Two low performing schools merged into a third 

low performing school.  Each brought their own subsets of cliques and pre-existing 

neighborhood allegiances.  Teachers who had been displaced for years prior to were 
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displaced again and starting anew at AHHS.  Yet, participant two noted, "That new year 

coming in, it would have been wonderful, but they gave us nothing and on the same day 

that we start with all this trauma going on, they want us to implement everything 

perfectly."  Although community groups, parents, teachers, and students forecast 

instability, the severity of the finding was only visible and appreciated in hindsight, as 

evidenced by teacher interviews.  

 Indeed, the "student population had risen so dramatically that the nature of the 

school" [changed] (Gross, 2004, p. 36).  While not perfect prior to the fall of 2013, 

AHHS was not the maelstrom captured by teacher interviews or the newspaper article, 

"Riding the Storm" (Langland, 2013).  Ten of ten participants, 100%, corroborated fire 

alarm pulls.  Eight of ten corroborated school-wide violence.  Five of ten corroborated 

epidemic levels of class cutting.  Lastly, three of ten reported subtle disruptive behaviors 

(pizza deliveries, large drug trade).   

 The chaos was rooted in the different student factions representing not only three 

different schools but also different neighborhoods and new immigrants.  Gross' 

turbulence indicators for extreme turbulence were "structural damage" [to initiatives and 

the perceptions that] "collapse seems likely" (2004, p. 36).  Therefore, the initiatives 

incurring structural damage and collapse must be defined and linked to the chaos.  This 

can be deliberated in two ways: a dissection of each policy initiative deployed in the fall 

of 2013 (RTII, Restorative Practices, Keystone Exams, etc.), or, the consideration of 

AHHS merging with two other schools as a singular policy initiative.  First, consider the 

former: the consideration of each policy and its explication would be required in order to 
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garner a credible analysis of the quality of the structural integrity of its deployment.  

Teachers provided insight into their perceptions of the various policies; however, data 

demonstrating their efficacy was not analyzed nor did interview data robustly inform the 

links between chaos and policy implementation.  For example, I did not ask how the 

violence impacted teacher will and capacity to implement Restorative Practices or how 

the fire alarms impacted use of posting objectives in the Students Will Be Able To In 

Order To format.  Moreover, a search of primary and secondary sources did not uncover 

efficacy studies of the policies bound to AHHS or a similar school for the fall of 2013 nor 

data that simply tracked implementation.  On the contrary, a consideration of the merging 

of two schools into AHHS as a policy initiative is warrantable as is the consideration of 

the axiomatic policy goal of any public high school: educating youth in subject content 

and character.  Assuming the primary policy objective of any school is to provide a 

setting where teaching and learning can occur, then teacher interview data offered a 

constellation of evidence to credibly judge AHHS as suffering structural damage (Gross, 

2004).  The mergers occurred, so the policy was implemented, but the damage of the 

mergers as exemplified by the chaos of the situation indicated this policy measure 

suffered substantial structural damage, and, collapsed.  Teacher-participant data regarding 

fire alarms, violence, and ubiquitous student cutting provided prima facie evidence that 

the instructional mission of the school was extremely compromised.  Keystone Exam test 

scores administered in the spring of 2014 (i.e. covering September 2013 through May 

2014) indicated: 13% passing Algebra 1, 3% passing Biology, and 17% passing 

Literature (School District of Philadelphia District Performance Office, 2018).  There 
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was no method by which to undo the mergers.  The experiment of putting three schools in 

one, per the protocols of the fall of 2013, in the context of AHHS, broke down. 

 In turbulence theory the term collapse did not denote a condition in a school 

where students were running-amuck as if law, order, and civility did not exist.  It 

connoted the cessation or degradation of specific policy implementation.  For example, 

Gross explained a situation of extreme turbulence at Bodsworth School: 

It was two years until I was able to visit again.  When I did, I might as well have 

been at a completely different institution.  Gone were the old curriculum and 

sense of pride in the work of the faculty.  In their place was a disheartened staff of 

veterans and a group of new teachers who did not relate to the program and 

practices that had once been so promising. (2004, pp. 40) 

 

Gross noted that while there were many reasons for the extreme turbulence, the one that 

stood out was "rapid growth" (2004, p. 41).  The secondary reason was pressure to meet 

high performance expectations.  Similarly, in the fall of 2013 the rapid growth of AHHS 

coupled with outsized expectations regarding Keystone testing, SLO implementation, 

RTII implementation, PBIS, RTII, etc.  Mainly, the mixing of diverse student and teacher 

cohorts due to the merging policy bred extreme turbulence in the form of chaos.  This 

finding contraindicated for the successful implementation of the merging policy, 

although, from the district's positionality it was considered a success because it had been 

executed. 

 Earlier, the federal government was classified as an indicator of light turbulence 

with a qualifying explanation of its dual capacity as an inducer of extreme instability.  

Examining the myriad of policies deployed or continued during the fall of 2013 drew 

attention away from the policy that created the situation: NCLB mandates to provide 
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school options.  This led to schools being underutilized in the SDP due to students 

leaving for charter schools (while the number of school buildings in the SDP remained 

unchanged).  Thus, the SDP initiated the Facilities Master Plan to remedy the situation.  

The charts below demonstrate this phenomenon.  The first figure details school options 

and their increasing enrollment by type.  The second figure aggregates the options 

contrasting the declining sum total of students exiting the SDP public system to the 

aggregate increases in all school options combined.  The last figure captures the steady 

closing of Philadelphia public schools with the closing of 12 schools in 2012 and 24 

schools in 2013 indicated by a steep decline.  The steady growth of school option 

facilities is concurrently displayed in the third figure.  See Appendix G for data. 

 

Figure 1  School Enrollment 1999 - 2017 School District of Philadelphia and School 

Options by Type   (Blender, 2008, 2017) 
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Figure 2  School enrollment 1999 - 2017 School District of Philadelphia and all School 

Options Aggregated  (Blender, 2008, 2017) 
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 The finding of chaos provided evidence of the collapse of the merging policy.  

This finding coupled with the finding of the federal influence in creating the student 

refugee situation provided the impetus for re-imagining a second turbulence gauge, one 

where the finding of the federal government as turbulence mediator was listed as an 

inducer of both light and extreme turbulence, seen below.  Here, the finding correlated 

with structural damage and collapse within the domain of External Upheavals.  Lastly, 
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  Figure 3   Number of Philadelphia Public Schools and School Options from 1999 - 

2017  (Blender, 2008, 2017) 
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AHHS was designated a priority school in 2013-2014 (Pennsylvania Department of 

Education, 2013c).   Thus, it met the extreme turbulence requirement of being "placed on 

a list of underperforming sites" (Gross, 2004, p. 41). 
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Table 25  

 

Turbulence Gauge for AHHS for the Fall of 2013 with Federal Government Dually 

Listed as Turbulence Inducer 
 Turbulence Domains from Promises Kept  

Turbulence 

Level 

Turbulence 

Indicators 
Leadership 

Rapid 

Growth 

& 

Rising 

Expectat

ions 

Integrating 

Teachers, 

Students, 

Communities 

External 

Upheavals 

Fall of 

2013 

Findings 

Light Ongoing 

issues; 

Little to no 

disruption 

The highly 

regarded 

leader is so 

important 

to the 

reform 

effort that 

it seems 

impossible 

for that 

person to 

leave 

without 

some 

disruption. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strong 

alliances with 

the district 

support 

continued 

reform efforts.  

State and 

federal 

programs 

encourage 

current 

efforts. 

Straightforwar

d continuation 

of past work. 

Principal 

as Primary 

Turbulenc

e 

Mediator 

 

 

 

Federal 

Governme

nt as 

Primary 

Turbulenc

e 

Mediator 

 

Policy 

Implement

ation as 

Complian

ce 

 

Moderate Widespread 

awareness; 

Specific 

Origins 

Transition 

is not a 

surprise, 

planned for 

through a 

lot of 

dialogue at 

many 

levels.  

people 

inside and 

beyond the 

school 

seem 

comfortabl

e with the 

succession 

plan. 

   District as 

Primary 

Turbulenc

e 

Mediator 
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Table 25 continued 
 Turbulence Domains from Promises Kept  

Turbulence 

Level 

Turbulence 

Indicators 
Leadership 

Rapid 

Growth 

& 

Rising 

Expectat

ions 

Integrating 

Teachers, 

Students, 

Communities 

External 

Upheavals 

Fall of 

2013 

Findings 

Severe Sense of 

crisis 

  There is a 

generational 

turnover in 

faculty and 

staff. Some 

superficial 

screening of 

new arrivals 

occurs, but 

little is 

assured. 

 

 Trauma 

 

Extreme Structural 

damage to 

initiative & 

collapse 

seems 

likely 

 Expectat

ions for 

success 

far 

outstrip 

any 

reasonab

le 

possibili

ties. The 

student 

populati

on has 

risen so 

dramatic

ally that 

the 

nature of 

the 

school 

has 

changed 

and 

become 

very 

unfamili

ar to the 

staff. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The school 

may have 

been placed 

on a list of 

underperformi

ng sites. 

Chaos 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Federal 

Governme

nt as 

Primary 

Turbulenc

e 

Mediator 

 

Note. Adapted from “Promises Kept: Sustaining School and District Leadership in 

a Turbulent Era“, by Gross, S., 2004, Alexandria, VA: ASCD. 
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Table 26 

  

Abridged Turbulence Gauge for AHHS for the Fall of 2013 with Federal 

Government Dually Listed as Turbulence Inducer 

Turbulence 

Level 

Leader-

ship 

Rapid 

Growth & 

Rising 

Expecta-

tions 

Integrating 

Teachers, 

Students, 

Communities 

External 

Upheavals 

Fall of 2013 

Findings 

Light x    

Principal as 

Primary 

Turbulence 

Mediator 

    x 

Federal 

Government 

as Primary 

Turbulence 

Mediator 

    x 

Policy 

Implementa-

tion as 

Compliance 

Moderate  x   

District as 

Primary 

Turbulence 

Mediator 

Severe   x  
Trauma 

 

Extreme  x   Chaos 

    x 

Federal 

Government 

as Primary 

Turbulence 

Mediator 

Note. Adapted from “Promises Kept: Sustaining School and District Leadership 

in a Turbulent Era“, by Gross, S., 2004, Alexandria, VA: ASCD. 
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Reconciling Teacher Perceptions with Turbulence Gauge Analysis: A Final Verdict 

 Evidence indicated AHHS teachers perceived a panoply of turbulence, from light 

to extreme.  A final calibration of severe turbulence was assigned for AHHS for the fall 

of 2013.  This should not be viewed as an average, but rather a dynamic interplay 

between disruptive factors and levels.  Teacher interviews indicated for a "positive 

feedback loop" (Gross, 2004, p. 42) between phenomenologies at AHHS, meaning 

experiences of disparate policies cascaded on one another, amplified each other, and 

precluded the school from finding homeostatic stability.   For example, the experiences of 

fire alarms, violence, and hall walking cascaded on each other amplifying the feelings of 

disjointedness and lack of supports (trauma).  Moreover, the pressures on AHHS were to 

keep suspensions down, implement PBIS and Restorative Practices, administer RTII to 

approximately 850 students merged from three different schools while operating in a high 

accountability environment due to the Educator Effectiveness Policy (Act 82) and NCLB 

testing mandates.   

 Amidst this setting, teachers described the school as a zoo, a storm, chaotic; yet, 

seven of ten participants, reported their classrooms were "fine" or experienced light to 

moderate disruptions. This paradox was possibly a manifestation of one of the challenges 

of data collection in qualitative approaches: reactivity.  During interviews, participants 

may react to the researcher by adjusting their responses.   Dennis (2014) reported that 

they may "shift their perspective on an experience so much so that the earlier perspective 

seems foreign, [finding] ways to be 'good' participants so they seek to please the 

researcher" (p. 396).  When events are emotional and questions of professional 
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performance and identity intersect with phenomenology, the issue of reactivity may 

manifest (as it seemed) to by the participants of this study (Dennis, 2014).  For example, 

participants one and five explicitly stated the circumstances affected neither their will nor 

their capacity; but, provided conflicting data in their interviews.  Twenty-seven coding 

instances were assigned to participant three for perceptions of positive turbulence, 

essentially equal to his perceptions of negative turbulence (see Table 2).  Only one 

teacher explicitly and consistently communicated that the classroom experience as well 

as all policy deliverables yielded severe and extremely turbulent conditions.  The final 

calibration of turbulence for the school incorporated these various data points and 

consideration of reactivity as a limiting factor of the study.   

 Teacher participants experienced difficulty in recollecting the fall of 2013, as the 

interviews were conducted in the summer of 2017.  This limiting factor also mitigated the 

assignment of extreme turbulence for the fall of 2013.  Two to four follow-up interviews 

were necessary to more accurately dissect recollections and ask probing questions; 

however, the study design provided for one session only.   

 Thus, while robust data from teacher interviews indicated for extreme cascading 

and amplification phenomenologies, there were also data offsetting these reports as well 

as mitigating circumstances that mediated the probing and investigation of reported 

findings.  Accordingly, a final turbulence level of severe was assigned to AHHS, not 

extreme.  
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Table 27  

 

Final Turbulence Gauge for AHHS for the Fall of 2013 

Degree of 

Turbulence 
General Definition 

Turbulence as 

Applied to This 

Situation 

Light 

Associated with ongoing 

issues, little to no 

disruption in normal work 

environment, subtle signs 

of stress 

 

Moderate 
Widespread awareness of 

the issue, specific origins 
 

Severe 

Fear for the entire 

enterprise, possibility of 

large-scale community 

demonstrations, a feeling 

of crisis 

x 

Extreme 

Structural damage to the 

institution's normal 

operation is occurring 

 

Note. Adapted from “Promises Kept: Sustaining School and District 

Leadership in a Turbulent Era“, by Gross, S., 2004, Alexandria, VA: 

ASCD. 

Affective Impacts:  Teacher Will and Capacity 

 The study lacked a quantitative instrument to record teacher will and capacity 

perceptions for the fall of 2013.  Moreover, since the time studied occurred four years 

prior to the interviews, the validity of such data would be less than optimal.  However, 

the application of the IPA method for interview data provided for the credible abstraction 

and calibration of these constructs. 

 In moving from the idiographic to the heuristic, emergent themes framed the 

calibration.  Moreover, objective indicators presented for these constructs.  Reports of 
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lack of time served as indicators for lack of capacity.  A lack of will or compromised 

efficacy commonly co-located with indicators for lack of capacity.  For example, due to 

professional development on Restorative Practices, teachers were not able to attend 

Educator Effectiveness trainings.  They were instructed to view Educator Effectiveness 

independently, yet time was not allotted during the work day for this.  The finding of lack 

of support generally indicated teachers were unable to handle the amount of policy 

implementation.  Participant seven described the amount of resources needed to process 

behavior issues, commenting, "There wasn't enough time in the day," and, "I mean, I was 

taking sick days to come in and do [disciplinary paperwork] and make sure that that was 

all complete."  Participant two noted that policies lacked fidelity because teachers lacked 

time to process implementation, "Because if you don't give the people [teachers] the 

opportunity to actually learn this skill of how to do it well, then guess what? It's not going 

to be done."  Bandura explained how self-efficacy, an analogue of will and capacity, 

correlated to context and organizational expectations (1977).  Circumstances that 

heightened emotional responses negatively mediated perceptions of self-efficacy.  Except 

for participants five and nine, the study found that teachers' will and capacity for policy 

implementation were substantially compromised by the merging of schools, the volume 

of policy implementation, and rising expectations for academics and school climate.  For 

example, participant eight dejectedly noted the following regarding RTII, " Nobody 

understands where it's supposed to go and what you're actually supposed to do. Answers 

to questions, and you're providing the answers. What's the point in doing this?"  

Participant six recalled, "If I think back, the Restorative Practice we all was like, 'We not 
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doing this. These kids are not gonna listen.'  Y'all [district] give us one thing and then you 

give us another thing. It's just like you just keep throwing stuff at us."  Participant nine 

described a conversation with the dean the day of the lunchroom riot: 

I just said, "I'm sorry that you went through that today. I'm here for you if you 

need me." He just looked at me with these kind of glassy eyes, and he was like, 

"This is the first time that I feel like I've totally lost the battle." You could feel 

how much he was invested in providing a safe environment for students, and he 

felt like he totally let them down in that moment. I felt awful for him, because I 

knew how much that rocked him, and I think it was kind of a shock for him, like, 

"Oh, this is a different place that I'm in now, and there are things that I'm going to 

have to do differently."   

 

She added accounts of her personal challenges and triumphs, how she navigated 

challenges to both will and capacity.  She buoyed herself, not relying on district policies 

or school policies as inducers of positive turbulence.  This lent credence to the 

assessment that, at best, policy implementation in 2013 was a negative disruptor, at 

worst, it was a powerful vector of emotional distress in and of itself. 

 For future applications of turbulence theory and to improve the analysis of 

constructs such as will and capacity, pre-and post-questionnaires similar to Gross' teacher 

Psychosocial Crisis Model self-reflection questionnaires should be administered (2004, p. 

107).  Other possible instruments include: Teacher Beliefs Scale, Collective Teacher 

Beliefs Scale, Teacher Stress Inventory (Shambaugh, 2008).  However, these instruments 

should be introduced during the time period of the study.  This was not possible within 

this study due to its retrospective nature.  
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Findings of the Fall of 2013 Situated in Policy Studies 

 Teacher perceptions of policy implementation in the fall of 2013 were 

characterized as inducing light turbulence.  Data from interviews indicated that policy 

implementation possessed the potential for inducing positive turbulence but teachers' 

experiences were overwhelmingly negative (see Table 2).  Teachers described how the 

initiatives were salient and necessary; however, participants five, eight, and ten discussed 

the lack of "follow through".  Participant three felt policies were "given, not 

implemented".  Other participants did not attribute fidelity to the policies thus begging 

the question as to if policies were non-events for the fall of 2013.  This study did not 

address the spring of 2014 nor the longitudinal implementation of the policies; however, 

the findings contained herein supported first generation policy research which found that 

teachers tasked with simultaneously taking on too many new tasks demonstrated little to 

no efficacy (Fowler, 2013, p. 245).  The fall of 2013 in AHHS was characterized by the 

complexity of the context and the volume of policies deployed.  Also, to qualify the 

characterization of the policies as non-events, is presumptuous.  Second generation policy 

shed light on this subject. 

 Second generation policy studies demonstrated that a decade long analysis was 

necessary to measure policy efficacy (Fowler, 2013).  Furthermore, they qualified the 

parsimonious results of first generation studies by indicating that short term studies 

"magnify the proportion of failures" (Fowler, 2013, p. 246).  So, while the immediate 

implementation of merging schools and the myriad of policy implementation in the fall of 

2013 did not indicate for success, this did not preclude a longitudinal improvement for 
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AHHS.  In parallel analysis, teachers lived the fruition of NCLB policy implementation 

stretching from 2002 demonstrating the success of ten years of NCLB policy.  Thus, 

teachers lived both the apogee of NCLB policy implementation and also the trough of 

transformative policies of the district: NCLB at its zenith, SDP in its recast infancy.  

Second generation studies reinforced the significance of psycho-emotional states of 

teachers when analyzing policy implementation and findings from this study supported 

those claims.   

 While this study reinforces previous findings of first and second generation policy 

studies, it informs aspects of third generation implementation research because it sheds 

light on the circumstances that mediate initiatives intended to change professional 

practice.  For example, the policies implemented in the fall of 2013 at AHHS were data-

based and demanded shifts in pedagogy.  Moreover, AHHS existed in a context of 

"complex policies" (Fowler, 2013, p. 248).  These are elements of third generation policy 

research and the findings of this study indicated that when scaling up policies, for 

example mass closings of schools and mergers, the ensuing disruption in a receiving 

school is severe.  If not properly supported and resourced, it will manifest as trauma in 

teachers and school-wide chaos.  This impacts not only policy fidelity but also human 

capital.  It is not clear how long teachers can function in these contexts before they burn 

out.  If the episodes are prolonged and maintain a demanding tempo, then the affective 

impact on teachers (human capital) must be considered. For example, the School District 

of Philadelphia was undergoing transformative change for years prior to the fall of 2013 

and participants one, two, three, seven, and nine were new to AHHS as a result of this 
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prolonged turbulence.  And, of those, four had been in two or more schools in the 

preceding three years.  Possible long terms effects on human capital and teacher efficacy 

are not clear and should be the focus of study in the future, particularly if Philadelphia 

and districts like it continue to employ school closings and mergers as school 

improvement policy. 

 The findings reinforced research regarding teacher perceptions of change and 

teacher roles as policy actors (Olsten & Kirtman, 2002).  Findings supported the 

phenomenon of teacher sensemaking (Allen & Penuel, 2014).  This is a process whereby 

teachers attempt to "resolve ambiguity and uncertainty" (p. 137) in what can seem like 

incoherent reform contexts.  Participant five demonstrated this as he made sense of the 

online RTII tracking system.  Participant three struggled to make sense of PVAAS.  

Participant eight analyzed the principal's leadership style and policy demands to try to 

make sense of deliverable and supports.  At the intersection of policy studies, 

phenomenology, and turbulence theory, the findings shed light on the complexity of 

context (i.e. NCLB, Act 82, financial forces, trauma, chaos) and policy deployment (i.e. 

Restorative Practices, merger, SLO, PVAAS).  Teachers acting as policy intermediaries 

must make sense of conflicting goals, limited resources, and their role particularly when 

substantial professional development is deployed to support policy implementation as it 

was in 2013 (Allen & Penuel, 2014).  In the midst of light turbulence these are 

formidable professional challenges.  In the midst of prolonged moderate and severe 

turbulence as uncovered in the findings, policy compliance may be achieved but fidelity 

will be suspect.  Moreover, teacher will and capacity are compromised, teacher morale 
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suffers, and teachers dispositions to current and future policy deployment is affected 

(Byrd-Blake et al, 2010; Olsen & Kirtman, 2002). 

Recommendations 

 The foundations of policy implementation are program, people, and setting 

(Folwer, 2013; Spicker, 2006).  NCLB ushered in the age of accountability by 

simultaneously focusing on these three aspects.  Programs were sanctioned by the federal 

What Works Clearinghouse.  Teachers were targeted by mandating credential thresholds 

dubbed highly qualified certification status.  Teacher employment was targeted as 

corrective mandate actions provided options for poorly performing schools to replace up 

to half of their faculty.  Lastly, NCLB mandated the creation of school options, thereby 

dismantling school communities within the School District of Philadelphia.    

 In reflecting on the teachers' perceptions of policy implementation captured in the 

findings of this study, it is important for policy makers to remain mindful of teacher 

positionality.  In the fall of 2013 in AHHS, programs and setting placed tremendous 

stress on teacher positionality.  Gross makes the point that turbulence is episodic and a 

normal part of organizationally life, yet, school leaders in Philadelphia and other districts 

experiencing transformative change run the risk of using this as a mea-culpa for 

maintaining an up-tempo pace of school closings, school re-organization, and 

programmatic policy deployment (2014a).  The challenge for leaders is to accurately 

forecast teacher will and capacity maxima created by these episodes, provide 

commensurate supports, and view the events comprehensively, not in silos.  This 
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mandates consideration not only of the strategic policies they wish to deploy but also the 

cascading and amplification effects of those policies on each other, on their teachers, and 

on the context.  The second challenge for leaders is to consider slowing down the pace of 

policy deployment, or, omitting certain aspects of it.  Otherwise, they construct "laundry 

lists" (Participant two) of policy that overwhelm teachers and lack fidelity.  This 

engenders stakeholder criticism such as from Dr. Lytle regarding Action Plan 1.0:  

...a strategic plan that makes balancing the budget its first priority and lists so 

many strategies and actions that it provides no clear direction, best considered a 

political document lacking any compelling vision. (2013, p. 1) 

 

This is not easy.  It takes courage because in some instances it may require non-

compliance with federal or state mandates; or, creative responses to those demands.   

 The findings of this study indicate that policy implementation and transformative 

change may be cast in a machine metaphor as per the Boston Consulting Group; 

however, school leaders who attribute outcomes strictly to strategy shifts or facilities 

shifts undervalue the importance of policy actors and their experiences of these 

phenomena.  Moreover, they must remain mindful of the cumulative impacts of these 

shifts on policy actors.  For example, Denvir (2014) interviewed teachers in a 

Philadelphia public high school similar to AHHS.  Teachers reported higher staff 

absenteeism due to increased physical and mental fatigue and anxiety regarding 

employment.  Students corroborated the reports.  To address these needs and those 

uncovered by the findings of this study, the following recommendations are made: 
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Table 28  

 

Recommendations 

Findings Research Question 1 Recommendations 

Trauma 

1.  Integrating New Teachers: Pre-

hiring Practices, Direct Mentoring, 

Shared Governance (Gross, 2004, pp. 

77 - 85) 

2.  Integrating New Students and 

Families: Opting In, Mutuality, 

Connectedness to Learning, Evolution; 

Schools Scaffolding Students (Gross, 

2004, pp. 90 - 97) 

Chaos 

 

1.  Increased Support Personnel 

2.  Provide Broader Discretion for 

School Based Disciplinary Actions 

Policy Fidelity and Compliance 
Time Allotment for Policy 

Implementation 

  

Findings Research Question 2 Recommendations 

Principal as Primary Turbulence 

Mediator 

Time Allotment for Policy 

Implementation  

District as Primary Turbulence 

Mediator 

Time Allotment for Policy 

Implementation  

Federal Government as Primary 

Turbulence Mediator 

Maintain Local District Funding to 

Offset Federal Funding Impacts 

 

Integrating New Teachers, Students, and Families  

 To mitigate the turbulence of new faculty and to help build community among 

teachers, the following practices are recommended: Pre-hiring Practices, Direct 

Mentoring, and Shared Governance (Gross, 2004).  "Pre-hiring practices" (Gross, 2004, 

p. 77) connote a transparent, earnest process whereby principals and potential teachers 

judge their fit with that of the school.  The core of this process is a "mutual 

understanding" (Gross, 2004, p. 79).  Relying on positive explanatory styles of teachers is 
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not enough (Seligman, 1998).  Leaders must honestly forecast the amount of policy 

deployment and how that may strain not only their capacity but also teachers' capacities.  

This should be communicated.  This can be derived by conducting a time-task analysis, 

presented later in the research. 

 "Direct mentoring" (Gross, 2004, p. 80) refers to a common practice in schools 

and one that was deployed at AHHS in 2013.  It assigns mentors to teachers.  However, 

in AHHS only teachers who were in a probationary professional status received one.  

Additionally, the mentors were not native teachers of AHHS but teacher coaches 

assigned by the district.  Due to the generational turnover of faculty at AHHS, a 

voluntary teacher buddy system akin to direct mentoring would have been beneficial.  

Matters such as keys, textbooks, and other hygiene factors were not reported as 

destabilizing by native AHHS teachers as much as they were by teachers who were newly 

transferred.   So, teachers new to AHHS would have benefitted from being buddied with 

a willing native AHHS mentor. 

 "Shared governance" (Gross, 2004, p. 84) commonly presents as teams and 

committees.  The principal of AHHS organized teams, committees, and work groups; 

however, they lacked authentic shared governance.  For example, participants three, 

eight, and ten did not feel they could speak frankly with the principal about building 

issues.  The centralized authority supported teachers' perceptions of principal as the 

mediator of turbulence.  Shared governance requires a democratic culture, transparency, 

and time for weekly meetings (Gross, 2004).  It is a function of time (capacity) and trust.  
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This is cultivated when leaders authentically empower, respect, and engage their teachers 

(Gross, 2004).  

 Integrating new students and parents is challenging in any school.  Integrating 

new students into AHHS in 2013 was particularly complex due to the lack of time and 

resources and complex heterogeneity of the population.  The following recommendations 

to address these issues require planning time, but costs are minimal if at all:  Opting In, 

Mutuality, Connectedness to Learning, Evolution, Schools Scaffolding Students, and 

Students Scaffolding Schools (Gross, 2004). 

 "Opting in" (Gross, 2004, p. 91) provides students the choice to select a school.  

This was offered by the SDP during the closing and merging process in 2013, but many 

students made choices under duress or were de-facto assigned to AHHS due to its 

designation as a receiving school.  Their schools were closed and they were suffering 

from those emotional wounds (Personal communications, 2013).  Opting in for AHHS in 

2013 might have looked like bussing students from closing schools to AHHS in June, 

prior to the close of the previous school year, during the school day, in order to meet 

students, meet staff, and begin to acclimate.  The district projected to save millions from 

the school closings.  Chartering school busses and hosting opt-in events in June 2013 

would have cost several thousand dollars but may have off-set some of the trauma and 

chaos of the fall. And, these costs would not have substantially impacted the savings of 

school closings.   

 "Mutuality" (Gross, 2004, p. 91) refers to the incoming students' rights to shape 

the new school culture to reflect their needs.  Surveys can be distributed.  Responses can 
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be analyzed.  The needs of incoming students can be addressed.  None of these protocols 

were practiced in AHHS in the fall of 2013.  This openness to listening informs 

connectedness in pedagogy.   

 "Connectedness to Learning" (Gross, 2004, p. 93) denotes the student-teacher 

relationship vis-a-vis curriculum, instruction, and assessment.  It means that the learning 

agenda "is not sealed and alien to learners, but rather comes, in part, from them" (Gross, 

2004, p. 93).  The pressures of Keystone Exams contra-indicate for this approach as 

teachers must teach to standards and eligible content, but in times of severe turbulence 

school leaders must weigh the cost-benefits of enforcing top-down strategy mandates 

versus providing authentic culture-building opportunities in a school.  A large part of that 

process occurs at the micro-level, between teachers and students in classrooms 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1977; Reyes, Brackett, Rivers, White, & Salovey, 2012). 

 Gross dubbed "Evolution" (2004, p. 93) the final element supporting integration 

of new students and their families.  It is analogous to maintaining an open or growth 

mindset (Dweck, 2008).  The challenge is for teachers, principals, and district leaders to 

adopt this perspective.  It honors the emergent dynamics of adolescent growth and 

transformative school change.  Similar to connectedness, this seems contrary to 

prescriptive policy mandates indicative of the age of accountability and performativity; 

however, it can be practiced within that framework because it is part of the data gathering 

process.   

 For example, an evolution mindset would have recognized that merging three low 

performing schools in the fall of 2013 in AHHS would be tumultuous.  This might 
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require granting greater discretion to the principal and staff regarding student suspensions 

due to the unique circumstances.  While the objective of lowering suspension rates was 

important, maintaining a fixed mindset regarding that issue was a factor in breeding 

chaos in the building.  Accordingly, the policy could have been relaxed to begin the year 

(broader discretion for suspensions), then restricted later in the year.   

 Participant nine's evolution mindset helped her to build connectedness with 

students and explore opportunities for mutuality in instruction and afterschool activities.  

She formed a partnership with an outside entity for in-class writing support and began a 

sporting club based on students' interests.  Participant five also possessed this element.  

He noticed that part of the process of AHHS in the fall of 2013 was "acclimation", a nod 

to the gradualism and emergent relationships among students and among staff; in a word: 

evolution.     

 "Schools Scaffolding Students" [refers to a process] "where the school community 

helps new students and families find a productive home, and how the school can learn to 

change through the influence of new members" (Gross, 2004, p. 96).  AHHS employed 

four common strategies associated with this recommendation: distribution of school 

handbooks, letters sent home with instructions for school procedures, a two day back to 

school event (August 20 - 21, 2013), and the proposed use of advisories as student 

counseling sessions (Gross, 2004).  However, handbooks were delivered late, so students 

did not have them on the opening day of school.  Many addresses were wrong in the 

school computer system, the back to school event was very poorly attended, and 

participants two, three, and nine noted that there was no plan for school opening, 
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including the advisories.  For the most part, these actions addressed the need for students 

and parents to know procedures.  Gross noted that in order for schools to scaffold 

students they must encompass both procedures and affective experiences of new students 

(2004, p. 97).  So, the second aspect of schools scaffolding students is the pairing of new 

students with student mentors.  For AHHS, this could have been accomplished by pairing 

incoming students with native AHHS students and coordinating team building activities, 

both school wide and in classrooms.  Also, because AHHS was celebrating a school-

founding anniversary, alumni could have been called on to serve as mentors for incoming 

students.  Most importantly, in schools like AHHS, time must be allotted during the day 

for these measures.  The low socio-economic status of students and families of AHHS 

precluded them from attending back to school affairs.  Consolidated schools like AHHS 

must carefully capitalize on the time they have students and choreograph the opening 

days to truly serve as scaffolds.   

Co-opting Chaos: Increased Support Personnel and Broader School Based Discretion 

 AHHS would have benefitted from an assignment of additional personnel.  This 

study indicates the strong need for a substantial amount of support personnel when 

merging schools and concurrently deploying discipline policies designed to leverage 

positive behavior supports and lessen out of school suspensions.   

 Findings also indicated that the dean and principal would have benefitted from 

broader school-based discretion for interpretation of discipline policy.  This echoes the 

construct of shared governance; but in this case, it must exist between the school and the 

district administrators. 
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 The argument against this recommendation is that by deploying personnel the cost 

savings attributable to school closings and mergers would be offset.  This would put into 

question the financial reasons for merging schools.  This is refutable because the length 

of deployment of extra school police or extra support staff could be partial, perhaps for 

the first half of the merged year, or, for the first merged year.  Economies of scale are 

realized across many years so the amount of funding used to offset the chaos, trauma, and 

stressed policy implementation should still be negligible compared to the cost savings of 

closing schools.  The amount of support personnel and associated costs should be 

calculated as part of the discussion for school closings.  

Time Allotment for Policy Implementation 

 Policy implementation research by the Brookings Institute described timeline and 

capacity issues as two mitigating criteria for effective policy deployment (Weaver, 2010).  

First generation policy implementation research shed light on time, indicating teachers 

were asked to "take on many new tasks simultaneously" (Fowler, 2013, p. 245).  Studies 

have shown that effective professional development programs require anywhere from 

fifty to eighty hours of instruction, practice, and coaching before teachers arrive at 

mastery (French, 1997; Yoon, Duncan, Yu-Lee, Scarloss, & Shapley, 2007).  This body 

of research supported evidence reported in research question one, finding one (trauma) 

and finding three (compliance and fidelity in policy implementation).  The former 

indicated for a lack of teacher professional development time to build capacity for policy 

implementation, while the latter corroborated this, indicating how the volume of policy 
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deployment manifested as policy compliance.  In both cases, timeline and capacity issues 

were proximal mediating factors. 

 This issue again calls into focus the discussion of positionality and policy impacts 

on schools.  In this matter, state policy and local policy intersect to frame time minima 

and maxima for the school day, both for students and teachers.   

 State positionality dictates instructional time.  All public secondary schools (9-12) 

in Pennsylvania are to be open for 180 days and provide 990 hours of instruction during 

the school year (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2009).  Thus, five and half hours 

of instructional time are required daily to meet the requirements (990 hours/ 180 days = 

5.5 hours per day).  The Secretary of Education for Pennsylvania may grant exceptions to 

the 180-day requirement or to the daily schedule "when in his opinion, a meritorious 

educational program warrants" (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2009, p. 2).  This 

is called an Act 80 exception.  Eligible reasons for Act 80 requests include training 

programs that impact instruction, strategic planning, and curriculum development.  

Activities submitted for this exception must be approved by the local school board.  This 

exception demonstrates the state recognizes schools may experience episodes of 

turbulence that may require substantial investment of teacher time to acclimate to these 

circumstances.  While providing discretion for the number of instructional days, the 990 

hours required for instruction are non-negotiable. "There is no limit on the number of Act 

80 exceptions that may be requested as long as the required minimum instructional hours 

for the school year are met" (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2009, p. 3).   
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 The school day at AHHS was 8:05am - 3:09pm.  This yielded 7 hours and 4 

minutes in a school day.  Three minutes were allotted for switching classes and 30 

minutes were allotted for lunch.  According to Pennsylvania Department of Education 

guidelines, these 51 minutes were non-instructional (Pennsylvania Department of 

Education, 2009).  This yielded 6 hours and 13 minutes of daily instructional time (7 

hours and 4 minutes subtracting 51 minutes yields 6 hours and 13 minutes).  For ease of 

calculation, the figure of 6 hours of daily instructional time was used to model 

calculations for AHHS.  This meant that AHHS met the Pennsylvania state demand for 

instructional time in 165 school days (990 hours / 6 hours = 165 days).  AHHS and high 

schools like it could submit for an Act 80 exception to the state for up to 15 days of 

teacher professional development in order to prepare for turbulent policy environments 

similar to the fall of 2013. 

 Act 80 requests must also meet local contextual policy demands, such as teacher 

contracts.  Continuing with AHHS and Philadelphia as an example, there are no conflicts 

in the Philadelphia Federation of Teachers Contract regarding secondary teachers 

(2017b).  This document stipulates 181 student days, 188 teacher days, a 7-hours and 4-

minute workday, and a 30 minute duty-free lunch (Philadelphia Federation of Teachers, 

2017b, p. 54).  Thus, the Act 80 option could be explored for schools experiencing 

mergers or severe turbulence events in order to provide time for teacher acclimation, 

training, capacity building, and policy deployment.   
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Table 29  

 

AHHS Sample Student Roster Indicating 7 Hours 4 Minute 

Instructional Day with Three Minute Passing Times 

Period Time Course 

1 8:05 - 9:00 Biology 

2 - Block Class 9:03 - 10:33 Geometry 

3 - Advisory 10:36 - 10:47 Advisory 

4 - 5 10:50 - 11:42 English 2 

6 11:45 - 12:15 Lunch 

7 - 8 12:18 - 1:13 African-American 

History 

9 1:16 - 2:11 Physical Education 

10 2:14 - 3:09 Spanish 2 

Note.  Personal Communication, 2013 

  

 

 Another recommendation to meet the challenges of teacher capacity is the use of 

The Reform Effort Energy List (REEL), a graphic organizer that "reflects the pressures of 

rising expectations" (Gross, 2004, p. 54).  The list can be modified to match school-

specific situations.  It frames the current time commitments of all staff: instructional, 

non-instructional, and leadership.  Moreover, it collects data in comparison to a 

traditional school in the area.  The data offer insight into the degree of instability and 

time-task relationships attributable to policy implementation.  Recording these data at the 

beginning of reform efforts provides a baseline of data that can be revisited.  "By sharing 

the findings in the REEL inventory, reforming leaders can help all decision-makers 

understand how much work they are actually doing" (Gross, 2004, p. 58).  Thus, REEL 

data can "ensure a more equitable set of time expectations" (Gross, 2004, p. 58).   
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Table 30  

 

The Reform Effort Energy List (REEL) 

Source of 

Reform Effort 

Current 

Time 

Devoted 

by Non-

instructio

nal Staff 

Current 

Time 

Devoted by 

Teacher 

Faculty 

Current 

Time 

Devoted by 

Administrat

ion 

Time Devoted 

by 

Comparison 

Noninstructio

nal Staff 

Time 

Devoted by 

Comparison 

Teaching 

Faculty 

Time 

Devoted by 

Compariso

n 

Administrat

ion 

Time 

Difference 

Between 

Your 

School and 

Compariso

n School 

Increased time 

meeting with 

parents and 

community 

members 

       

Committee 

planning work 
       

Curriculum-

Instruction-

Assessment 

work at grade 

level or in high 

school 

departments 

       

Curriculum-

Instruction-

Assessment 

work that cuts 

across grades 

or high school 

departments 

       

Measuring the 

need for new 

resources and 

pursuing 

grants from 

government 

sources, 

corporations, 

or foundations 

       

Effectively 

using new 

resources and 

tracking and 

reporting to 

funding 

agencies 

       

Planning for 

field trips from 

funding 

agencies and 

responding to 

their 

requirements 
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Table 30 continued 

Source of 

Reform Effort 

Current 

Time 

Devoted 

by Non-

instructio

nal Staff 

Current 

Time 

Devoted by 

Teacher 

Faculty 

Current 

Time 

Devoted by 

Administrat

ion 

Time Devoted 

by 

Comparison 

Noninstructio

nal Staff 

Time 

Devoted by 

Comparison 

Teaching 

Faculty 

Time 

Devoted by 

Compariso

n 

Administrat

ion 

Time 

Difference 

Between 

Your 

School and 

Compariso

n School 

Representing 

and defending 

the school and 

its reform to 

the outside 

world (e.g. in 

district and 

school board 

meetings) 

       

Engaging in 

specialized 

training and 

professional 

development 

       

Note. Adapted from "Promises Kept: Sustaining School and District Leadership in a 

Turbulent Era", by Gross, S., 2004, pp. 55 - 57, Alexandria, VA: ASCD. 

 

Turbulence Prognosis for the School District of Philadelphia: Federal, State, and Local  

 Between 2014 and 2017, the number of charter options remained steady in 

Philadelphia, around 125 (see Appendix G).  The pace of school closings, openings, and 

reconstitution slowed substantially.  In 2018, this strategy remained a tool in the SDP 

toolbox, although no longer mandated by federal policy.  This is because NCLB was 

reissued as the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) in December 2015 removing 

prescriptive federal interventions such as mandated school reconstitution, a hallmark of 

NCLB (Moran, 2015). Instead, ESSA funding remanded this discretion to states 

mandating an intervention in the fifth year per state guidance as needed (Moran, 2015). 

Goals for teacher evaluation, lower performing schools, ELL students, etc. remain, but 

discretion is again remitted to state educational agencies (Moran, 2015).  Thus, ESSA 
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continues to drive state policy and these forces will cascade on local contexts in 

Philadelphia again.  

 The Pennsylvania Department of Education released a consolidated plan to match 

the federal demands of ESSA in January 2018 which was approved by the United States 

Department of Education (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2018a; Pennsylvania 

Department of Education, 2018b).  This plan cross-walked federal statutes and clauses 

line by line to demonstrate how Pennsylvania public schools met federal requirements, 

linking state policy implementation to federal policy implementation.  Much as in NCLB, 

RTTT, and SIG, state educational agencies serve as federal sub grant pass throughs for 

local districts (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2018a).  Thus, the disruptive 

federal policy levers have been pulled.   

 At the local level, in November of 2017 the School Reform Commission, the state 

controlled body leading the School District of Philadelphia since 2002, voted for 

dissolution (Mezzacappa & Wolfman-Arent, 2017).  So, 2018 saw a new local school 

board appointed by the mayor in Philadelphia as well as forthcoming federal and state 

policy shifts.  The SDP offered ESSA training to school principals called Qlik-BAM on 

March 1 - 2, 2018, in order to educate principals regarding ESSA demands that require 

school strategies be "evidence based", [a slight but significant shift from] "scientifically-

based research" [in NCLB] (Personal communications, 2018).  Programs purchased by 

federal funds must be based on their evidence of efficacy to raise student achievement, 

not their claims of being "scientifically based research" (Brady, Duffy, Hazelkorn & 

Bucholz, 2014, p. 108).  March 2018 also saw the adoption of a $3.15 billion budget by 
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the SDP with no evidence of financial catastrophe, a stark contrast to 2013 (Mezaccappa 

& Windle, 2018).  However, this hinges on the city of Philadelphia raising a billion 

dollars for the district by increasing property taxes 6%, increasing some business taxes, 

and seeking other revenue streams (Mezaccappa & Windle, 2018).  The potential for 

district instability looms, but it seems the era of mass closures is over.  Instead, the 

district is moving toward an era of cycling schools.  Some charters will be revoked, 

others will be continued because the charter laws in Pennsylvania mandate a review 

every five years (School District of Philadelphia Charter Office, 2018).  The tempo of 

school closings and mergers will be low grade, but will remain as a mainstay of district 

corrective policy in a new essentialist-market system of schools. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

Longitudinal Affective Impacts on Teachers Across Episodes of Policy Implementation 

 The affective components (i.e. moods, feelings, attitudes) of policy actors in 

emotional professions (i.e. teaching) mediate the performance of those individuals; thus, 

the delivery of instruction can be adversely impacted by teachers who are emotionally 

compromised by implementation overload, task saturation, and operational fatigue 

(Haberman, 2004; Hargreaves, 1998; Petrides, 2010; Reyes, Brackett, Rivers, White, & 

Salovey, 2012).  The primary findings of this study, trauma and chaos, support the future 

investigation of longitudinal affective impacts on teachers across episodes of policy 

turbulence.  In lieu of the newly established essentialist market paradigm in Philadelphia, 

Newark, Cleveland, and other urban areas, the effects on the teacher corps impacts not 
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only public school teachers, but also charter school teachers (Pew Charitable Trusts, 

2015).  The effects are not clear.  For example, Philadelphia reviews charters every five 

years while allowing for discretionary reviews should incidence of malfeasance or 

extraordinary circumstances warrant this, as in the case of Walter Palmer Charter School 

in 2014 (Hangler, 2014).  The SRC granted Walter Palmer a one year extension on its 

charter after its second five-year review (Hangler, 2014).  However, the school closed 

abruptly in December 2014, sending students to enroll in the public school system.  In 

fact, some of those students enrolled in AHHS in January, 2015 (Personal 

communication, 2015).   The episode exposed teachers at Walter Palmer Charter School 

to substantial trauma, ranging from a fear of not being compensated to loss of 

professional and emotional capital invested in a school community.  After working for 

approximately two years in uncertain circumstances, those teachers were suddenly 

unemployed and would likely seek employment in other charter schools and in the public 

system.  They would not necessarily leave the teaching profession.  Moreover, teachers in 

AHHS and other public schools were tasked with integrating traumatized students into 

their classrooms mid-year.  In establishing an essentialist market place for education, this 

phenomenology is to be expected and the impact on the professional teaching corps 

should be better understood.   

 In addition to the normalization of school closures and openings, the impact of 

layers of policy implementation within this new normal warrants investigation.   Teachers 

exist at the intersection of high accountability and an up-tempo policy environment.  

Gross (1998) provided examples for this as "issue overload" (p. 117) but the 
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phenomenology warrants greater research.  Gross' case study revealed a superintendent 

who remarked, "It is time to take a long hard look at all of the new programs" (1998, p. 

117).  But, what of districts where thinking is the complete opposite, where local and 

state forces do not take a long hard look at the volume and pace of policy 

implementation?  Studying the impacts on teachers working in these conditions could 

provide insight into student performance as well as policy efficacy.  

Central High School, 1957, AHHS, 2013 

 The transformation of Central High School in the midst of desegregation, Sputnik, 

and the Great Society was more turbulent then the episode described in Philadelphia.  

Yet, both demonstrated the emotional strength of policy shifts and the contrasting 

phenomenologies of events depending on stakeholder positionality.   

 As a harbinger of federal policy influence on public education, the integration of 

Central High School was singular in demonstrating the amount of supports needed to 

realize policy implementation with fidelity.  Similarly, AHHS would have benefitted 

from such substantial supports; not the deployment of military forces, but a deployment 

of school police, counselors, and funds to support the unification of three disparate 

student bodies and the myriad of policies implemented. 

 As the writing of this study concludes, in the spring of 2018, AHHS is poised to 

experience another merger.  This time, a high performing school is set to be housed in the 

building for the 2019 - 2020 school year.  At the time of this writing, the term co-locate is 

being used, suggesting the schools will remain as separate entities within AHHS.    
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Reflections 

 Viewing qualitative research as a straightforward descriptive or interpretive 

process belies its complexity and seemingly downplays its importance.  Qualitative 

studies and phenomenological analyses are essential in order to understand and frame 

quantitative data.  In 2012, the School District of Philadelphia closed 12 schools.  In 

2013, it closed an additional 24, merged 5, deployed a myriad of policies, and, was at a 

budget impasse forcing thousands of lay-offs.  After over a decade of implementation, the 

essentialist-market policies ushered in by NCLB matured.  Their forces cascaded upon 

contextual factors unique to schools and districts, realizing the transformation 

exemplified in Philadelphia with its dénouement in the fall of 2013.  Through strictly 

quantitative evaluations, Philadelphia observers might have deemed the policies deployed 

and proceeding with fidelity.  However, this study brought perspective to that notion.  

Thomas Paine (1776) famously critiqued policy implementation in "Common Sense" by 

casting a gaze to the experience of policies:  "It is the good fortune of many to live distant 

from the scene of sorrow" (1997, p. 23).  He made the case that policy implementation 

had to be viewed from the ground-up as much as top down to create awareness to the 

stark phenomenologies between the two positionalities.  This study lends credence to that 

argument.  

 Policy makers and school administrators are challenged to balance the 

downstream impacts of policy implementation and mitigate them.  Gross (2004) 

described this using a lever metaphor, where turbulence was cast down a system.  But, 

this is only possible if data regarding different stakeholder positionalities are considered, 
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lest the teacher phenomenology of the fall of 2013 is repeated.  Education policy makers 

and policy intermediaries enact directives, but ultimately teachers carry the responsibility 

of operationalizing policy.  Thus, school administrators should apply frameworks to 

policy decisions that consider the affective components of teaching (i.e. turbulence 

theory, multiple ethical lenses, self-efficacy theory).  As the ultimate vectors of 

instructional delivery and the fulcrums of school efficacy, teachers' phenomenologies of 

policy implementation are paramount.  

 The challenge for Philadelphia teachers (and others in similar milieus) moving 

ahead is thus: normalized turbulence, or, what I earlier dubbed the new normal.  Charter 

schools are opened and closed.  Some have enrollment limits expanded.  Some do not.  

As the governing and sanctioning body of school options, the School District of 

Philadelphia funds these entities, maintaining financial pressure on the system of 

traditional public schools.  Testing remains.  Accountability practices remain.  The 

backstop for the essentialist-market system is now, ironically, the system that these 

options were meant to mitigate: public schools.  In short, school options depend on the 

reserve capacity of the public system.  Meanwhile, teachers in Philadelphia charter and 

public schools perform the heavy lift regarding direct student services and policy 

deliverables in this turbulent setting. 

 In reflecting on teachers' perceptions of policy implementation, the policy forces 

of NCLB, RTTT, and SIG grants in Philadelphia, and the dynamics of local contexts, the 

teachers of AHHS worked in the midst of severe and extreme turbulence in the fall of 

2013.  This begs the question, would they have been better off had the status quo been 
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left in place?  A damning report in 2004 dubbed many city schools across the United 

States "drop out factories" (Balfanz & Legters, 2004, p. 5).  Philadelphia public schools 

were on the list.  The question of opportunity costs is just as important as the questions 

raised by the findings in this study.  Certainly, teacher perceptions of policy 

implementation during the fall of 2013 in AHHS were traumatic, chaotic, and low on 

fidelity; but, comparing that policy deployment only to itself fails to consider the record 

of Philadelphia schools that precipitated public and governmental support for charters 

and school transformation in the first place.  The graph of declining enrollment in public 

schools demonstrated this (Figure 2).  More succinctly, if the fall of 2013 had not 

occurred, to what extent would teachers have experienced severe and extreme turbulence 

nonetheless within the public system (for example, as it had been in the early 2000s)?   

 Public policy in a democratic republic, that operates in good faith, that tries to 

honor diverse ethics, is hard and slow work.  Transformative changes in districts the size 

of Philadelphia take approximately a decade.  At the time of writing, it is roughly fifteen 

years since the inception of NCLB.  It is about five years since 2013 when Philadelphia 

truly transformed from a district paradigm to a portfolio model of an "educational system 

that provides high-quality school choice" (Philadelphia Schools Partnership, 2011, para. 

1).  An analysis of impacts on teachers including indicators which reflect perceptions of 

policy implementation should be conducted in 2023 as well as an analysis of impacts on 

student achievement. The confounding factors, however, are many.  

 In conclusion, and to address more granular reflections, I strongly recommend 

school leaders remain mindful of teacher positionality, the emotional demands of policy 
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implementation on teachers, and teacher capacity limits.  This is particularly necessary 

when multiple layers of policy implementation present such as they did in 2013.  As 

previously stated, this study did not stand to judge the quality or efficacy of policies 

deployed in the fall of 2013, but to provide readers a feeling of what it was like to be 

there vis-a-vis teachers' perceptions.  Given the myriad of policy forces at all times in 

education, harmonizing them and enhancing their deployment is challenging.  I am 

hopeful the data contained herein bring a valuable perspective to substantive policy 

decision-making by providing qualitative considerations to inform quantitative policy 

drivers.  
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APPENDIX A CONSENT FORM 

Temple University 

College of Education 

1301 Cecil B. Moore Ave. 

Ritter Hall/Ritter Annex (003-00) 

Philadelphia, PA 19122-6091 

 

Dr. Greg Anderson 

Dean, College of Education 

Professor of Higher Education 

(215) 204-8017 

coedean@temple.edu 

 

Consent Form to Interview, Record, and Generate Transcript 

 

Investigator’s Name: Lubomyr Konrad 

Department:  College of Education, Department of Policy, Organizational, & Leadership Studies 

 

Project Title: Cascading Turbulence:  Teachers' Perceptions of Policy Implementation in the 

School District of Philadelphia During the Fall of 2013 

 

Telephone:   ( c ) 215-687-0444 

 

Advisor:   Dr. Steven J. Gross    

Professor of Educational Leadership 

Policy, Organizational, & Leadership Studies 

Ritter Hall 246 

1301 Cecil B. Moore Avenue 

Philadelphia, PA 19122-6091 

phone/fax: (215) 204-8064 / (215) 204-2743 

sgross02@temple.edu 

  

I am studying the effects and impact of policy implementation in the School District of Philadelphia during 

the fall of 2013.  In order to gain more insight into the state of affairs in one high school during this time, I 

am asking you to participate in one interview that will last from 45 to 90 minutes.  The interview will be 

scheduled at a time and location that is convenient to you. 

 

The data you provide will be recorded anonymously.  Your participation will be coded anonymously and 

anything you say is confidential.  It will not be shared with anyone.  This audio recording will be used only 

for the following purpose:  RESEARCH. 

 

mailto:coedean@temple.edu
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HOW LONG WILL THESE RECORDINGS BE USED?  These recordings will be erased after publication 

of the dissertation.  A transcript of the recordings will be retained for 1 year in a locked filing cabinet in the 

investigator’s residence.  After that time, they will be shredded.  Your name will not appear on the 

transcript, only the pseudonym used for your recording. 

 

WHAT IF I CHANGE MY MIND?  I understand that I can withdraw my permission at any time.  Per my 

request, the audio recordings will be deleted and not be used.  This will not affect my relationship with 

Lubomyr Konrad, Temple University, or the School District of Philadelphia in any way. 

 

PAYMENT AND TRANSCRIPTS:  I understand that I will not be paid for being recorded or for the use of 

the transcripts.  A copy of the transcripts will be provided to me. 

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION:  If at any time I want more information about the recording(s), or if I have 

any questions at any time, I can contact: 

 

1.  Researcher:  Lubomyr Konrad, lkonrad@temple.edu, 215-687-0444 

2.  Advisor:  Dr. Steven J. Gross    

Professor of Educational Leadership 

Policy, Organizational, & Leadership Studies 

Ritter Hall 246 

1301 Cecil B. Moore Avenue 

Philadelphia, PA 19122-6091 

phone/fax: (215) 204-8064 / (215) 204-2743 

sgross02@temple.edu 

3. Institutional Review Board Program: 

Office of the Vice President for Research Administration 

Research Compliance 

Student Faculty Center 

3340 N. Broad Street, 3rd floor, Suite 304 

Philadelphia, PA 19140 

Main 215-707-3390 / Fax 215-707- 9100 

Website: research.temple.edu 

 

I welcome any questions you may have about this study.  Your participation is completely voluntary and 

you are free to withdraw permission at any time during this study without any consequences.  Signing 

your name below indicates that you have read and understand the contents of this Consent Form and that 

you agree to take part in this study. 

_____________________________________   ________________ 

Participant's Signature        Date 

 

______________________________________   ________________ 

Investigator’s Signature       Date 
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APPENDIX B INTERVIEW SCHEDULE  

 

1.  Descriptive:   

a) Can you tell me about yourself?   

b) How long have you been teaching? 

c) Since 2010, have you taught in many schools? 

d) What subjects have you taught since 2010? 

e) If you taught in different schools, do you remember different initiatives 

throughout the years? 

f) Where did you have the best sense of teacher efficacy?    

 

2.  Descriptive:  According to the Philadelphia Notebook, a publication devoted strictly to 

public school issues in Philadelphia, The fall of 2013 in The School District of 

Philadelphia was a “Countdown to Calamity”.  Twenty-four schools were closed.  

Assistant principals were cut.  Nurses were cut.  Counselors were cut.  Student sports 

were threatened to be cut.  Students were displaced.  Act 82 or PVAAS began – the new 

teacher rating system.  SLOs began.  Restorative Practices were begun, the Keystone 

Exams were initiated, and the teacher contract expired with no replacement.   

a) What do you recall about the fall of 2013?   

b) What do you recall hearing in the copy room when teachers would talk? 

c) How did you feel during this time? 

d) In conversations with teacher-peers in the teacher lounge, what were teaches and 

NTAs saying?  

 

2.  Narrative:  Can you walk me through opening days, September 4 - 6, 2013.  Two of 

those were Staff Only Professional Development days.  

 

3.  Structural:  So, what were the steps the school or district took to open your school and 

initiate policies like SLOs, PVAAS, Restorative Practices, etc. in the fall of 2013?   

 

4.  Structural:  What were factors that you think contributed to the fall of 2013?  

 

5.  Evaluative:  To what extent do you attribute these factors to forces outside of the 

school? 

 

6.  Circular:  To what extent do you think policies initiated by your principal and district 

administrators were aligned?  

 

7.  Comparative:   How do you think policy implementation was different in the fall of 

2013 versus this year or other years? 

(Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009, p. 60) 
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APPENDIX C PRACTICE INTERVIEWEE LOG 

 

 

  Pseudonym 

Subject 

Taught 

 

Age Sex Race 

Years 

Teach-

ing in 

Fall of 

2013 

School 

Mr. Paul 
Social 

Studies 
30s M 

Cau-

casian 
7 

Comprehensive 

High School 

Mr. 

Summers 
Art 40s M 

Afr-

ican-

Americ

an 

7 
Elementary School 

K-8 

Dr. Carver Science 20s M 

African

-Amer-

ican 

6 
Comprehensive 

High School 

Ms. 

English 

ELA & 

ESOL 
50s F 

Cau-

casian 
10 

Comprehensive 

High School 
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APPENDIX D INTERVIEWEE SUMMARY DATA AND KEYS 

 

 

P Number 

New to 

AHHS 

in 2013 

Course 

Taught 

Age in 

2013 

Years 

Teaching 

Experienc

e in 2013 

Years 

Teaching 

Experience 

in 2017 

Gen-

der 

Race/ 

Ethnicity 

*1 Y Math 20s 7 11 M Caucasian 

*2 Y 
Spec Ed/ 

English 
50s 7 11 F 

African 

American 

*3 Y Science 20s 3 7 M 
African 

American 

4 N 
ELL 

English 
30s 12 16 M Caucasian 

5 N Math 30s 7 11 M Caucasian 

6 N Health 50s 12 16 F 
African 

American 

*7 Y 
Social 

Studies 
20s 4 8 M Caucasian 

8 N Arts 60s 9 13 M Caucasian 

*9 Y 
English/ 

Spec Ed 
30s 9 11 F Caucasian 

10 N Soc. St. 50s 23 27 M Caucasian 
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APPENDIX E COMPARING ESSA TO NCLB 

 

Comparing ESSA to NCLB 

What's Changed What Hasn't Changed 

Assessments 

1. States have new flexibility in meeting annual 

testing requirements: 

• For each tested subject, states can use a single 

summative assessment or multiple interim 

assessments that produce a single summative score. 

• States can administer computer-adaptive 

assessments. 

• Funding opportunity for statewide assessment audits 

with the goal of streamlining testing. States can 

implement a cap on aggregate testing time. 

• Up to seven states will be permitted to pilot 

competency-based assessments. 

2. Districts – with state permission – can implement 

an alternative, nationally-recognized high school 

level assessment, provided that the assessment is 

aligned to state standards. 

3. Tighter standards for administration of an 

alternate assessment: One percent cap for alternate 

assessments limited to students with “significant 

cognitive disabilities.” Requires local education 

agencies (LEAs) exceeding this cap to notify the 

state education agency (SEA), and requires SEAs to 

provide additional oversight of these districts. 

4. While ESSA preserves a 95 percent testing 

participation rate, states are required to notify 

parents of students’ right to not participate (as 

applicable by state law). States will need to 

determine how the 95 percent participation 

requirement will factor into statewide accountability 

systems. Similarly, LEAs will need to address how 

they will meet those requirements within their own 

plans. 

5. Requires “challenging” academic standards in 

math, English language arts, and science. States are 

required under ESSA to align these standards to 

public postsecondary credit-bearing courses. 

1. Preserves annual testing in mathematics and 

English language arts in grades 3-8 and once in high 

school. Science assessments must also be given at 

least once in each grade span (grades 3-5, 6-8, and 

10-12). States continue to have authority to develop 

assessments in other content areas. 

2. States and districts receiving Title I-A funds must 

participate in the administration of the NAEP in 

grades 4 and 8. 

3. Requires states to provide reasonable adaptations 

and accommodations for students with disabilities. 
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6. Moves accountability for English learners into 

Title I. Test participation for English learners can be 

phased in. 

 

Accountability 

1.  Elimination of Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) 

and the 100 percent proficiency requirement.  

2.  Elimination of Annual Measurable Achievement 

Objectives (AMAOs) for English language learners.  

3.  Federal government can no longer prescribe any 

aspect of states’ accountability systems, including 

indicators, weighting, and differentiation 

methodology.  

4.  Federal government can no longer prescribe 

specific school improvement/turnaround models or 

interventions.  

5.  States must establish both short- and long-term 

goals for student achievement.  

6.  Performance of each subgroup must be measured 

separately, eliminating so-called “super subgroups.”  

7. State accountability systems must incorporate 

both academic outcomes and students’ learning 

opportunities: 

• Elementary and middle schools must consider 

achievement on state tests, another academic 

outcome (like growth), and English language 

proficiency.  

• High schools must consider achievement on 

statewide tests, graduation rates, and English 

language proficiency (for students who are still 

learning the language).  

• States must choose at least one other factor that 

addresses students’ opportunity to learn (e.g., 

teacher engagement, student engagement, access to 

advanced coursework, or school climate/safety).  

• Each factor has to be of “substantial” weight, and 

academic factors have to carry a “much greater” 

weight as a group than the non-academic factors.  

8.  ESSA eliminates the corrective actions and 

interventions of NCLB as well as the School 

Improvement Grant (SIG) program. The new law 

provides much greater authority and flexibility to 

states in determining the criteria to identify 

underperforming schools. ESSA creates two broad 

1.  Standardized assessments must still factor into 

state accountability systems. 

2.  Requirements to disaggregate student data still 

exist: 

• Economically disadvantaged; 

• Limited English language proficiency; o Students 

with disabilities; and 

• Major racial/ethnic groups. 

3.  States must still identify schools that are 

underperforming; however, states have greater 

flexibility in determining criteria, interventions, 

supports, and exit criteria. 

4.  Districts are allowed to provide students in 

underperforming schools the opportunity to transfer 

to another public school in the district, if permitted 

by state, but no longer requires parental notification 

around this option (unless required by state law). 

5.  States must still implement more rigorous 

actions for chronically struggling schools, but states 

have greater autonomy in determining those actions 

and criteria (previously prescribed at federal level 

under NCLB). 
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categories of identification for low-performing 

schools:  

• Comprehensive Support and Improvement: States 

must identify Title I schools that fall in the bottom 

five percent of performers, all public high schools in 

which fewer than 67 percent of students graduate, 

and Title I schools in which any subgroup, on its 

own, would be identified as following in the lowest-

performing five percent and has not improved in a 

number of years. Districts must devise “evidence 

based” plans to implement in those schools and 

states must keep track of progress. If a school does 

not demonstrate progress for a period of years (no 

more than four), the state must apply more rigorous 

interventions.  

• Targeted Support and Improvement: States are 

required to identify any public schools in which 

subgroups of students are “consistently 

underperforming.” Schools must create an 

evidencebased plan to implement, and districts must 

monitor their efforts. If the subgroup continues to 

struggle, the school may be identified for 

Comprehensive Support and Improvement.  

 

Educator Certification 

1.  Eliminates the “highly qualified teacher” (HQT) 

requirements of NCLB.  

2.  Updates the definition of professional 

development to ensure personalized, ongoing, job-

embedded activities that are:  

• Available to all school staff, including 

paraprofessionals;  

• Part of broader school improvement plans;  

• Collaborative and data-driven;  

• Developed with educator input; and  

• Regularly evaluated.  

3.  Establishes “Teacher and School Leader 

Academies.”  

• States are permitted to fund teacher preparation 

academies using the state’s share of Title II funds. 

These academies must be authorized by a state 

authorizer and can be operated by nonprofit or 

public entities, including institutions of higher 

education.  

1.  Requires state plans provide assurance that all 

teachers and paraprofessionals working in programs 

supported by Title I-A funds meet state certification 

and licensure requirements. Note: Pennsylvania’s 

certification and licensure requirements are largely 

reflective of HQT and will need review post-ESSA. 

2.  Maintains the NCLB requirement that schools 

receiving Title IA funds ensure that poor and 

minority children are not taught by “ineffective, out-

of-field, or inexperienced” teachers at higher rates 

than other children (also known as “Equitable Access 

to Excellent Educators”). The law does not define 

these terms, and indicates that states must detail the 

measures used to “evaluate and publicly report the 

progress” of the state. States are not required, 

however, to “develop or implement a teacher, 

principal, or other school leader evaluation system.” 

ESSA replaces “unqualified” language of NCLB 

with “ineffective.” 

3.  ESSA maintains the Teacher Quality Partnerships 

Grant Program (teacher-preparation initiative), and 

the existing Teacher Incentive Fund is expanded to 
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• Completion of a teacher academy program of study 

would be permitted to be recognized as the 

equivalent of a master’s degree (if the state wants to 

convey such recognition). Constraints on faculty 

holding advanced degrees, requirements for faculty 

to conduct research, and number of course credits 

are not permitted.  

4.  Permits use of allowable funds by LEAs to 

establish teacher residency programs and teacher 

preparation program improvements. 5.  Expands 

access to “evidence based” professional 

development under Title II to include teachers of all 

subjects (not just core subjects as under NCLB) as 

well as school leaders, administrators, and other 

school staff. 

• Swaps NCLB terminology of 

“scientifically based” with ESSA 

terminology of “evidence based.” 

5.  Changes Title II formula and allowable uses of 

funds:  

• Changes the Title II formula to 20 percent based on 

school-age population and 80 percent based on 

school age population living in poverty, phased in 

over four years.  

• Current formula allocates Title II funds to states 

based on 35 percent of a state’s school age 

population and 65 percent of its school-age 

population living in poverty.  

• Allows the use of Title II funds to reform 

certification systems; improve alternate routes to 

certification; and improve recruitment and retention 

of teachers, principals, and school leaders, among 

other activities.  

• New funding for training teachers in literacy and 

STEM 

 

 

include school leaders and renamed the Teacher and 

School Leader Innovation Program. 

 

 

Educator Evaluation 
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1.  ESSA eliminates the requirement that states 

establish teacher evaluation systems based in 

significant part on students’ performance on 

statewide assessments.  

• While not a component of the original NCLB, this 

requirement first appeared in the eligibility rules for 

the Obama Administration’s Race to the Top grant 

funding. Later, it became a key requirement of 

ESEA flexibility waivers.  

• States may develop and implement teacher and 

principal evaluation systems.  

2.  As detailed in the “Educator Certification” 

section, the requirement for HQT is eliminated. 

 

1.  While not directly tied to evaluation, ESSA 

continues to allow the use of Title II grants to 

reduce class size, but only “to evidence-based 

levels.” 

• Currently, about a third of Title II funds 

are spent on hiring teachers to reduce class 

size. 

 

(Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2016b) 
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APPENDIX F LOGIC MODEL 
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APPENDIX G COPYRIGHT PERMISSION 

Assn for Supervision and Curriculum Development LICENSE 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Jul 09, 2018 

This is a License Agreement between Lubomyr Konrad ("You") and Assn for 

Supervision and Curriculum Development ("Assn for Supervision and Curriculum 

Development") provided by Copyright Clearance Center ("CCC"). The license consists 

of your order details, the terms and conditions provided by Assn for Supervision and 

Curriculum Development, and the payment terms and conditions. 

License Number 4381311448158 

License date Jun 27, 2018 

Licensed content publisher Assn for Supervision and Curriculum Development 

Licensed content title Promises kept : sustaining school and district 

leadership in a turbulent era 

Licensed content date Jan 1, 2004 

Type of Use Thesis/Dissertation 

Requestor type Academic institution 

Format Electronic 

Portion chart/graph/table/figure 

Number of 

charts/graphs/tables/figures 

5 

The requesting 

person/organization is: 

Lubomyr S Konrad 

Title or numeric reference of the 

portion(s) 

Figure C-1 Turbulence Gauge for Challenge 1, page 

2; Figure C-2 Turbulence Gauge for Challenge 2, 

page 36; Figure C-3 Turbulence Gauge for Challenge 

3, page 72; Figure C-4 Turbulence Gauge for 

Challenge 4, page 112; Figure 5.3 The Reform Effort 

Energy List (REEL), p. 55 
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portion is from 

N/A 

Editor of portion(s) N/A 

Author of portion(s) Steven Jay Gross 
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Volume of serial or monograph. N/A 

Page range of the portion p.2 

Publication date of portion 2004 

Rights for Main product 

Duration of use Life of current edition 

Creation of copies for the 

disabled 

No 

With minor editing privileges Yes 

For distribution to Worldwide 

In the following language(s) Original language of publication 

Notes 3.1 All Works and all rights therein, including 

copyright rights, remain the sole and exclusive 

property of the Rightsholder (Steven J. Gross). 

8.5 If you have any comments or questions about the 

Service or Copyright Clearance Center, please 

contact us at 978-750-8400 or send an e-mail to 

info@copyright.com. 
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APPENDIX H NUMBER OF SDP SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL OPTIONS 1999 - 2017 

 

Numbe

r of 

Schools 

199

9 

200

0 

200

1 

200

2 

200

3 

200

4 

200

5 

200

6 

200

7 

200

8 

200

9 

201

0 

201

1 

201

2 

201

3 

201

4 

201

5 

201

6 

201

7 

School 

District 

of 

Philade-

lphia 
Public 

Schools 

261 261 265 262 264 268 270 265 269 266 267 265 257 249 240 213 217 217 215 

Total 

SDP 

Schools 

261 261 265 262 264 268 270 265 269 266 267 265 257 249 240 213 217 217 215 

Charter 

Schools 
- 25 35 41 46 48 52 54 56 61 63 67 67 67 67 67 66 63 65 

Renai-

ssance 

Schools 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 7 13 17 20 20 20 21 

Alternative 

Schools 
- - - - - - - 13 15 16 17 27 32 26 26 26 25 28 24 

Cyber 

Charter 
Schools 

- - - 5 5 6 9 11 11 11 11 11 11 13 15 15 13 14 14 

Total 

Charter 

Options 

0 25 35 46 51 54 61 78 82 88 91 105 117 119 125 128 124 125 124 
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APPENDIX H CONTINUED 

School 

Enroll

ment 

 

199

9 

200

0 

200

1 

200

2 

200

3 

200

4 
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5 

200

6 

200

7 
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201
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201

3 
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201

5 
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201
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School
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208

061 

205

121 

201

328 

197

322 

193

076 

188

397 

181

726 

175

263 

169

697 

162

608 

157

080 

156

420 

149

576 

143

007 

136

929 

131

921 

129

921 

131

491 

129

489 

Charte

r 

School
s 

 

- 
803
7 

113
96 

152
50 

181
64 

216
95 

250
55 

269
38 

282
20 

303
26 

326
37 

340
19 

361
90 

381
48 

428
13 

457
26 

487
71 

476
94 

485
97 

Renais

sance 

School

s 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 
429

3 

931

4 

129

30 

152

36 

155

30 

157

47 

161

53 

Altern

ative 

School
s 

 

- - - - - - 
253
8 

579
0 

439
9 

470
3 

456
8 

423
9 

490
6 

381
2 

416
5 

318
6 

347
8 

273
6 

275
1 

Cyber 

Charte

r 

School

s 

 

   211 258 462 
104

7 

122

0 

188

0 

218

0 

261

6 

293

5 

362

7 

478

7 

596

1 

675

2 

658

4 

613

5 

587

4 

*Brick 
& 

Mortar 

Charte

r 

                   

School 

Option

s Total 

 803

7 

113

96 

154

61 

184

22 

221

57 

286

40 

339

48 

344

99 

372

09 

398

21 

411

93 

490

16 

560

61 

658

69 

709

00 

743

63 

723

12 

733

75 

Sum 

of 

School 
Distric

t of 

Philad

elphia 

Public 

Shools

, 

Chart

er, 

Renais
sance, 

Altern

ative, 

Cyber 

Chart

er* 

208

061 

213

158 

212

724 

213

079 

211

773 

210

822 

210

624 

209

459 

204

446 

200

040 

197

796 

197

801 

198

783 

199

232 

202

950 

202

996 

204

524 

204

217 

203

814 
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